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Abstract
Abstract
A multiscale model combines the models of different resolution scales of a complex 
system for improved accuracy, reliability, and/or computational efficiency. As a 
generic modelling paradigm, multiscale modelling is now widely regarded as a 
promising and powerful tool in various disciplines, including the broad area of 
process engineering. On the other hand, a multiscale model is usually much more 
difficult to develop than a single-scale model due to difficulties in a number of aspects. 
Consequently, the application of multiscale modelling still remains a challenging task.
This work identifies the key challenges faced by computer-aided multiscale modelling 
and proposes an overarching methodology to tackle these challenges, which explores 
the way to a computer-based, generic and open supporting framework for multi scale 
modelling. As the theoretical foundation of this framework, a generic ontology 
representing a unified theory of multiscale modelling and a domain ontology 
regarding to chemical process engineering are developed. Furthermore, a set of 
computer-based tools are designed and implemented according to this methodology, 
including a conceptual modelling tool which addresses the issues occurred during the 
construction of conceptual multiscale model, a model realisation tool which transfers 
the conceptual model into a form which is ready to be executed and a model 
execution tool which actually solves the model. Moreover, a computer-aided 
environment supporting multiscale discrete event modelling is also developed based 
on the overarching methodology. All the prototypical tools have been evaluated by 
specific modelling examples. Overall, the results show that it is feasible to develop 
generic compuer-based tools to support multiscale modelling at different stages of a 
modelling process.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Chapter 1 Introduction
Multiscale modelling is an emerging modelling paradigm which combines the models 
of different resolution scales of a complex system to obtain a characterisation of the 
system for a better model quality or for a higher computational efficiency. This 
modelling paradigm is now widely regarded as a promising and powerful tool in 
various disciplines. In process engineering, typical applications in the design of 
chemical processes and products have been presented in several reviews (e.g. Braatz, 
Alkire, Rusli, & Drews, 2004; Charpentier, 2002, 2009; Lucia, 2010; Vlachos, 2005). 
In material science, this modelling paradigm has been applied for predicting 
properties, functionalities, and the formation and propagation of defect, with the 
combination of quantum mechanics, molecular dynamics and finite element 
modelling (Karakasidis and Charitidis, 2007; Maroudas, 2000). In computational 
mechanics and particularly fluids modelling, a representative application is to 
combine molecular dynamics with continuum modelling to capture the behaviour at 
the near-wall region (Liu, Rugonyi, Pentecost, and Thornburg, 2007; O’Connell and 
Thompson, 1995). In systems biology, this multiscale paradigm has been applied to 
the modelling of ion channels (quantum-molecule-cell) and heart (cell-tissue-organ) 
(Southern et al., 2008).
Developing a multiscale model is generally much more challenging than building a 
single scale model, because the modeller has to determine what scales to be involved 
and how the involved scales should be connected. To tackle the difficulties, several 
efforts in formulating modelling methodologies have aimed to provide generic 
guidance to the development of new applications. The most notable activities are 
devoted to the classification of multiscale modelling approaches, frameworks, or 
model types which define the generic ways how submodels of different scales of a 
system can be introduced and coupled to form an integral model. Pantelides (2001) 
classifies scale integration strategies into serial, parallel, hierarchical, and 
simultaneous approaches. This classification was expanded and adapted in the work
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of Ingram, Cameron, and Mangos (2004) which identifies a number of integration 
frameworks and discusses the compatibility issue. Li, Ge, Zhang, and Kwauk (2005) 
articulate the difference between what is called descriptive, correlative, and 
variational methods. Vlachos (2005) makes the distinction between sequential or 
serial approaches and those referred to as hybrid, parallel, dynamic, and concurrent 
approaches.
While the guidance offered by the generalised modelling methodologies may help the 
modellers conceptually, computer-based tools aim to provide more direct and 
concrete support to facilitate modellers in their specific modelling tasks (Ingram et al., 
2004; Marquardt, Wedel, and Bayer, 2000; Fraga, Wills, Fairweather, and Perris, 
2006). In this direction, the work reported in Bezzo, Macchietto, and Pantelides (2004) 
treats the coupling of a multizonal model of process equipment and a CFD model, 
which represents a particular type of multiscale modelling tasks in process 
engineering. Kulikov, Briesen, and Marquardt (2005) present a generic 
implementation of the coupling of CFD and population balance modelling tools based 
on an environment for simulation tools integration. Morales-Rodriguez and Gani 
(2007) report the integration of several, scale-crossing modelling tools to support 
product-centric process design and analysis. Apart from the efforts made within the 
process systems engineering community, Doi (2002) reports a material modelling 
platform to support multiscale modelling of polymers by integrating a specific set of 
simulation programmes each of which is dedicated to the modelling at a certain length 
scale. In structural biology, the MMTSB tool set (Feig, Karanicolas, and Brooks, 
2004) has been developed which is capable of supporting tasks such as translation 
between all-atom and low-resolution models. While these efforts have all provided 
useful support to specific types of multiscale modelling applications, they are 
commonly intended to address specific types of applications.
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1.1 Objectives of this work
Recognizing that multiscale modelling is a generic modelling paradigm applicable to 
various disciplines, this current work has attempted to explore a way of providing a 
generic set of computer-based tools to support multiscale modelling in different 
applications. A set of objectives which are expected to be achieved in this work is 
listed below:
1. Identifying the challenges confronted by multiscale modelling and proposing a 
methodology which can tackle these challenges.
2. Developing common facilities sharable by different modelling tasks (possibly 
from different disciplines) and a mechanism for the modellers to incorporate task- 
or domain-specific knowledge and information and marry it with the common 
facilities.
3. Designing and implementing of software prototypes to implement and verify the 
overall methodology for computer-aided multiscale modelling.
4. Exploring the approach to computer-aided discrete event system modelling.
1.2 Overview
The remainder of this thesis is structured as following:
Chapter 2 reviews the existing technologies and academic research results focusing on 
the area of computer-aided process modelling based on which computer-aided 
multiscale modelling (CAMM) is developed. The concept of multiscale modelling 
and its attractive features are also given in this chapter. After that, developments of 
both discrete event systems modelling and knowledge-based systems are discussed.
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Computing technologies which could be utilized for the design and implementation of 
CAMM are particularly introduced, including knowledge representation languages, 
knowledge reasoners, expert systems and component-based technologies.
In Chapter 3, the key challenges for CAMM as well as the basis on which the 
proposed research on CAMM could build is firstly identified. An overarching 
methodology, which comprises two important components, for developing a generic 
supporting environment for CAMM as envisaged above is then proposed.
A generic ontology as the theoretical basis of CAMM, which contains the 
conceptualisation of general multiscale systems, is introduced in Chapter 4. A 
domain-specific ontology developed on parts of the OntoCAPE, which is adopted as 
the source of domain-specific vocabularies of the case studies in this thesis, is also 
presented.
In Chapter 5, the design and implementation of a conceptual modelling tool, an 
important element in the generic tool set following the overall methodology are 
presented. Two examples are given to illustrate the application of this conceptual 
modelling tool on multiscale modelling tasks.
Chapter 6 presents the tools for the stages of model realisation and execution, which 
are designed and developed to support the integration of existing modelling tools each 
of which addresses one particular scale of a multiscale system. Again, two case 
studies are presented to demonstrate these tools.
Chapter 7 starts with introducing an extension of the proposed generic ontology which 
supports discrete event modelling. The details of the design and the implementation of 
a computer-based environment for multiscale discrete event modelling are 
subsequently given. A case study to validate the developed tool is presented.
A generic framework for computer-aided multiscale modelling 4
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Finally, concluding remarks and a description of future work are given in Chapter 8.
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In the past several decades, the increasing requirements on the quality and the 
efficiency of modelling have been accompanied by the fast development in computer 
software and hardware technologies. These two trends have constituted the general 
context for the exploration of CAMM of (chemical) process systems. More 
specifically, CAMM of process systems continues the development in the area of 
computer aided process modelling (CAPM), where computer software tools are 
constructed in order to address the bottlenecks of building mathematical models of 
process systems. Despite the achievements of CAPM, the existing tools usually 
support modelling only at individual scales, e.g. a process plant as a whole or a single 
process unit operation; support to modelling that involves multiple scales, i.e. 
multiscale modelling, is still rare.
In this chapter, conventional CAPM approaches and some more recent developments 
are first reviewed in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 introduces briefly the concept of 
multiscale modelling. Section 2.3 outlines the existing technologies developed for 
supporting discrete event systems. In Section 2.4, computer methods and tools, as 
potential enabling technologies for CAMM, are discussed.
2.1 Former efforts on computer-aided process modelling
Models as a pattern or description of some objects and behaviors have long been used 
in various disciplines, including process engineering, computational mechanics and 
the board area of biological engineering. Mathematical modelling allows modellers to 
perform numerical experiments such as simulation and optimization, from which 
valuable information and knowledge about the modelled system can be gained. This 
makes models instrumental tools for many tasks ranging from practical applications to 
academic research. However, the model construction and analysis processes are often 
expensive, time-consuming and error-prone, which calls for computer-based support
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to the modellers in order to improve the efficiency of model development. In chemical 
process engineering, computer-aided process modelling (CAPM) has been proposed, 
with a number of methods and tools developed in the past few decades.
2.1.1 Conventional CAPM methods
In the past few decades, commercially successful software tools have been developed 
to support the efficient modelling of chemical processes. These tools are classified 
into three types (Bieszczad, 2000), as summarized below:
• Sequential Modular Flowsheet Tools: This kind of modelling tool utilizes 
predefined modular units to construct the flowsheet of an entire plant or plant 
section which is the target of modelling. ASPEN PLUS 
(www.aspentech.com/products/aspen-plus.cfm) as one of the most famous 
chemical process modelling software tools belongs to this type. By calculating 
each modular unit sequentially in the flowsheet, the entire model can be solved. 
One of the greatest advantages of this kind of tools is that they are relatively easy 
to use since all the constituent modular units have already been elaborately 
designed by domain experts before they are used in various modelling tasks. 
Unfortunately, this merit of sequential modular tools also brings some critical 
limitations. Since modular units are predefined, they may not be able to fit for 
some special purposes of modellers. Although most sequential modular flowsheet 
tools support for adding new modular units to the existing model library, this is 
often a very sophisticated task because little assistance is provided, which makes 
model creation a special privilege of modelling experts.
• Programming-Based Tools: In order to overcome the drawbacks of sequential 
modular flowsheet tools, tools which contain customization functions are desired. 
The programming-based tools allow modellers to characterize modular units 
rather than barely selecting units from a predefined modular library. Since
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modellers are required to develop their own modular unit when needed, they have 
to possess a wide range of knowledge and skills, including modelling capability, 
knowledge of the problem domain, and computer programming skills. This 
requirement greatly obstructs average modellers from establishing their desired 
models because they often only have knowledge of their interested domain. 
Another issue is that a model developed this way is in a form of a fragment of 
programming code; it can be very difficult for other people to understand the 
rationale of the model, e.g. the definition and behavior of the modelled unit or 
plant. Consequently, reuse and modification of models developed this way is 
impractical even for modelling similar systems.
• Equation-Based Modelling Tools: This type of tools can be seen as the improved
descendant of the programming-based tools. Unlike their antecessor, 
equation-based modelling tools allow modellers to describe modular units by 
mathematical equations rather than programming codes. In addition to using 
simple mathematical operators to characterise modular units, logical operators, 
such as “and”, “or”, “not”, “conjunction”, and “disconjunction” can be adopted 
which allow conditional model definitions. Furthermore, some advanced 
conceptual knowledge of object-oriented programming like class hierarchy and 
inheritance is also integrated to organize the mathematical models. After a 
mathematical model is composed in such a tool, it can be solved by a particular 
numerical solver offered by this tool. The solver is chosen according to the 
mathematical type of the equations involved in the model. As the model and its 
solution algorithm (i.e. the solver) are separated, the reusability and modifiability 
of the model are improved. gPROMS (www.psenterprise.com/gproms/) is a 
representative of this type of tools. However, equation-based modelling tools 
have their own limitations. Because all the modular units are described by 
mathematical equations, objects and behaviors expressed by equation-based 
modelling tools can still be hard to understand, just like those described by 
programming-based tools. It is also difficult to validate all the equations by
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performing e.g. consistence checking, especially when the number of equations 
used to compose a model is large. Moreover, equations cannot explictly express 
some knowledge which is important for understanding and using the model, such 
as the connections between different modular units which are usually expressed 
merely by common variables existing in the equations which represent these 
units.
2.1.2 Limitations of existing tools and requirements of desired tools
Three common flaws of the conventional computer-aided modelling tools can be
concluded as follows:
• These modelling tools all lack of the capabilities which allow for models to be 
described by an ease-to-read language at a high level as opposed to by abstract 
expression such as programming languages or mathematic equations. The 
existing tools tend to produce models which are hard to understand; even the 
model developers themselves may feel difficult to reuse or modify the models 
they created previously.
They do not provide enough flexibility, reusability and do not support an easy 
and efficient way to describe objects and behaviors at different degrees of detail. 
These drawbacks may propagate and cause the inefficiency of modelling 
processes as well as the inadequacy of the created models.
• They do not provide enough assistance during the modelling process such as the 
guidance to model construction, model validation and model solution. This means 
that some complex work still needs to be done by the modellers alone.
In respect of these deficiencies, new types of computer-aided modelling tools are
highly demanded by modellers. Such tools should not only help modellers create
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models (both traditional models and novel models) through a variety of assistance, but 
also help to ensure the quality of the produced models so that they are comprehensible, 
reusable and modifiable. There are several features which advanced computer-aided 
modelling tools should possess:
• Models built by using such tools should contain not only mathematic equations 
but also assumptions, constraints as well as all the important decisions made 
during the whole modelling process. The model should be represented (both 
formally and informally) by a common, high-level language in order to share 
knowledge among modellers from various disciplines.
These tools should enable efficient model modification and reuse which are the 
key features of the created models for allowing them to be easily adopted or 
employed for other purposes with minor changes. This feature will greatly reduce 
the time and effort required for modelling.
• These tools should be intelligent enough to automatically, whenever possible, 
complete some of the modelling steps or activities, leaving only the creative work 
to the modellers. For the part of work that cannot be automated, these tools 
should offer facilitation to modellers, such as guidance and assistance based the 
relevant knowledge and logics captured by these tools.
2.1.3 Phenomena-based modelling
Aimed to address the above three requirements, a new type of computer aided 
modelling tools has been researched in the area of chemical process engineering. 
These tools share a common feature: the development of models starts with a 
conceptual or phenomenological description of the systems to be modelled, as 
opposed to a mathematical representation. This approach is often referred to as 
phenomena-based modelling. Phenomena-based modelling has been advocated by a
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number of researchers starting from 1990s, including Stephanopoulos et al. (1990), 
Marquardt (1995), Perkins et al., (1996), Jensen et al. (1996), Bieszczad (2000) and 
Bogusch et al. (2001). More recently, an ontology-based modelling approach (Yang et 
ah, 2004) was proposed in order to maximise the generality and extensibility of 
phenomena-based modelling tools by utilizing ontologies (Gruber, 1993) through 
which a domain of interest can be explicitly specified in terms of concepts and their 
relations. In the following, three representatives of phenomena-based modelling tools 
are described.
MODEL.LA: MODEL.LA was firstly proposed by Stephanopoulos et al. (1990) 
and was further developed by Bieszcard (1999). In this effort, the main objective 
was to construct a new language (called MODEL.LA) for constructing models for 
chemical processes. This modelling language contains elements of two main 
categories, namely structural language elements and functional language elements. 
As suggested by their name, structural language elements are responsible for 
describing the hierarchical characteristics of modular units of a model and the 
relationships among them. On the other hand, the functional language elements 
are used to characterize modular units by defining variables to represent their 
attributes and declaring constraints to specify their behaviors. Through using 
MODEL .LA and its capacity of customization, modellers are able to create 
different models according to the behaviors of their interested objects. 
MODEL .LA also ensures the reusability and modifiability of created models due 
to the modularity of any resulting model. By simply replacing or changing some 
of the modular units, the whole model can be adjusted to fit for different 
purposes.
ModKit: Proposed by Bogusch et al. (2001), ModKit is a computer-aided 
modelling environment which aims to provide advanced support to model 
construction. ModKit provides three attractive features:
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1. According to Geoffrion (1989), failures of modelling can be caused by 
inadequate documentation. In order to capture potential information and 
knowledge of a modelling process, ModKit encompasses a tool called 
hypertext editor which is used for creating and maintaining natural language 
statement. Through hypertext nodes and hypertext links, modellers can create 
hypertext networks which can be used later to facilitate model documentation, 
reuse and modification.
2. As mentioned earlier, one desired function of computer-aided modelling 
tools is that both assumptions as well as constraints adopted and the decisions 
made during the modelling process are recordable and traceable. In order to 
capture the information supporting or explaining the decisions made by 
modellers during the process of constructing a model, an issue-based 
information system has been adopted by ModKit. By using this decision 
editor, the modellers are able to record the decision made in modelling 
processes and can easily modify their choices when the purpose changes.
3. With traditional modelling approaches, the granularity of produced models is 
fixed. Some of them are too simple to describe all the attributes and 
behaviors of a model while some are represented in a too detailed manner so 
that both computation time and model maintenance are impractical. 
Addressing this problem, ModKit introduces a set of canonical modelling 
objects which enables representing models at various abstraction levels.
• Ontology-Based Modelling: Yang et al. (2004) proposed a modelling approach 
which attempts to integrate ontologies as modelling languages into 
computer-aided process engineering. In order to maximize the supports to 
modellers, the modelling process is separated into two successive steps, namely 
conceptual modelling and model generation. In the step of conceptual modelling, 
ontologies play two important roles in this work: a domain ontology provides a
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domain specific vocabulary for modellers while a meta ontology forms the basis 
for generating domain specific ontologies. By doing so, modellers are allowed to 
describe their interested models by using the concepts of a domain-specific 
ontology. What is required from the modeller is only the knowledge of the 
domain of their concern but not that of mathematical modelling. Furthermore, 
modellers are able to check the consistency of the constructed conceptual models 
based on the definition of ontology concepts, properties and constraints. The error 
propagation can be prevented by detecting any problem at this (early) stage of 
modelling. This feature shortens the model development cycle because validating 
mathematical models by human modellers can be relatively time-consuming. The 
following step, called model generation, is responsible for automatically 
transferring the conceptual model into the corresponding mathematical model. In 
order to implement this process, the conceptual model defined in the first 
modelling step will be treated as the input and will then be processed to retrieve 
and customize modular units (in the form of equations) from pre-established 
model libraries, according to what is defined in the conceptual model.
2.1.4 Summary
From the above description, one can notice that these computer-aided modelling tools 
and approaches have offered a number of novel ways of improving modelling 
processes. Despite the different implementations and focuses of these approaches, 
some common points of them can still be concluded as follows:
A model should be represented by a formal, high-level language so that the 
ambiguity of the model is minimised. Consequently, modellers can understand 
the meaning of the (pieces of) models produced by others and share this 
knowledge across the whole modelling process that involves multiple stages and 
possibly multiple developers. Eventually, this feature will significantly improve 
the reusability and modifiability of the models.
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Object-oriented and module-based technologies have been adopted to improve 
the model reusability and to help modellers clearly understand about the 
hierarchical structure of the models. In this case, attributes of a model are 
presented through the characteristics and behavior of its modular components and 
the relationships among them. Not only will the model easily be reused and 
modified, but also the level of detail is able to be controlled by the modellers.
• Computer-aided modelling environments have been implemented in order to 
support the realisation of the modelling approaches and provide useful assistance 
to model developers, including offering a range of guidance to them throughout 
the modelling process and providing reasoning tools to detect the inconsistency at 
the early stage of model construction.
From the above summary, it is evident that the designers of these latest 
computer-aided modelling tools have proposed a number of approaches to improve 
the performance of model construction from different aspects, including defining 
common modelling languages, applying advanced software technologies and 
providing a range of support. However, all of these efforts have concentrated on 
constructing models of a single scale; none of them explicitly provides support to 
multiscale modelling, a more advanced modelling paradigm as briefly introduced in 
Section 2.2.
2.2 Multiscale modelling
Unlike single-scale modelling which characterizes systems on a single scale, 
multiscale modelling as an emerging modelling paradigm tries to characterize a 
complex system with multiple levels of detail. In other words, a multiscale model 
consists of several submodels addressing different resolution scales, often with the 
model of one scale providing necessary information to that of another. This modelling
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paradigm is now widely regarded as a promising and powerful tool in various 
disciplines. As reflected by several reviews (e.g. Charpentier, 2002; Braatz et al., 
2004; Vlachos, 2005), typical applications for chemical process systems include the 
simulation of growth of materials (such as thin films) and reaction systems involving 
a bulk phase and a catalytic surface, frequently characterized by combining kinetic 
Monte Carlo simulation with PDE/ODE-based continuum modelling. There are also 
process engineering applications which rely on the integration of different continuum 
scales for the purpose of improving computational efficiency (as opposed to handling 
physical heterogeneity across different scales), e.g. the coupling of a process 
simulator with a CFD package for modelling crystallisation and biochemical 
processes (e.g. Bezzo et al., 2004; Kulikov et al., 2005). As already mentioned in 
Chapter 1, similar applications have also been developed in areas other than process 
engineering, including particularly material science, computational mechanics, and 
systems biology.
The main motivations or expected benefits for performing multiscale modelling are 
summarized below.
Improved accuracy and reliability: By adopting multiscale modelling, the 
accuracy and reliability of a model can be greatly improved. Since each scale 
may address different phenomena, missing or incomplete information of one 
scale is able to be complemented by information derived at other scales. Although 
it is possible for a single-scale model to enhance its accuracy by modelling at a 
very detailed level, it may be still incapable of representing the required 
characteristics, especially for heterogeneous systems where the phenomena of 
one scale are totally different from those of other scales. Multiscale modelling 
can efficiently solve this problem because submodels are not forced to address 
the phenomena at the same physical level; the combination of information 
modelled at different scales can improve model accuracy. The 
homogeneous-heterogeneous chemical reactor model described in (Vlachos, 1997)
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is the representative example for this target.
• Higher computational efficiency: In the cases where the required degree of 
accuracy or reliability of a model has to be fulfilled by a single-scale model 
through modelling at a very detailed level, multiscale modelling often offers a 
superior alternative. This is because a multiscale model is able to characterise 
different physical phenomena at different levels of detail. Very often, a 
computationally least demanding level will be chosen for modelling a particular 
subset of phenomena as long as the resulting accuracy is acceptable, hence 
eliminating the need of modelling all phenomena at the same, greatest level of 
detail which on one hand is computationally prohibiting and on the other hand 
does not bring any significant improvement over accuracy or reliability of the 
model. The example from (Bezzo et al, 2004) called multizonal/CFD models 
explicitly illustrates this fact.
Motivated by the above potential advantages, multiscale modelling has been 
increasingly viewed as an advanced modelling paradigm.
2.3 Discrete event modelling
Discrete event modelling as one of the main branches of computer modelling attracted 
great attention in the last decades. It aims to describe the operations of a system by a 
set of system states and a chronological sequence of events transiting these states. 
Many efforts have been dedicated to discrete event modelling. One of the most 
notable activities is the formalism of discrete event systems, which defines a generic 
way of how discrete event systems can be specified. In this section, two widely 
applied hierarchical discrete event formalisms, discrete event system specification 
(DEVS) and petri net (PN) will be introduced.
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2.3.1 DEVS
DEVS was first proposed by Zeigler (2000) and is now a well-know formalism for 
discrete event modelling. There are two core models defined in the DEVS, namely the 
atomic model which is designed for specifying individual system/component and the 
coupled model which combines the atomic models for different subsystems together 
to form a complex model for large system. The definition of the atomic model can be 
expressed by the following set (Zeigler et al., 2000).
M  =< X , S, Y, Sint, Sext, À, ta > (Equation 2.1)
where
X  is the set of input values;
S is a set of states;
Y is the set of output values;
£>int is the internal transition function;
ôext :Q *X S is the external transition function, where
Q = fee) | s s SjO <e< ta (s)} is the total state set;
£ is the time elapsed since last transition;
A, : S  ^  Y  is the output function;
ta:S -> is the set positive reals with 0 and °° .
In the DEVS, X  denotes the input generated by other systems which changes the 
current state s of the target system, at time e which denotes the accumulated time from 
the last transition occurred, to s ’ whose value is calculated by the external transition
function 4*fe e’x) . If no other external events occur, the target system will stay in 
the current state s ’ until e reaches ta\s )which denotes the maximum time of the
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target system could stay in the state s  Note that the range of ta[s ) is a set of real
numbers ranging from 0 to tf  /a(^ ’)= 0, it means the time of the target system
stays in the state s  ’ is too short that no external input can intervene. On the other hand,
if to(s')=oo, the system will stay in its current state s ’ forever until a external input
occurs. The target system alters its current state to a" which is calculated by the
internal transition f u n c t i o n t h e  system also outputs a value A^') which forms
the X  (input value) for other systems. Following to the definition of DEVS, 
characteristics of the discrete event systems can be specified. DEVS also provides a 
definition, named as coupled model, to describe more complex systems by 
decomposing the individual system into components characterized at different levels 
and by specifying each of these components and their inter-level relations. The 
coupled model is :
N  = ( x .  Y ,D, {Md I d  e  I)}, EIC, EOC,IC, Select) (Equation 2.2)
where
X  = {(p,v) | p  e InputPorts,v e X p) is the set of input ports and values;
Y = {(p,v) | p  € OutputPorts,v e Yp) is the set of output ports and values;
D  is the set of the component names;
Md = {xd,Yd,S,ôext,5mX,X,to) is the component(atomic model) which has a set of 
input ports and values Xd and a set of output ports and values Yd ;
EIC ç  ^ N ,ip N),(d,ipd))\ipN e InputPorts,d g D,ipd g InputPortsd) is the set of 
external input coupling which connect external inputs to component inputs;
EOC c  ^d,opd\{N ,opN)) \ opN € Output?orts,d  g D,opd g OutputPortsd} is the set of 
external output coupling which connect component outputs to external outputs
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IC ç  %a,opa\{b,iph))\a ,b  e D,opa e OutputPorta,ipb 6 InputPorts^ is the set of
internal coupling which connect component outputs to component inputs (Note 
that direct loops are banned which means the output of a component cannot be 
directly connected to its input ports);
Select : 2D —> D is the tie-breaking function which is used to select one of the 
events which occur simultaneously.
In this definition, hierarchical relations for a system is specified by EIC and EOC . 
EIC maps the input of a component defined at a coarser level into those of some of 
its sub-components at a finer level and EOC maps the outputs of some 
sub-components to the output of the component containing them. The connection at 
the same level is specified by IC which links the output of a component to the input 
of the other one.
2.3.1 Petri nets
Petri nets (PN) as one of the most popular mathematical modelling languages has 
been widely applied in the domain of discrete event simulation, including the area of 
batch process modelling. Compared to DEVS, PN not only can be used to specify 
discrete event systems but also provides the functions which could be utilized to 
efficiently analyse the characteristics of the described systems (such as the 
reachability of markings and transition liveness). In this section, PN and some of its 
popular variations will be introduced. Moreover, the petri net markup language 
(PNML) as a generic interchange format for various types of PN is illustrated.
2.3.1.1 Petri nets and its variations
The original PN is represented by the following tuple
PN =< P^T^A^W > (Equation 2.3)
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where
P is a set of places;
7  is a set o f  transitions, and PÇ\T = 0 ;
xr)u(Txf) is a set of arcs. Since PN is a bipartite graph, an arc either
connects a place to a transition or vice-versa. An arc cannot connect two places 
or two transitions;
W : ( P x r ) l j ( r x / ,) - >  N is an arc multiplicity function which assigns a 
non-negative integer to each arc.
As shown by the definition of PN, a discrete event system described by PN is
constituted by a set of “places” each denoting a state of a component of the system, a
set of “transitions” each changing the states of system components and a set of “arcs” 
which connects these places and states. The vector of states of all components at a 
particular time is a “marking” (M ) of the system which represents the system state at 
that time. Each element of the marking vector denotes the current state of a “place” 
and it is represented by “token” in PN. The “places” connected by a “transition” are 
separated into two groups. For those “places” which are connected to a “transition”, 
they denote the “input places” of the “transition” determining whether the “transition” 
is able to be fired. On the other hand, the “places” which are connected from the 
“transition” by “arcs” are its “output places” denoting the states which the system will 
be changed to after the “transition”. By connecting the nodes (“places” and 
“transitions”) to form a connected graph, a PN model of a discrete event system is 
constructed which can be analysed and simulated by various PN tools. As an 
illustrative example, a PN description for a vending machine is schematically shown 
in Figure 2.1. The vending machine comprises totally four states, namely “Machine 
Ready”, “Coin Inserted”, “Coin Accepted” and “Product Dispensed”, which are 
represented by “places”. The current activated state of the vending machine is 
“Machine Ready” which is represented by the place with a token. These are a set of
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“transitions”, each of which changes the state of the machine, e.g. the “Insert Coin” 
event changes the activated state of the vending machine form “Machine Ready” to 
“Coin Inserted”. These “places” and “transitions” are connected by a set of “arcs” and 
the multiplicity of “arcs” controls the “transitions” to be fired. In this case, the 
multiplicity is “1” for all the arcs. Through this PN, the behavior of the vending 
machine is represented and analysed by a chronological order of state change.
Machine Ready
Reject Coin
Insert Coin
Coin Inserted
Accept Coin
Coin Accepted
] Dispense Product
Product Dispensed
Figure 2.1 A general PN description of a simple vending machine
In order to efficiently specify different types of discrete event systems, a large number 
of PN variations have been developed. Time Petri nets and Timed Petri nets introduce 
the concept of time to transitions. Time Petri nets (TPN) is first proposed by Merlin 
and Farber (1979). They introduce the time bounds (lower bound t\ and upper 
bound t2) for each “transition” which denotes that a “transition” can only be fired no 
sooner than t\ and no later than tl time units after it is enabled. Timed Petri nets 
(TdPN) (Ramchandani, 1974) associates the firing time to each “transition” to specify 
the time a “transition” needs to spend to change the state(s). In the TdPN, a
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“transition” will be fired immediately when the “tokens” of all of its “input places” 
meet their “arcs’ multiplicity” but the “transition” will take a period of time, which is 
specified by the time property of the “transition”, to be finished. Colored Petri nets 
(CPN) is the other variation of PN which allows “places” to have different types of 
“tokens” (the value of “token” is called the token color) through which complex 
discrete systems are able to be described. Hierarchical Petri nets (HPN) allows 
modellers to specify a PN model from different level of details which usually involves 
two steps, namely mapping procedure and merging procedure. In term of mapping 
procedure, the “place” or the “transition” at a coarser level is refined to a number of 
state transitions which are represented as a subnet at a finer level. The merging 
procedure is responsible for merging the PN nets/subnets at different levels to form a 
single net. The detailed description of HPN could be found in (Thomas et al., 1996; 
Fountas et al., 1997).
2.3.1.2 PNML
With the development of PN modelling, many computer-based simulation tools have 
been implemented to help modellers construct Petri nets models. Since these tools are 
developed by different parties, diverse PN representation forms and file formats are 
often adopted. Moreover, these tools are developed to support one of the various types 
of PN which makes the reuse of created PN models by other tools an impossible task. 
In order to tackle these difficulties and to improve the generality of PN models, 
Weber and Kindler (2003) proposed PNML which is an XML-based interchange 
format for PN. PNML as a generic format for different types of PN possesses three 
attractive features, namely readability, universality and mutuality. Regarding 
readability, a PNML described discrete event model is structurally represented by 
customized XML tags, therefore the model can be understood and modified by human 
modellers as well as computers. In terms of universality, PNML supports the 
specification of the original PN and all of its variations. This function is enabled by 
involving the tag <toolspecific> which allows modellers to specify tool specific or PN 
type specific information. Mutuality maximizes the possibility for the content of
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PNML models to be recognized by different PN simulators. It is implemented by 
extracting the common principles and notations from different types of PN, such as 
“place”, “transition” and “arc”. It is expected that all the PNML-based tools support 
these common concepts, therefore the information of a PN model with a specified PN 
type could be reused as much as possible.
Another feature which makes PNML very interesting is that it possesses the ability of 
linking the PN models described at different levels. There are two approaches defined 
in PNML to implement this feature. The first one is called “pages and reference” by 
which modellers could specify different submodels of a complex system on different 
pages and connect them by declaring the reference nodes at different pages. The 
drawback of this approach is that it doesn’t support abstraction; the reference relations 
between models at different abstract levels cannot be distinguished from those 
between models at the same level but on different pages. Another way is called 
“modules” which utilizes object-oriented technologies to improve the hierarchical 
specification for models. Through applying this method, models at different levels can 
be developed at different modules. The inter-level connections are illustrated by 
import/export reference relations between the nodes at different level where the states 
at a finer level will be replaced by (or replace) those states they refer to at a coarser 
level. Moreover, the “module” approach supports instantiation which allows the 
previously designed modules to be reused in other modelling tasks.
In the above, two of the most popular languages to represent discrete event system 
have been introduced. Through analysing the common constructs of DEVS and PN, 
concepts required for describing general discrete event system are derived in this 
work (cf. Chapter 7).
2.4 Computing technologies useful for CAMM
Based on the experiences gained in computer-aided tools for supporting single-scale 
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modelling, it is envisaged that methods and tools from computer sciences, particularly 
those of intelligent software systems, are indispensable for dealing with the challenges 
of CAMM. In the following, knowledge representation as a specific area of computer 
science is briefly reviewed. A special knowledge representation language, OWL, is 
introduced subsequently. The basic concepts and principles of expert systems are 
described in the third part. After that, reasoners as well as Semantic Web Rule 
Language (SWRL) rules are introduced for knowledge processing and deduction. 
Finally, technologies of component-based software engineering, which could be 
adopted to guide the design and implementation of CAMM tool set, are presented.
2.4.1 Knowledge representation
Intelligent systems as a branch of artificial intelligence represent an active research 
area of computer science. Aimed to implement systems which are able to perceive the 
purposes and contexts of tasks to provide the relevant optimal solutions, many efforts 
have been dedicated to the area of intelligent systems. In term of the abstract 
capability “intelligence”, it is considered as one of the most important properties that 
distinguish human beings with other animals. By simulating intelligence, computers 
are expected to be able to analyse and solve problems like human beings. This way, 
computers would be able to play a significant role in various applications because 
they would not only possess the ability of thinking like human beings but also have 
much more superior computing capabilities. However, there are many obstacles faced 
by intelligence simulation. The main one is to enable computers to clearly understand 
the objectives of tasks input by users. Knowledge representation, which aims to define 
a formal way of describing knowledge, is introduced to tackle this problem. Sowa 
(1999) and Brachman and Levesque (2004) provide details of knowledge 
representation. The knowledge, which contains the definition of problems and the 
relevant solutions, is useful for appropriately addressing user-specific questions. New 
knowledge is also able to be generated by deducing the existing one. With the above 
considerations, a rational way of representing knowledge has to contain the following
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features (Luger and Stubblefield, 1993):
• Handling qualitative knowledge: This requires both objects and behaviors 
described by knowledge representation languages should contain qualitative 
knowledge. For example, to express the knowledge of the positions of items in a 
room, the three dimensional coordinates (X, Y, Z) are usually adopted. However, 
by applying this way of knowledge representation, important information may be 
hidden such as the relative position, horizontal distance and vertical distance 
between two things. Knowledge representation languages have to possess the 
capability of capturing all the information that users are interested in.
Allowing new knowledge to be inferred from a set offacts and rules: Deducing 
new knowledge based on old one is considered as a vital feature of the knowledge 
representation languages. Although the storage capability of computers is stably 
and quickly increasing, it is impossible to record all the knowledge of certain 
problem domains since knowledge is simply infinite; only the necessary part of 
knowledge should be directly stored. In order to solve different problems, various 
knowledge may be required, including some even unknown parts. Knowledge 
representation languages have to support the generation of new knowledge in 
order to address this issue.
• Allowing representation o f general principles as well as specific situations: An 
object-oriented knowledge representation language can not only describe general 
principles such as classes of things but also express specific objects such as 
individuals of classes. This feature is useful since it can provide hierarchical 
structure of represented knowledge, which is needed in various applications 
including objects classification.
• Capturing complex semantic meaning: A well designed knowledge 
representation language has also to possess the ability of structurally organising 
existing knowledge, e.g. capturing semantic relationships between knowledge.
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This is critical because highly structured interrelated knowledge is often required 
for solving practical problems such as knowledge classification.
Allowing for meta-reasoning: Meta-reasoning enables the intelligent systems to 
understand knowledge and to infer from it. Other than generating new knowledge, 
meta-reasoning traces and explains decisions making during the problem solving 
process which is useful for knowledge validation, reuse and modification.
Following the description of common features of rational knowledge representation 
languages as presented above, two widely applied practical ones will be concentrated 
on, namely first order logic language and description logic language. Their 
characteristics, advantages as well as disadvantages are summarized below.
The language o f first-order logic: First-order logic (FOL) which is also known as 
predicate calculus is an unambiguous formal knowledge representation language. 
FOL is an extension of propositional calculus. One of the differences between FOL 
and propositional calculus is that FOL has quantifier a, which means “existence of 
something”, and v,  which means “for every thing”, while propositional calculus 
doesn’t. These quantifiers enable FOL to efficiently express a group of facts. Another 
difference is that the role of variables in each of these knowledge representation 
languages is totally dissimilar. In the case of propositional calculus, variables stand 
for propositions whose value can only be “true” or “false” while variables in FOL 
represent objects whose range of value is unrestricted. The propositions in FOL are 
expressed by the sentence which is the combination of connectives, variables, 
function symbols and predicate symbols that fit for the syntax of the FOL. The 
expressiveness of propositional logic is subsumed by that of FOL which has various 
kinds of representation forms. There are two important expressive forms of FOL, 
namely Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) and Hom-clauses Form (HCF).
The propositions (formulas) in CNF consist of the conjunctive of propositional 
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elements where each element is in the form of disjunctive of other formulas. By 
translating propositions into CNF, reasoning about new knowledge becomes easier. 
The process of inference can be separated into several steps:
• Translate all the facts, rules as well as assumptions (questions) into CNF.
• Continually break up the CNF clauses into elements with no conjunctive 
symbols.
Search through all these elements in order to find pairs like P and nP •
• If there are any pairs matching this form, they will be deleted.
Check the elements set.
There are two situations of elements set. In the first situation, if the set is empty then 
the assumption is true; otherwise it is false. In the second situation, the elements left 
in the set will be the answer for the questions. In order for the second situation to arise 
an additional predicate called answer predicate has to be added into the query formula 
before the inference. The solution form can be flexibly chosen according to the 
requirements of users such as whether an answer is wanted or a value of predicate is 
desired. Unfortunately, this resolution may run into serious computational difficulties. 
In some cases, the solution process may fall into the infinite loops of searching for the 
results. This is similar to the infinite loop problem of a programming language which 
is undecidable. The performance of resolution can be affected since checking infinite 
loops manually is time-consuming, especially for tasks which contain a large amount 
of knowledge. Although some efforts have been dedicated to improving this form of 
resolution, problems cannot be solved completely.
HCF is introduced to provide controllability of the resolution procedure. HCF is a 
special kind of CNF formula where every clause matches hom-form which consists of 
at most one positive literal while the rest of them are all negative. One of its 
advantages is that it is simple to understand. Negative literals can be treated as the 
elements of conditions and they are connected by conjunctive symbols while the only
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positive literal stands for the conclusion. Another attractive feature of HCF is that it 
assures that the resolution process can be finished in finite time. Based on these 
properties, HCF has widely been used, especially for the tasks which neglect solving 
time required but require the accuracy of result such as automatic theorem proving.
First-Order
Logic
Description 
Logic !
Horn Logic
Figure 2.2 The expressiveness scope of FOL, DL and HL (after Grosof et al., 2003)
Description logic: Description logic (DL) can be seen as the fragments of FOL. 
Although some DL applys the operators from the second-order logic, such as 
transitive closure of roles, most DLs are decidable fragments of FOL (Baader et al., 
2007). Knowledge represented by DL is classified into two parts, respectively a 
terminological part (called TBox) and an assertional part (called ABox). TBox 
contains the notions of a domain, including concepts, roles and their relations. ABox 
contains the statements of individuals which apply elements from TBox. DL is also 
the extension of semantic network and frames which are popular network-based 
knowledge representation languages. DL inherits both advantages of FOL and 
network-based knowledge representation languages to capture the semantics of 
structures and constraints. In the term “description logic”, the word “description” 
stands for describing objects and concepts of application domains in a structured way,
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while “logic” enables DL to be translated into FOL. However, the reverse 
transformation (from FOL to DL) does not hold since DL is only a fragment of FOL 
(illustrated by figure 2.2). At the expense of losing some degree of expressiveness, 
DL is able to provide decidability. This feature is attractive that it ensures an 
inference process to be finished in finite computing time. DL provides two types of 
reasoning, namely computing entailments and concept taxonomies. The first one aims 
to find the subsumption relationship between objects and concepts. By using this 
inferential method, it is able to validate whether an object belongs to a certain class. 
The taxonomies and classification reasoning method can be used for automatically 
classifying concepts into appropriate classes based on the semantics of concepts as 
well as their constraints.
2.4.2 Ontologies and Web Ontology Language -  OWL
In the previous section, the characteristics, including both strengths and weaknesses, 
of FOL and DL are introduced. FOL has good expressiveness but lacks manageability 
and efficient computability. DL on the other hand provides both computational 
completeness and decidability at the cost of limiting its expressiveness. In order to 
facilitate computers to apply these knowledge representation languages, certain 
transformations are needed. Ontology (Gruber, 1993; Neches et al., 1991) as one of 
the knowledge representation forms, which is understandable by computers, has been 
widely used. Ontologies are first proposed in the area of philosophy to express 
abstract definition of existence. In the domain of computer science, ontology means 
shared understanding and defines a set of representational primitives with which to 
model a domain of knowledge or discourse (Gruber, 2008). Due to the requirements 
of inter-communication between software and users, ontologies are developed to 
make such communication possible. Two attractive features of ontologies, particularly 
in the context of facilitating modelling processes, are given below:
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• Sharing common understanding o f knowledge among users and/or software: 
The knowledge represented through an ontology is guaranteed to be explicit, 
users and computers are protected from ambiguous knowledge representations 
which often lead to errors. By sharing a common understanding, both users and 
software are able to comprehend the knowledge without obstacles. This is useful 
in modelling since the process of model construction may require knowledge 
from different parties (modellers or modelling tools) and a common 
understanding of different parts of knowledge is a precondition of successful 
collaboration.
• Reusing well defined knowledge: This feature minimizes the cost of model 
construction when there is predefined knowledge available for reuse. It makes the 
process of modelling easier since modellers do not need to create every modular 
unit for simulating similar systems but can directly adopt some units previously 
created for one of these systems.
Web Ontology Language (OWL), which is recommended by W3C (www.w3.org), is 
a popular ontology description language (Bechhofer et al., 2004, Smith et al., 2004, 
and Patel-Schneider et al., 2004). According to W3C (McGuinness et al., 2004), the 
OWL Web Ontology Language is “designed for use by applications that need to 
process the content of information instead of just presenting information to humans.” 
The OWL language is separated into three types in order to support the requirements 
of different applications, namely OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full. OWL Lite and 
OWL DL are based on DL while OWL Full relaxes some of the constraints on OWL 
DL. OWL Full also possesses the compatibility with RDF Schema. Their 
characteristics are described below:
• OWL Lite: It is designed for users and applications that need simple descriptions
of class hierarchy structures and constraints of relationships between classes.
Based on this, OWL Lite is relatively fast in both computing entailments 
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processes and automatic classification processes at the expense of losing a certain 
degree of expressiveness.
• OWL DL: It is constructed based on SHOIN(D) which is one of the many 
varieties of DL (Horrocks et ah, 2003). OWL DL inherits two critical features of 
DL, the computational completeness and decidability, so that the knowledge 
expressed by DL is able to be translated to OWL DL, and vise versa.
OWL Full: It is similar to OWL DL in that the same language constructors are 
shared. OWL Full is designed for users who want not only the maximum 
expressiveness of description logic but also the syntactic freedom of RDF. OWL 
Full enhances the expressiveness by allowing the meaning of the language 
constructors be augmented which however leads to the failure of providing the 
completeness and decidability.
2.4.3 Expert systems
According to Luger et ah, (2001), an expert system is “a knowledge-based program 
that provides ‘expert quality’ solutions to problems in a specific domain”. As a special 
type of intelligent systems, expert systems are a kind of software which tries to 
simulate experts of a certain domain to provide answers to problems. In expert 
systems, knowledge is extracted from the domain experts rather than problem solving 
experience. For this reason, expert systems are usually designed for specific domains. 
The figure below shows the important components of a general expert system:
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Figure 2.3 Architecture of a typical expert system (after Luger et al., 2001).
In an expert system, users are able to interact with the system through an interface. 
The user interface can be represented by a variety of styles, such as a graphical 
interface or a pure text interface, which can be chosen according to users’ 
requirements. Inference engine, knowledge-base editor and explanation system are in 
charge of knowledge deducing and recording. By using them, queries can be inferred, 
explanations of decision making are given, and any bugs or errors are located. A 
knowledge-base editor is able to access the explanation subsystem to help users locate 
bugs. General knowledge bases store extracted expert knowledge for solving a given 
type of problems. Case-specific data consists of all the data of the case under 
consideration, including facts, conclusions and other relevant information.
Although expert systems provide a successful way of constructing intelligent systems, 
the deficiencies they possessed affect their performance. The reusability of expert 
systems is low since the general knowledge base and case-specific data are usually 
fixed; even a small change of the problem could lead to the collapse of an expert 
system.
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2.4.4 Reasoners and SWRL rules
As has been previously mentioned, one of the most import characteristics of an 
intelligent system is the capability of processing the knowledge of a problem domain. 
For a knowledge-based system, this ability further refers to checking information 
omissions, concept consistency and concept classification. For information omission 
checking, a knowledge-based system provides the function of automatically helping 
users check the necessary but missing information, which can be extremely inefficient 
and error-prone by manual work. Concept consistency checking allows users to detect 
whether controversies exist between the concepts as well as their relations defined in 
the knowledge base, which has the potential to prevent the error propagation at the 
early stage of modelling. Concept classification as one of the core functions of 
implicit knowledge inference, such as the automatic classification of multiscale 
modelling paradigms, is able to identify the hierarchical relations of the concepts in 
the knowledge base. To implement these important functions, semantic reasoners, 
which are designed for deducting the implicit knowledge of a knowledge base 
according to its explicit knowledge, are required. Currently, there are a lot of 
reasoners available, including a number of commercially highly successful ones, such 
as RacerPro (www.racer-systems.com). However, these tools are usually implemented 
by different parties; huge differences exist among them. Very often the 
heterogeneities of rule support and reasoning algorithms available in these reasoners 
can affect the accuracy of knowledge deduction and reasoning efficiency.
Rules are the extension of the core of a knowledge representation language (e.g. DL) 
used to express the complex relations of the concepts which go beyond the 
expressiveness of the knowledge representation language. SWRL rules 
(www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/) as a semantic web rule language combining OWL 
and a rule makeup language RuleML (ruleml.org/) is adopted by the majority of 
ontology-based reasoners to enhance implicit knowledge deduction. However, rules 
are not supported by reasoner, which leads to the significant difference in the results
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of knowledge deduction when different reasoners are used. In the following, such 
differences are illustrated by three reasoners, Hermit(http://hermit-reasoner.com/), 
Pellet(clarkparsia.com/pellet/) and FaCT-H- (owl.man.ac.uk/factplusplus/) which 
are/were adopted by the ontology edit tool Protégé (protege.stanford.edu) (shown by 
Figure 2.4).
isTypeOf isTypeOf isTypeOf
By FaCT++
contains contains
isTypeOf isTypeOfisTypeOf
(a)
isTypeOf isTypeOf isTypeOf
By Pellet & 
Hermit
contains contains
isTypeOf isTypeOf isTypeOf
(b)
Figure 2.4 Examples of reasoning results of FaCT++ (a), Pellet and Hermit (b)
The above two figures 2.4(a) and 2.4(b), respectively show the reasoning results
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generated by FaCT++ and by Pellet (or Hermit) based on the same set of interrelated 
individuals (a, b, c). In this case, “a”, “b”, and “c” are individuals of classes A, B, and 
C, respectively. The relationship of these three individuals is that “a” contains “b” 
which in turn contains “c”. Suppose knowledge base has one concept constraint that 
“if any individual of class B contains individuals of class C then the individual from 
class B is also an individual of class D”. Also assume that one SWRL rule states “if 
any individual of class A contains individuals of class D then an individual from class 
A is an individual of class E”. The results of using FaCT++ and Pellet (or Hermit) to 
infer the knowledge are rather different. Both FaCT++ and Pellet (or Hermit) infers 
that individual “b” is an individual of class D according to the concept constraint. 
However, FaCT++, not supporting SWRL rules, is unable to find out the fact that the 
individual “a” is also an individual of class E, although the relationship of individuals 
satisfies the SWRL rule. On the other hand, by supporting SWRL rules, Pellet and 
Hermit are able to deduct more knowledge than FaCT++, through which the fact that 
“a” is an individual of class “E” is established.
Although SWRL rule is useful for inferring implicit knowledge, it also brings some 
negative effects. One of the drawbacks is that the expressivity of current SWRL rules 
is too narrow in contrast with that of OWL or any other knowledge representation 
languages. Horrocks et al. (2005) discussed the expressive power of SWRL. SWRL 
rules do not support the expression of the existential and universal cardinality, which 
are necessary for representing conditions. One way to strengthen the expressivity of 
SWRL rule is to extend it by adding self-defined tags; however, this is incompatible 
with the current reasoners. Combining SWRL rules with concept constraints 
(expressed using an established ontology language) is a reasonable way of knowledge 
deduction: expressivity can be provided by concept constraints (class and property 
axioms) while knowledge can be deducted by SWRL rules. However, the 
combination of SWRL rules with OWL DL may affect adversely the decidability of 
represented knowledge. This is because SWRL rules belong to a sub set of horn-like 
logic, whose expressivity overruns the expression range of description logic (cf.
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Figure 2.2). In order to remedy this shortcoming, the expressivity of current SWRL 
rules needs to be kept at a minimal level which is sufficient for representing implicit 
knowledge while more complex expressions are handled by concept constraints 
expressed using OWL DL. SWRL DL-safe rules (Kolovski et al., 2006), which bind 
rule variables only to the explicitly named individuals defined by a knowledge 
representation language (e.g. OWL), is one possible way of preserving its 
decidability.
Another difference of these reasoners is about the different reasoning algorithms they 
apply, which can affect significantly knowledge deduction speed. Both FaCT++ and 
Pellet utilize the tableau algorithm which is a very popular reasoning algorithm for 
DL (firstly reported by Schmidt-SchauB and Smolka, 1991). However, the limitation 
of this algorithm is that it may fail for reasoning complex ontologies. Hermit proposed 
by Motik et al. (2007) applies an algorithm called hypertableaux, a novel DL 
reasoning algorithm which extends tableau, to optimize the reasoning efficiency. By 
utilizing hypertableaux algorithms, the speed of knowledge deduction is improved 
immensely, e.g. ontologies which are impossible to be reasoned once by 
tableau-based tools are now able to be processed by Hermit (cf. Table 2.1).
Table 2.1 Results of Performance Evaluation (after Motik et al., 2007)
Ontology Hermit Pellet FaCT++
NCI 8s 44min 32s
GALEN original 44s — —
GALEN simplified 7s — 859s
NCI is a relatively large but simple ontology containing about 23000 atomic concepts. 
As can be seen from the above table, all these reasoners are able to process it but with 
different speed. It can also be noticed that Pellet needs to spend more than forty 
minutes reasoning this ontology which could not be tolerated by users. GALEN is a
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large and complex ontology which contains a large number of axioms and its 
simplified edition reduces the number of axioms defined in it. Table 2.1 shows that 
Hermit was able to perform the knowledge deduction of both ontologies within a 
reasonable time period while Pellet and FaCT++ failed to do so.
2.4.5 Component-based technologies
Component-based software engineering, which concerns the decomposition of a 
software system into interacting components according to their functionalities, has 
rapidly evolved since the beginning of the new century with various technologies 
developed. These computer-based technologies can be utilized to help the design and 
implementation of the tools towards CAMM. In this section, two component-based 
techniques are introduced, namely the common object request broker architecture 
(CORBA) which is a mature and widely applied component-based standard and the 
model-driven architecture (MDA) which is a promising component-base software 
design approach for developing software systems. Computer aided processing 
engineering -  Open simulation environment (CAPE-OPEN) as the application of 
component-based technologies in the field of chemical process industry is also 
introduced.
2.4.5.1 CORBA
CORBA (http://www.corba.org/) as a software architecture standard designed for 
interoperation between heterogeneous distributed objects is initialised by the object 
management group (OMG) in 1991. With the development in the last twenty years, 
CORBA as a mature component-based technology has been widely used in various 
domains, including a large number of industrial fields. This is mainly because that 
CORBA possesses the ability of integrating distributed objects implemented by 
different programming languages at different software platform and of transferring 
data flows between these objects efficiently. The paradigm of the CORBA 
architecture is schematically shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 CORBA architecture
From this figure, it can be noticed that distributed components can be classified into 
two groups, namely client object and server object, according to the service request 
relations between them. The components that belong to the client object group request 
services for their own tasks from other components (server objects) which in turn 
actually provide these services. Therefore, it is expected that a component is able to 
be a client object and a server object the same time in a particular system (which 
requests services from some objects and provides services to some objects). Since 
these objects are usually developed by different parties in practice, heterogeneities 
exist in their implementation languages and operating systems which make the 
integration of these objects to work as a whole very challenging. In order to realise the 
interoperation between them, these objects need to be transformed to standard 
CORBA components. This is implemented by providing the services supported by the 
server object through a CORBA interface (represented by CORBA interface 
definition language, CORBA IDL). Based on the interface, CORBA is able to 
generate language-specific stubs and skeletons through which both client objects and 
server objects are registered with the core part of CORBA -  Object request broker 
(ORB). ORB is location transparent and is able to locate the server object that 
provides specific services. For a particular service request, the request of a client 
object will be forwarded to ORB which finds and invokes the corresponding server 
object and subsequently returns the result back to the client.
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2.4.S.2 MDA
MDA (http://www.omg.org/mda/), which is proposed by OMG in 2001, is an open 
and vendor-neutral interoperability specification for addressing the software 
integration problems. Unlike CORBA which mainly focuses on integrating existing 
software, MDA provides an approach of developing software that covers all the stages 
of software’s lifecycle, from design to maintenance. In MDA, the specification of 
system functionality is separated from the specification of the implementation of that 
functionality on a specific technology platform. This way, developers are always able 
to choose the most suitable technologies to implement software within the minimum 
amount of time.
Interaction
mapjping mappingmapping
Interaction
PIM
PSM PSM
PIM
Figure 2.6 MDA architecture
Figure 2.6 shows the simplified mechanism of how the MDA works. The platform 
independent model (PIM) is firstly constructed for each component of the target 
software system which only concerns the functionalities and behavior of the 
subsystem without considering the implementation details. The PIMs are represented 
by a set of platform independent languages, such as unified modelling language 
(UML) and meta object facility (MOF). With the specific platform information which 
is captured by a Platform definition model, PDM, PIMs can be translated into 
platform specific models (PSM) which are usually represented by the general propose
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languages, such as Java and C#. After the transformation, developers are able to 
quickly implement the details of the funtions of subsystems based on PSMs and 
deploy these implemented software components on the middleware platform (e.g. 
CORBA) to allow the interoperation between them. It is believed by adopting the 
MDA approach; the time of developing/updating software could be minimized.
2.4.5.S CAPE-OPEN
CAPE-OPEN project (Braunschweig et al., 2000), which was initiated in 1997 by the 
collaboration of a number of major operating companies, academic institutions and 
process engineering software vendors, aimed to provide uniform interface standards 
for the developed modelling software of chemical processing. In CAPE-OPEN, 
software components are classified into two groups, namely process modelling 
component (PMC) and process modelling environment (PME). PMCs are responsible 
for solving process models which PMEs support environment for model construction. 
Figure 2.7 displays a vision of a modelling tool established on CAPE-OPEN.
Simulation Executive and 
Graphical User Interface 
Vendor A
Unit Operation Library 
Vendor B
In-house
Unit
Thermo Server 
Vendor C
Equation of State 
Vendor D
Solver Package 
VendorE
New
Method
Physical Properties Database 
Vendor F
Figure 2.7 Vision of a typical CAPE-OPEN modelling tool (after Braunschweig et al., 2000)
In this figure, the PME (the simulator executive and the user interface) and the PMCs
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(the unit operation library, the thermo server, the solver package and the physical 
properties database) may be provided by different software vendors. By implementing 
these software components (both PME and PMC) based on the standard interfaces 
which are provided by CAPE-OPEN or wrapping the existing software to support the 
interfaces, these software components are able to communicate with each other to 
collaboratively deal with complex modelling problems which these components 
cannot solve individually.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, the background knowledge of CAPM is firstly reviewed, including 
some important applications and technologies. The limitations of current CAPM tools 
are also discussed. Subsequently, multiscale modelling as a promising modelling 
paradigm which overcomes the limitations of conventional modelling methods is 
presented. After that, technologies of discrete event modelling are introduced, 
especially in the area of specification of discrete event models. At last, the potential 
enabling software technologies for CAMM are briefly introduced in five main aspects. 
Firstly, the importance of knowledge representation in the area of intelligent system is 
described, including the introduction of two popular representation languages FOL 
and DL. OWL as a popular knowledge representation language which can be 
understood by computers is also introduced, including its attractive features and three 
different types. The common concept and architecture of expert systems, which are 
useful for the overall design of computer-based tools toward to CAMM, are 
subsequently explained. After that, reasoners and SWRL rules for deducting implicit 
knowledge are described. Finally, the technologies of component-based software 
engineering which could be utilized to implement the component-based tools for 
CAMM are presented. All of these offer a basis for developing a methodology for 
CAMM and for implementing a corresponding prototype system, which will be 
presented in the remainder of this thesis.
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3.1 Computer-aided multiscale modelling: starting point and 
key challenges
From the perspective of process systems engineering, CAMM as a relatively new 
research area is naturally to be based on computer-aided process modelling (CAPM), 
which has gained significant development over the past several decades. This includes 
a number of commercially highly successful software packages for process modelling, 
simulation, and optimization. In academic research, an important methodological 
development in CAPM has been phenomena-based modelling, which is aimed at 
reducing the effort of human modellers by allowing them to work with process 
engineering concepts instead of mathematical details, as advocated by e.g. 
Stephanopoulos, Henning, and Leone (1990), Marquardt (1995), Perkins, Sargent, 
Vâzquez-Român, and Cho (1996), Jensen and Gani (1996), Westerweele, Preisig, and 
Weiss (1999), Bieszczad (2000), and Bogusch, Lohmann, and Marquardt (2001). 
More recently, ontologies, i.e. explicit specifications of conceptualisation of domains 
of interest in terms of definitions of concepts and their relations (Gruber, 1993), have 
been applied in the field of process modelling. Batres, Aoyama, and Naka (2002) 
apply ontologies to describe meta-models which are the representations of simulation 
models of physicochemical behaviour. Yang, Morbach, and Marquardt (2004) 
propose an ontology-based modelling approach to improve the generality and 
extensibility of phenomena-based modelling tools. A four-level architecture for a 
collaborative environment to support knowledge sharing in industrial ecology has 
been introduced by Kraines, Batres, Koyama, Wallace, and Komiyama (2005) in 
which ontologies play the role of formally representing computational models.
When the simulation of a complex process system has to be accomplished using 
multiple simulation tools, a component-based approach has been adopted by the
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process engineering community: the CAPE-OPEN initiative (Braunschweig, 
Pantelides, Britt, and Sama, 2000) develops standards of software interfaces for 
typical process modelling components. The result of CAPE-OPEN has been vital for 
the improvement of openness in commercial process modelling software, and for the 
development of open simulation platforms such as CHEOPS (Schopfer, Yang, Wedel, 
and Marquardt, 2004). In some other areas such as biological systems modelling (e.g. 
Hetherington, Bogle, and Saffrey, 2007; Hunter et al., 2005) and multi-physics 
modelling (e.g. Smirnov, 2004), there have been similar developments in supporting 
the combined use of different models and simulation tools.
Starting with the relevant development of CAPM as outlined above, two different sets 
of challenging issues must be addressed in the process of marching towards CAMM. 
Within the first set, there are conceptual, numerical, and software implementation 
related issues which will be faced by modellers in a specific multiscale modelling 
application:
Conceptually, and usually at the early stage of developing a multiscale model for 
a specific system/problem, the modeller has to decide what scales of the system 
or the subsystems should be considered, what characteristics of each of these 
scales should be modelled, and what connections should be established between 
these scales and between subsystems. Essentially “designing” the multiscale 
model, it often proves to be a nontrivial task especially for an inexperienced 
modeller.
• Numerically, one may expect that coupled simulation codes for different scales 
will run stably if each of these codes is numerically stable when being executed 
individually. This is however not necessarily the case (Bezzo, Macchietto, & 
Pantelides, 2005; Braatz et al., 2006; Pantelides, 2001; Rush, Drews, & Braatz, 
2004). Numerical instability may arise in multiscale modelling due to e.g. 
temporal/spatial mismatch between the solutions at different scales or noises in
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the data passed between scales. Furthermore, modelling errors may occur as the 
consequence of handling numerical instability by means of filtering, or due to the 
aggregation and disaggregation of the information between different scales. To 
render successful coupling, one should be aware of the numerical consequences 
of implementing a particular coupling scheme, and apply appropriate methods to 
suppress numerical instability and to reduce modelling errors whenever possible.
• With respect to software implementation, a common issue in multiscale
modelling is that different specialty modelling tools may be used for different 
scales of a system; these tools will have to be integrated to allow a multiscale 
model to be solved or executed as a whole. As these tools have usually been 
developed separately by different parties, significant heterogeneity often exists in 
their data structures, interfaces, and even supported operating systems, making 
the integration of these tools a very challenging task.
Additionally, there is a second set of challenging issues which are concerned with the
generality and “powerfulness” of the computer-based support to multiscale modelling.
Briefly, this set of challenges is about providing answers to the following two
questions:
1. How to maximize the support to modellers at each step of model development, 
given the very different nature of the conceptual, numerical, and software-related 
problems to be tackled and given the varying levels of expertise possessed by 
different modellers?
2. How to make a computer-aided modelling system as generic as possible, in light 
of the highly diverse nature of various multiscale modelling applications?
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3.2 An overarching methodology for CAMM
To effectively address the aforementioned challenges, an overarching methodology 
with two different aspects is proposed which is the first attempt to explore the way to 
a computer-based, generic and open supporting framework for multiscale modeling 
(cf. Figure 3.1). These two aspects are presented separately in the subsections below. 
Given the complexity of the issues faced by CAMM, this methodology is not intended 
to provide solutions to all the challenges. However, it does directly address the second 
set of issues mentioned above. Besides, the methodology is also intended to offer an 
overarching framework in which solutions to the first set of issues can be 
accommodated.
Tools supporting three-stage 
modelling strategy
Unified, hierarchical 
theoretical framework
Figure 3.1 An overarching methodology for computer-aided multiscale modelling.
3.2.1 Establishing a hierarchical theoretical framework of 
multiscale systems
A unified theoretical framework may be established to cope with the diversity of 
applications that a generic tool set for CAMM should support. More specifically, this 
framework may possess a hierarchical structure comprising a fundamental level and a 
domain-specific level. The former aims to provide a unified theory for general 
multiscale systems. As demonstrated in Yang and Marquardt (2009), this may be 
achieved by a deductive approach on the basis of general systems theory and its 
formal formulations, allowing the formulation of explicit and rigorous definitions of 
fundamental concepts in multiscale modelling. These concepts may include (i) system,
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Model realisation 
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subsystem, environment, inter-subsystem relation, system-environment relation; (ii) 
scale, inter-scale relation, and (iii) property and law (set) of all the above items. From 
these concepts and particularly the inter-subsystem and inter-scale relations, a variety 
of generic multiscale modelling schemes or model types may be derived naturally and 
rigorously.
On top of this fundamental level, multiscale concepts for specific domains can be 
introduced. For the domain of process engineering, this level aims to provide generic 
definitions of scales typically involved in the multiscale modelling of process systems, 
such as molecules, molecule clusters, particles, surfaces and phases, process units, and 
plants, sites. An existing conceptualisation of chemical process systems such as 
OntoCAPE (Marquardt, Morbach, Wiesner, and Yang, 2010; Morbach, Yang, and 
Marquardt, 2007) may be reused for this purpose.
It is expected that, by building upon this unified, hierarchical theoretical framework, 
the generality of the CAMM solutions can be maximized: When a method for a 
particular problem (be it a conceptual, numerical, or software-related one) is 
developed, one can always try to base it, in the first place, only on the theory of 
general multiscale systems (i.e. the fundamental level). If it is successful, the resulting 
method will be applicable to all kinds of applications as long as the subjects of 
modelling conform to this theory. If the method has to exploit domain-specific 
(process engineering for instance) concepts, the generic theory for multiscale process 
systems at the domain-specific level will come to play. This will ensure that this 
method be applicable to various process modelling applications.
3.2.2 Applying a three-stage strategy
Motivated by the need of addressing different types of modelling issues while 
maximizing computer-based support to human modellers, it would be instrumental to 
separate the most creative modelling tasks which inevitably require the
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input/intervention from the human modellers (referred to as Group 1), from other 
tasks which can be handled more “automatically” by software tools (referred to as 
Group 2). For this purpose, activities in a multi-scale modelling application may be 
organized into three successive stages: conceptual modelling, model realisation, and 
model execution. For a given modelling problem, the first stage results in a 
conceptual model which dictates (by “words”) what scales to be included in the model 
and what kind of linkages should be established between these scales. This is a stage 
which mainly addresses the aforementioned conceptual challenges. Largely belonging 
to Group 1, the tasks in conceptual modelling can hardly be fully automated; they will 
rather be supported through the interactions between a computer-based conceptual 
modelling tool and its users. Following this stage, the model realisation and execution 
stages deal with (i) the realisation of the conceptual model (to a form which is ready 
to execute) and (ii) the actual execution of model, respectively. The modelling tasks 
to be tackled in these two stages largely belong to Group 2, because they involve 
predominantly numerical and software implementation related work as opposed to 
conceptual work. This type of work may be completed mainly by using designated 
software tools that implement numerical procedures for handling issues commonly 
encountered in multiscale modelling, hence requiring minimum effort from the human 
modeller.
3.3 Summary and discussions
The challenges which may occur during the process of building and solving 
multiscale models are presented at the beginning of this chapter. In order to address 
these issues, an overarching methodology for CAMM is proposed which aims to 
maximise the generality of the CAMM tools and to enhance computer-based support. 
In the following, discussions are provided to further clarify the relation between this 
methodology and some related work.
In order to improve the generality o f  modelling tools, a number o f  efforts have been
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made previously. The equation-based modelling tools (e.g. gPROMS) directly handle 
mathematical equations which are believed to be a generic way to characterize various 
kinds of systems in different domains. The limitation of this approach as 
aforementioned is that mathematical equations are not always easy to understand, 
especially for modellers who are only familiar with domain concepts but not 
mathematics. To overcome this limitation, phenomena-based modelling tools are 
introduced which allow modellers to use concepts of the problem domain to describe 
systems. Unfortunately, the generality of phenomena-based tools (e.g. MODEL.LA) 
is limited due to the domain-specific knowledge they involve. An ontology-based 
modelling approach was proposed by Yang et al. (2004) to enhance the generality of 
phenomena-based tools, by introducing a unified hierarchical theoretical structure 
which offers a generic ontology for systems to be used to “hard code” the modelling 
logic into a phenomena-based modelling tool while allowing domain-specific 
concepts (in the form of a domain ontology) to be introduced into the tool as “freely” 
changeable input independent of the software implementation of the tool. The 
limitation of this approach, however, is that it does not explicitly consider the 
requirement of multiscale modelling. The overarching methodology proposed in this 
work improves the ontology-based approach and is the first attempt for explicitly 
supporting multiscale modelling.
To maximise computer-based support to modellers, the modelling process assumed 
previously by phenomena-based modelling tools (e.g. Bieszczad, 2000) contains three 
steps, namely conceptual modelling, code generation, and model solving (i.e. 
simulation). The overarching methodology proposed here shares the basic idea and 
further generalises this process. More specifically, the stage of model realisation is a 
generisation of code generation and would allow a conceptual model to be realised 
into any appropriate form, not necessary only one of mathematical equations; more 
details are given in Chapter 6. Subsequently, the stage of model execution will handle 
a realised model in any form as long as it is ready to be executed; the execution in 
turn may be of various natures, e.g. solving equations by a numerical solver,
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integrating existing modelling tools by a “global coordinator”, etc. Again, details are 
given in Chapter 6.
It should be noted that the overarching methodology suffers from the following 
limitation: any domain specific ontology to be used with this methdology has to be 
derived from the generic ontology. Therefore, problems will occur if the generic 
ontology is fundamentally flawed. To minimize this risk, the generic ontology in this 
work (cf. Chapter 4) is developed based on the concepts of general system theory 
which is rather well established.
As a final note, the overarching methodology is not intended to replace the 
methodologies for supporting specific modelling stages. In Chapter 4, the generic 
ontology which forms the theoretical basis of the methodology will be given. In 
Chapter 5, the methodology for supporting the first modelling stage, namely 
conceptual modelling and its implementation will be presented. The approaches to the 
support of the other two stages, namely model realisation and model execution, will 
be discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, the approach to a computer-based environment 
supporting discrete event modelling is given in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 4 Ontologies to Form the Theoretical 
Framework for CAMM
4.1 A generic ontology for CAMM
As discussed in Section 3.2.1, the generality of tools for CAMM (including the 
conceptual modelling tool, model realisation tool and model execution tool) is to be 
achieved by adopting a generic conceptual foundation, which forms the basis of 
developing the conceptualisation for multiscale systems in various domains. To this 
end, a generic ontology, explicitly specifying such a generic conceptual foundation, is 
developed based on the work of Yang and Marquardt (2009). The conceptualisation 
captured by this ontology was originally developed on the basis of general systems 
theory. In the past, several other approaches have been adopted for formulating 
abstract (and common) representations of physical systems, e.g. the network model 
based approach (Mangold, Motz, and Gilles, 2002) and the bond graph model based 
approach (Couenne, fallut, Maschke, Breedveld, and Tayakout, 2006; Couenne, fallut, 
Maschke, Tayakout, and Breedveld, 2008). In the present work, the conceptualisation 
by Yang and Marquardt (2009) has been adopted due to its generality as well as its 
provision of the concepts required for multiscale modelling.
More specifically, a generic ontology is developed which extends the work of Yang 
and Marquardt (2009) by adding a set of concepts defining multiscale integration 
paradigms and facilitating knowledge deduction. Furthermore, several concepts from 
the original work are refined to clearly represent the characteristics of a system, e.g. 
the concept of law is refined into internal law, intrascale law and interscale law 
according to the different types of objects to which they may apply. As originally 
presented in the work of Yang and Marquardt (2009), the concepts in the generic 
ontology can be grouped into three sets, namely “basic concepts of general systems”, 
“scales and inter-scale relationships” and “multiscale models of systems”. The brief
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description of the concepts inherited from the work of Yang and Marquardt (2009) 
and the rigorous definitions required for the new or extended concepts, especially 
those defining the integration paradigms of multiscale modelling, are given in the 
following subsections.
4.1.1 Basic concepts of general systems
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Figure 4.1 The UML class diagram of part of the generic ontology (Basic concepts of general systems), 
(a) Concepts for characterising “anything”; (b) Concepts for characterising “system”.
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The “basic concepts of general systems” set consists of the fundamental concepts in 
the general systems theory. It is necessary for the generic ontology to have these 
concepts since the target of a multiscale modelling task, whichever domain it 
originates from, will always be some kind of system in the sense of general systems 
theory. In the original work, this set contains anything, coupling, law, phenomenon, 
system and their sub-classes. In the present work, a set of additional concepts is 
included due to more practical concerns particularly with regard to supporting the 
reasoning functions provided by the conceptual modelling tool (cf. Chapter 5). The 
relation between these concepts is schematically shown by Figure 4.1 where the basic 
concepts for characterising individual anythings and their relations are illustrated in 
part (a) and those for systems are in part (b). Each of the concepts in this group is 
informally described as follows:
Anything: A substantial individual with its properties together is called an 
anything.
Coupling: The interaction between two anythings is called a coupling.
State function, State: States are the representation of properties of an anything. 
The value of a state is decided by a state function which takes the backdrops, 
such as time and spatial location, as the input.
Coupling-induced state function: A sub-set of the state functions which 
correspond to the properties of an anything that only arise due to the coupling(s) 
of the anything.
Non-coupling-induced state function: A sub-set of the state functions which 
correspond to the properties of an anything independently of their couplings.
Law: Any restriction on the possible values o f  the properties o f  anythings and any
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relation among two or more such anythings is called a law.
• Internal law: A specialisation of law which is exclusively used to characterize 
anything.
• Intrascale law: A specialisation of law which is exclusively used to characterize 
coupling.
• Empty law: A specialization of law which is exclusively used to characterize the 
objects which are not restricted or related by any law. This entity does not bring 
any conceptual contribution but is adopted to complement the expressiveness of 
OWL constraints which proved to be important for reasoning.
• Coupling mechanism law: A specialisation of intrascale law which is 
exclusively used to characterize a set of coupling relation where 
non-coupling-induced functions of an anything are mapped to coupling-induced 
functions of another anything.
Topological connection law: A specialisation of intrascale law which is 
exclusively used to characterize a set of couplings where coupling-induced 
functions of an anything are mapped to coupling-induced functions of another 
anything.
• Phenomenon: Phenomenon is the abstract description of the state changes of 
anythings which obeys a set of laws that “govern” the changes.
• Internal phenomenon: A specialisation of phenomenon which is exclusively 
used to characterize anything.
" Coupling phenomenon: A  specialisation o f  phenomenon which is exclusively
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used to characterize coupling.
System: A system is the sum of (i) a set of anythings which interact with each 
other and (ii) their couplings.
• Component: A specialisation of anything which represents the elements of a
system.
• Environment: A specialisation of anything which is not the components of a
system but has interactions with them.
• AComponent: A specialisation of component which is atomic and cannot be
decomposed into any other components.
AEnvironment: A specialisation of environment which interacts with 
AComponent.
This part of the ontology states that an anything has states, each characterized by a 
number of state functions that may have values dependent of the backdrop (temporal 
and spatial locations, etc.). An anything may have a number of phenomena, each 
concerning some state functions which are governed by certain laws. The concept of a 
system is then introduced through defining couplings between individual anythings. 
The existence of couplings around an anything leads to the classification of its state 
functions into two categories, namely coupling-induced state functions (i.e. those that 
occur due to the existence of a coupling, e.g. properties of a flux that goes across the 
boundary of an anything) and non-coupling-induced state functions. A coupling may 
be characterized by a coupling mechanism law (e.g. the Pick’s law for mass diffusion 
between two parts of a system) and a topological connection law (e.g. one that equates 
an outlet flux of one part to an inlet flux of another).
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4.1.2 Scales and inter-scale relationships
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Figure 4.2 The UML class diagram of part of the generic ontology (Scales and inter-scale relationships), 
(a) Concepts for characterising “scale”; (b) Concepts for characterising “inter-scale link”.
The rigorous definitions of notions of interest in multiscale modelling are derived 
from the above two sets of concepts, including a set of concepts pertaining to scales 
(cf. Figure 4.2a) and interscale links (cf. Figure 4.2b). The concepts inherited from the 
work of Yang and Marquardt (2009) and the concepts which have been newly added 
are described subsequently. Note that rigorous definitions are provided to the newly 
introduced and complex concepts; those of the existing concepts can be found in Yang 
and Marquardt (2009).
• Scale: This is an abstract concept which is used to characterize the resolution 
level hierarchy of a system.
• LComponent: A specialisation of component which contains other components 
that exist at a certain scale.
• Immediate component: A specialisation of LComponent which is one of a set of 
components directly composing an LComponent.
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• LEnvironment: A  specialisation of environment which interacts with 
LComponent.
• Interscale link: This is an abstract concept which is used to characterize the 
linkage between a pair of scales. That is, each interscale link relates two scales, 
namely the upper scale and the lower scale.
• Interscale law: A specialisation of law which is exclusively used to characterize 
interscale link.
• Aggregation law: A specialisation of interscale law which is exclusively used to 
characterize interscale link by mapping a state function of all immediate 
components of a component to a state function of that component.
• Disaggregation law: A specialisation of interscale law which is exclusively used 
to characterize interscale link by mapping a state function of a component to a 
state function of all its immediate components.
• Mereological connection law: A specialisation of interscale law which is 
exclusively used to characterize interscale link by mapping a coupling-induced 
state function of all immediate components of a component to a coupling-induced 
state function of that component or by mapping a coupling-induced state function 
of a component to a coupling-induced state function of all its immediate 
components.
• Empty interscale Law: A specialisation of interscale law which is exclusively 
used to characterize the interscale links which are not restricted or related by any 
interscale law. Similar to empty law, it is adopted to complement the 
expressiveness of OWL constraints.
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Law-described component: Let c be a component, Ca be the AComponent class 
and Cl be the LComponent class. Let Lc(c) be the totality of internal laws on c. c 
is a law-described component, iff
c&CA,Lc(c)*(f> or c ^ C h,Lc{c)^<f)
Law-described embedded upper scale component: Let c be a component, C,m(c) 
be the immediate components of c. c is a law-described embedded upper scale 
component (the composition of law-described component is denoted by C l d ) ,  iff
3x, x € Ctm{c), c e Cw ,x  e C ^
Non law-described component: Let c be a component, Ca be the AComponent 
class and Cl be the LComponent class. Let Lc{c) be the totality of internal laws on 
c. c is a non law-described component, iff
c t C A,Lc(c) = <f> or c <e Cl,Lc(c) = <I)
Non law-described multidomain upper scale component: Let c be a component, 
Cltn(c) be the immediate components of c. c is a non law-described multidomain 
upper scale component (the composition of law-described component is denoted 
by C l d  and the composition of non law-described component is denoted by C n l d ) ,  
iff
3x, x g C (c), x g C^ q, c G CNLD
• Parallel integration interscale link: Let I be an interscale link, La(l) be the 
totality of aggregation law of /, Ld{l) be the totality of disaggregation law of I and 
Lm{l) be the totality of mereological connection law of /. / is a parallel integration 
interscale link, iff
La{l)*<!>KLd(l)*<j>
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•  Serial integration interscale link: Let / be an interscale link, La(l) be the totality 
of aggregation law of /, Ld{l) be the totality of disaggregation law of / and Lm(T) 
be the totality of mereological connection law of /. / is a serial integration 
interscale link, iff
La (/) = 0ALd(l) = tfiAC (/) ^  or 
L°(l) = 0AL‘l(l)*</> or
Parallel integration upper scale: Let s be a scale, L\s) be the totality of 
interscale links of s, s is a parallel integration upper scale (the totality of 
parallel integration interscale links are denoted by If), iff 
{\fx, xœ I! (s)|x e I f  }AP (s) * (j)
Parallel embedded integration upper scale: Let s be a scale, C(s) be the totality 
of components of s, s \s a parallel embedded integration upper scale (the 
composition of law-described embedded upper scale component is denoted by 
C l d e  and the composition of parallel integration upper scale is denoted by f ) ,  iff
{3x,xe C(s)|x e CWE,s e Sp}
• Parallel multidomain integration upper scale: Let j  be a scale, C(s) be the 
totality of components of s, s is a parallel multidomain integration upper scale 
(the composition of non law-described multidomain upper scale component is 
denoted by C n l d m  and the composition of parallel integration upper scale is 
denoted by If), iff
{3x,x e C(s)\x 6 CND[M, s e S p}
• Serial integration upper scale: Let 5 be a scale, L\s) be the totality of interscale
links o f a, j  is a serial integration upper scale (the totality o f  parallel integration 
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interscale links are denoted by If), iff
{Vx, xg  Z' (5-)|x e 11}AL (s) * (/>
• Serial embedded integration upper scale: Let j  be a scale, C{s) be the totality of 
components of 5, 5 is a serial embedded integration upper scale (the composition 
of law-described embedded upper scale component is denoted by C l d e  and the 
composition of serial integration upper scale is denoted by 5s), iff
(3x,X G C(j)|x G CLDE,s&Ss}
• Serial multidomain integration upper scale: Let 5 be a scale, C(s) be the totality 
of components of s, s is a serial multidomain integration upper scale (the 
composition of non law-described multidomain upper scale component is denoted 
by C n l d m  and the composition of serial integration upper scale is denoted by 5s) , , 
iff
(3x, x g C  ( s ) \x g CNLDM , s e S s}
According to this set of concepts, a system may have multiple scales, each of which is 
composed of connected components located at a specific level of decomposition. Two 
different scales may be related through an interscale link, which may be parallel (in 
case of two-way exchange of information) or serial (in case of one-way exchange of 
information). An interscale link may be quantified by an aggregation law, a 
disaggregation law, and/or a mereological connection law. The first two laws 
quantify how aggregation and disaggregation of quantities (state functions) are carried 
out, while the third law defines how a coupling at a higher scale is mapped to one or 
more couplings at a lower scale.
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4.1.3 Multiscale models of systems
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Figure 4.3 The UML class diagram of part of the generic ontology (Multiscale models of systems).
The “m ultiscale m odels o f  system s” set comprises concepts about multiscale models and 
their classification, including multiscale model, scale-collecting model, 
scale-connecting model and scale-integrating model. The scale-collecting model is 
not considered in this work since it simply collects a number of single-scale models 
without involving any laws on the inter-scale connections. The rest two multiscale 
models are extended based on the previous work of classifying multiscale modelling 
approaches (Pantelides, 2001; Ingram et al., 2004; Li et al., 2005 and Vlachos, 2005) 
to provide the concept of general multiscale integration paradigms. Figure 4.3 
displays the relationship between the scale integration model (the collection of 
scale-connecting model and scale-integrating model) and scale where each specific 
scale integration model has two scales. Newly added concepts are the specilisations 
of scale integration model each relates to one paricluar specilisation of scale defined 
in the previous section, including parallel embedded integration model, parallel 
multidomain integration model, serial embedded integration model, serial 
multidomain integration model and simultaneous integration model. The rigorous 
definition of these scale integration model concepts are listed below.
• Scale integration model: A multiscale model where there exist interactions 
between different scales.
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• Serial multi-domain integration model: Let a be a system. Let M™ (a) be a 
multiscale model of o with two scales su and si where su is the uppser scale and si 
is the lower scale. A/”(g) is a serial multi-domain integration model (the 
composition of serial multidomain integration upper scale is denoted by 5*™), iff
e S™
• Serial embedded integration model: Let o be a system. Let (a) be a 
multiscale model of a with two scales su and si where su is the upper scale and si 
is the lower scale. A f (o) is a serial embedded integration model (the composition 
of serial embedded integration upper scale is denoted by S36), iff
J, E S"
• Parallel multi-domain integration model: Let a be a system. Let A/” (a) be a 
multiscale model of a with two scales su and si where su is the uppser scale and si 
is the lower scale. A/M(a) is a parallel multi-domain integration model (the 
composition of parallel multidomain integration upper scale is denoted by S )m), 
iff
e S '"
Parallel embedded integration model: Let a be a system. Let M" (a) be a 
multiscale model of a with two scales su and sy where su is the uppser scale and si 
is the lower scale. A/”(a) is a parallel embedded integration model (the 
composition of parallel embedded integration upper scale is denoted by SP*), iff
€ S '*
• Simultaneous integration model: A specialisation of Scale integration model 
which is used to describe the multiscale systems in which (i) only the lower scale
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has laws and (ii) the state functions of the components in the upper scale are 
determined by the interscale link between these scales.
From the above definition of the five multiscale modelling paradigms, it can be 
noticed that an integration model cannot be serial and parallel simultaneously since a 
serial connection restricts the data transfer in one direction while the data flow in a 
parallel connection should be in two directions. However, it is possible for a 
multiscale modelling paradigm to possess features of both serial and embedded 
models, because the former indicates the direction of data flow between submodels 
while the latter indicates that the components without law specification in the upper 
scale will be depicted by the components in the relative lower scale, which are not 
contradictory to the former. Similarly, all the other model integration paradigms can 
be combined; the only exception is the simultaneous integration model which is not 
able to be combined with other integration paradigms since it restricts not only the 
direction of data flow, but also the type of components in each scale.
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4.2 Ontology-based representation of a hierarchical 
conceptualisation -  The domain ontology aspect
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Figure 4.4 The UML class diagrams of a (partial) process engineering domain ontology and its relation to
the generic ontology.
The generic ontology for multiscale modelling, introduced in Section 4.1, constitutes 
the fundamental level of the unified conceptualisation required as part of the 
overarching methodology. On top of this, the domain-specific level can be introduced 
in the form of domain ontologies. Figure 4.4 illustrates, again in the form of UML 
class diagrams, how a small part of OntoCAPE (Morbach et al., 2007) is adapted and 
extended to provide a domain ontology for the application examples which will be 
presented later in this thesis. As schematically shown by this figure, domain specific 
concepts (chemical engineering aspect) are specilisations of the concepts defined in 
the generic ontology. For example, temperature of a material amount is a special case 
of state function of a system. Similarly, a mass conservation law of a surface lattice 
site to govern the value of surface species concentration is a special case of an 
internal law of an AComponent to constrain the value of one of its 
non-coupling-induced state functions.
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In this work, both the generic ontology and domain ontologies are implemented using 
the formal ontology language OWL (http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/), which can be 
processed by software tools to support reasoning and other functions to be offered by 
the computer-based tools developed according to the overall methodology.
4.3 Summary
In this chapter, the unified hierarchical theoretical framework proposed in the overall 
methodology is implemented by means of ontologies at two different levels. On the 
foundamental level, a conceptualisation of general multiscale systems is speified by a 
generic ontology. On top of this level, a domain ontology, which derives from the 
generic ontology, is introduced to provide concepts for supporting case studies in the 
area of chemical process engineering. This chemical engineering domain ontology 
also serves as an example for the introduction of domain-specific ontologies of other 
fields on top of the generic ontology.
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Chapter 5 Conceptual Modelling
As discussed earlier in Chapter 3, a conceptual model describes what a (mathematical) 
multiscale model should contain in terms of the scales involved, the composition of 
each scale, and the connections between different scales. A conceptual model is 
represented using the concepts defined in the unified, hierarchical framework of 
multiscale modelling theories, and may be utilized in two ways. When a multiscale 
model is to be developed from scratch and can be constructed (in an ideal case) in the 
form of a single set of equations, automatic model generation may be carried out. This 
process essentially assembles, according to the content of the conceptual model, a 
composite model with components from a library of elementary models. The principle 
of this type of model generation has been explored by previous research in 
phenomena-based modelling (e.g. Bieszczad, 2000; Yang et al., 2004). In the cases 
where a multiscale model is to be realised through the integration of existing models 
implemented in different tools, a conceptual model may be used to guide the 
integration and to facilitate the execution of a “heterogeneous” multiscale simulation; 
an initial exploration in this direction is reported in this work. Besides, one can 
envisage a common usage of a conceptual model, which is to provide a 
well-structured documentation of the corresponding multiscale model, supporting 
future extension, adaptation, and reuse.
Conceptual modelling is a task difficult to be done automatically by computer alone. 
However, computer-based facilitation may be provided to support users in the course 
of constructing conceptual models. In this chapter, the methodology for developing a 
computer-aided conceptual modelling tool (CCMT) and the implementation of the 
methodology are first presented. The application of the CCMT is subsequently 
illustrated by two examples.
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5.1 Methodology for developing the CCMT
The CCMT has been developed by adopting a hierarchical conceptualisation of 
multiscale systems (cf. Chapter 4), based on which the tool is designed to offer 
desired functions.
Domain ontology
CCMT
GUI
Specification Consistencychecking Guidance
CD
v> CD
Generic ontology for multiscale modelling
Figure 5.1 Design of the computer-aided conceptual modelling tool (CCMT).
The design of the CCMT is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Based on the generic ontology of 
multiscale systems, the tool assumes the conceptual description of any multiscale 
system will conform at the abstract level to what is defined in the generic ontology. 
On the other hand, it is expected that it is the domain-specific concepts that should be 
directly used for constructing a specific conceptual model for an application of a 
particular domain. For example, for modelling a chemical process, the terms used 
could be phases, process units, plants, etc. whereas in the case of modelling biological 
system concepts such as cells, tissues, and organs may be used instead. Following the 
principle discussed earlier in Section 3.2.1, this requirement is met by introducing a 
domain ontology (representing a domain-specific theory for multiscale modelling) 
which is a specialization of the generic ontology (representing a generic theory for 
multiscale modelling). The central idea here is that the CCMT is developed so as to be 
able to read a domain ontology and use its content to support a particular conceptual 
modelling task, as long as the domain ontology is derived on top of the generic 
ontology.
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s ta r t
Load domain ontology
Establish scale  structure
R epresen t sca le  k
Specify properties, phenomena, and corresponding 
 laws of each component at this scale______ k:=k+1
Specify properties, phenomena, and corresponding 
_______ laws of each coupling at this scale________
k==1 k==N
R epresen t linkage of sca les  k and k-1
| Specify aggregation laws ~~| End
Specify disaggregation laws
Figure 5.2 A simplified representation of the workflow for conceptual modelling.
Parallel Embedded Integration Model
Parallel Multidomam Integration Model Serial Multidomam Integration Model
Serial Embedded Integration Model
Figure 5.3 Types of multiscale integration models defined in the generic ontology.
Within the CCMT, three types of functions are provided through a graphical user 
interface (GUI) and by leveraging generic tools for processing ontologies.
• Specification: This basic function supports the users in specifying the conceptual 
model in their mind in a structured way, i.e. by describing individual scales and 
the relationships between any coupled scales. This includes creating/deleting 
instances of domain specific concepts and specifying each instance in detail. The 
GUI is used to allow the users to perform these tasks interactively with the tool. 
A general workflow for specifying a conceptual model for a N-scale system is 
schematically shown in Figure 5.2.
• Consistency checking: This function checks the consistency between the
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conceptual model generated by the user against the (axiom) definitions in the 
generic ontology and the domain ontology. The axioms in the ontology are used 
to formally define concepts, introducing constraints on what kind of relations 
they may have with other concepts and how many other concepts can be involved 
in a relation. Checking the conceptual model against these axioms offers the first 
“safety guard” of the correctness of the multiscale model to be derived later on 
(see Section 5.3.1.3 for an example of consistency checking).
• Guidance: It is a challenging task to provide generic yet useful guidance to the 
user when s/he works on a modelling task of a particular problem domain. One 
attempt has been to offer guidance based on some generic model types, e.g. those 
proposed by Pantelides (2001) and Ingram et al. (2004) and recently redefined by 
Yang and Marquardt (2009). Figure 5.3 shows the types of multi-scale model 
already defined as part of the generic ontology. More specifically, two different 
kinds of support are considered. Firstly, the user is able to choose for the 
modelling application at hand one of the model types defined in the generic 
ontology. The CCMT will then be able to check at any point of the modelling 
process on whether the current model confines to the prescribed model type. This 
function is essentially a specialization of consistency checking mentioned earlier. 
Alternatively, the user may start without pre-determining the model type, 
however he or she can classify a resulting conceptual model to see which type 
this model belongs to. This information may be further used by the modeller to 
assess the implication of his “conceptual design” of the multiscale model or by 
the tools that support subsequent modelling stages (i.e. model realisation and 
model execution).
5.2 Implementation
A prototype of the CCMT has been implemented using Java and based on Jena
(http://jena.sourceforge.net/ontology/), a widely used Java package for processing
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OWL ontologies. The reasoning capacity required for consistency checking (example 
in Section 5.3.1.3) and for model type classification (example given in Section 5.3.2.3) 
is implemented by using the reasoner Hermit (http://hermit-reasoner.com/).
The generic ontology has been constructed using Protege (http://protege.stanford.edu/) 
with OWL as the ontology modelling language. The generic ontology includes the 
fundamental concepts as described in Chapter 4 as well as the types of multiscale 
models shown in Figure 5.3. It is noticed that some of the model types are difficult to 
define entirely by OWL axioms; in such cases SWRL rules 
(http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/) are introduced to accomplish the required 
definitions. Figure 5.4 contains all the SWRL rules introduced in the generic ontology. 
Through using the concepts and properies defined in the generic ontology, newly 
added SWRL rules not only enhance the expressiveness of OWL DL in describing 
more complex knowledge to meet practical requirements (an example can be found in 
Section 2.4.4) but also preserve the computational completeness and decidebility. The 
SWRL rules involved are based on the rigorous definitions of concepts, especially 
those of the scale integration model, reported in Section 4.1. For example, three rules 
are introduced to describe the corresponding necessary and sufficient conditions of 
serial integration interscale link (cf. Section 4.1.2) which cannot be expressed by 
OWL DL alone:
■ “Serial Integration Inter-scale Link Rule 1” denotes the condition
■ “Serial Integration Inter-scale Link Rule 2” denotes
I? (I) = </>M?(l) = fiAT (7) * ; and
■ “Serial Integration Inter-scale Link Rule 3” denotes L°(l) * $ h l i .
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Thing Has Part Rule:
thingHasPart(?x, ?y) AthingHasPart(?y, ?z)—thingHasPart(?x, ?z)
Thing Has Law Rule 1:
AComponent(?x)AEmptyLaw(?z)AlnternalPhenomenon(?y)AinternalphenomenonObeysLaw(?y, ? z )A  
thingHasPhenomenon(?x, ?y)—thingHaslaw(?x, ?z)
Thing Has Law Rule 2:
InternalLaw(?z)AlnternalPhenomenon(?y)ALComponent(?x)AintemalphenomenonObeysLaw(?y, ? z )A  
thingHasPhenomenon(?x, ?y)—thingHasLaw(?x, ?z)
Thing Has Law Rule 3:
AComponent(?x)AlnternalLaw(?z)AlnternalPhenomenon(?y)AinternalphenomenonObeysLaw(?y, ? z )A  
thingHasPhenomenon(?x, ?y)—thingHasLaw(?x, ?z)
Thing Has Law Rule 4:
EmptyLaw(?z)AlnternalPhenonnenon(?y)ALComponent(?x)AinternalphenomenonObeysLaw(?y, ? z )A  
thingHasPhenomenon(?x, ?y)—thingHasLaw(?x, ?z)
Non-law Described Component Rule 1:
EmptyLaw(?y) ALComponent(?x) AthingHasLaw(?x, ?y)— NonLawDescribedComponent(?x)
Non-law Described Component Rule 2:
AComponent(?x) A  EmptyLaw(?y) AthingHasLaw(?x, ?y)— NonLawDescribedComponent(?x)
Law Described Component Rule 1:
InternalLaw(?y)ALComponent(?x)AthingHasLaw(?x, ?y)— LawDescribedComponent(?x)
Law Described Component Rule 2:
AComponent(?x)AlnternalLaw(?y)AthingHasLaw(?x, ?y)— LawDescribedComponent(?x)
Serial Integration Upper Scale Rule:
Scale(?x)ASeriallntegrationlnterscalelink(?y)AscaleHaslnterScaleLink(?x, ?y)— SeriallntegrationUpperScale(?x) 
Serial Multidomain Integration Upper Scale Rule:
NonLawDescribedMultidomainlntegrationUpperScaleComponent(?y)ASeriallntegrationUpperScale(?x)A  
scaleHasComponent(?x, ?y)— SerialMultidomainlntegrationUpperScale(?x)
Serial Embedded Integration Upper Scale Rule:
LawDescribedEmbeddedlntegrationUpperScaleComponent(?y)ASeriallntegrationUpperScale(?x)A  
scaleHasComponent(?x, ?y)— SerialEmbeddedlntegrationUpperScale(?x)
Serial Integration Inter-scale Link Rule 1:
DisaggregationLaw(?z)AEmptylnterScaleLaw(?y)AlnterScaleLink(?x)AinterscalelinkHasAggregationLaw(?x, ?y)A  
interscalelinkHasDisaggregationLaw(?x, ?z)— Seriallntegrationlnterscalelink(?x)
Serial Integration Inter-scale Link Rule 2:
EmptylnterScaleLaw(?y)AEmptylnterScaleLaw(?z)AlnterScaleLink(?x)AMereologicalConnectionLaw(?a)A  
interscalelinkHasAggregationLaw(?x, ?y)AinterscalelinkHasDisaggregationLaw(?x, ? z )A  
interscalelinkHasMereologicalConnectionLaw(?x, ?a)— Seriallntegrationlnterscalelink(?x)
Serial Integration Inter-scale Link Rule 3:
AggregationLaw(?y)AEmptylnterScaleLaw(?z)AlnterScaleLink(?x)AinterscalelinkHasAggregationLaw(?x, ?y)A  
interscalelinkHasDisaggregationLaw(?x, ?z)— Seriallntegrationlnterscalelink(?x)
Serial Multidomain Integration Model Rule:
ScalelntegrationModel(?x)ASerialMultidomainlntegrationUpperScale(?y)A  
scaleintegrationmodelHasUpperScale(?x, ?y)— SerialMultidomainlntegrationlVlodel(?x)
Serial Embedded Integration Model Rule:
ScalelntegrationModel(?x)ASerialEmbeddedlntegrationUpperScale(?y)A  
scaleintegrationmodelHasUpperScale(?x, ?y)— Serial Em bedded I nteg rationMode! (?x)
Parallel Integration Upper Scale Rule:
Parallelntegrationlnterscalelink(?y)AScale(?x)AscaleHaslnterScaleLink(?x, ?y)— ParallellntegrationUpperScale(?x) 
Parallel Embedded Integration Model Rule:
ScalelntegrationModel(?x)AscaleintegrationmodelHasUpperScale(?x, ?y)A  
ParallelEmbeddedlntegrationUpperScale (?y)— ParallelEmbeddedlntegrationModel (?x)
Parallel Embedded Integration Upper Scale Rule: 
ParallellntegrationUpperScale(?x)AscaleHasComponent(?x,?y)A
LawDescribedEmbeddedlntegrationUpperScaleComponent(?y)— Parallel Em beddedlntegrationUpperScale(?x) 
Parallel Multidomain Integration Model Rule:
ParallelMultidomainlntegrationUpperScale(?y)AScalelntegrationModel(?x)A  
scaleintegrationmodelHasUpperScale(?x, ?y)— ParallelMultidomainlntegrationModel(?x)
Parallel Multidomain Integration Upper Scale Rule: 
NonLawDescribedMultidomainlntegrationUpperScaleComponent(?y)A
ParallellntegrationUpperScale(?x)AscaleHasComponent(?x, ?y)— ParallelMultidomainlntegrationUpperScale(?x) 
Figure 5.4 SWRL rules involved in the generic ontology.
5.3 Application examples
Two examples are provided here to illustrate the application of the CCMT. The first
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example is intended to provide details on all the important steps of building a 
conceptual model by using this tool. With the second example, we will demonstrate 
how the tool can deal with a different modelling task with a modified domain 
ontology but without any modification to the tool itself.
5.3.1 Modelling of a packed-bed catalytic reactor
An example of how to build a multiscale conceptual model for a packed-bed catalytic 
reactor, conforming to a pre-selected model type, will be introduced in this section.
5.3.1.1 The modelling problem
Originally described in Ingram et al. (2004), the packed-bed catalytic reactor is to be 
modelled at both the bulk phase scale and the catalyst pellet scale, which in this 
example are referred to as Seale O and Seale l, respectively. Both of the two scales 
are of a continuum nature but they characterize the reactor at different spatial 
resolutions. Prior to the construction of a conceptual model for the reactor, it is 
assumed that a parallel multi-domain model is to be established. Formally defined in 
the generic ontology by means of axioms and rules according to the original 
definitions by Ingram et al. (2004), the key features of this model type are (i) both 
aggregation and disaggregation (i.e. two-way) relations exist between two 
neighboring scales, and (ii) part of the upper (i.e. coarser) scale does not have internal 
laws; the modelling of this part of the system relies on the laws introduced at the 
corresponding part at the lower (i.e. finer) scale. Applying this model type to the 
example at hand, the Scale d of the reactor comprises a bulk fluid phase and a bulk 
catalyst phase; the latter is modelled through pellets at Scale l. Furthermore, between 
the bulk catalyst phase and the pellets exist two-way information flows. These include 
(i) the aggregation of the temperature and concentration information at the pellet scale 
to form the corresponding information at the scale of the bulk catalyst phase (required 
by the modelling of heat and mass transfer at the interface between the two parts at 
Scale O), and (ii) the disaggregation (or downward passing) of the (fluid-solid)
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interface information held by the bulk catalyst phase at Scale O to the pellets at 
Seale l which require this information for establishing the boundary conditions.
5.3.1.2 The process of constructing the conceptual model
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Figure 5.5 Loading a domain ontology into CCMT.
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Figure 5.6 Establishing an interscale link between two scales and choosing a multiscale integration model.
To use the CCMT to construct such a conceptual model, the modeller starts with 
loading the domain ontology selected for this task (cf. Figure 5.5). As aforementioned 
in Section 4.2, this ontology is a small part of OntoCAPE but with proper links with
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the generic ontology. After that, the modeller represents the intended scale structure 
by creating two scale instances (uScale_0” and “Scale_l”) and linking them with an 
instance of inter-scale link (“InterScaleLink_sO_s 1 ”), as shown in Figure 5.6. The 
modeller then has the opportunity to select a model type for this application, where 
“parallel multi-domain integration model” is chosen as of this example. From this 
point on, the modeller will be able to invoke the reasoning function of the CCMT to 
check the compatibility of the conceptual model being constructed to this pre-chosen 
model type.
After the overall scale structure is created as described above, the modeller continues 
to specify each scale involved as well as the link between the two scales. As shown in 
the “Scale O” window in Figure 5.7, the concepts defined in the domain ontology 
(listed in the left panel of the window) are presented to the modeller; instances of 
these concepts can be created to describe what is actually included within Scale O 
(shown in the right panel of the window). Here “fluid phase” and “catalyst phase” are 
instances of material amount, and “bulk phase connection” is an instance of film 
connection. Any of these three elements at this scale can be further specified. For a 
system component such as the one termed “catalyst phase”, it can be specified in three 
aspects according to the generic ontology, namely “state function”, “internal 
phenomenon”, and “internal law”. Figure 5.8, particularly the left panel of the 
“catalyst_phase_property” window shows the list of state functions loaded from the 
domain ontology which are applicable to material amount (the class of 
“catalyst_phase”). On the right panel, several instances of these state functions are 
created by the modeller. In principle, the same kind of specification can be done for 
phenomena and corresponding laws of this system component, all according to the 
relevant concepts loaded from the domain ontology. Figure 5.9 however shows that 
for “catalyst phase”, no instances of phenomena are to be created because no laws (of 
any phenomena) are to be created for this part of the system at Scale O, according to 
the decision made earlier. An instance of coupling between two system components 
can be specified in a similar way, i.e. by creating instances of relevant concepts
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loaded from the domain ontology that belong to several categories as defined in the 
generic ontology. Figure 5.10 shows the three categories or classes (coupling 
phenomenon, coupling mechanism law, and topological connection law, all defined in 
the generic ontology) and illustrates particularly what instances of coupling 
phenomenon are declared for the coupling between the fluid phase and the catalyst 
phase (termed “fluid catalyst connection”).
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Figure 5.11 Specification of inter-scale laws.
The above procedure can equally be applied to Scale l, where however only one 
system component, namely an instance of the class representative particle (termed 
“catalystjpellet”), is created and specified to represent the catalyst bed at a finer level 
of resolution (details omitted here). After both scales are specified, the modeller can 
now specify the interscale link. As shown in Figure 5.11 (particularly the window 
entitled <TnterScaleLink_sO_sl_Property”), an interscale link can be specified in 
terms of aggregation law, disaggregation law, and mereological connection law, all as 
defined in the generic ontology. The left panel of the above window displays both 
generic aggregation laws defined in the generic ontology (e.g. averaging law) as well 
as any domain-specific aggregation laws that may be introduced through the domain 
ontology (e.g. material amount aggregation law). In this example, two instances of 
averaging law are created at the right panel. The window entitled “temperature 
aggregation law” in Figure 5.11 illustrates how further details of an aggregation law 
can be provided. In this case it is stated that the temperature of pellets is aggregated to 
obtain the temperature of the catalyst phase. Disaggregation laws can be specified in a
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similar way. This example does not involve any mereological connection law, 
therefore no instance of this concept is created.
5.3.1.3 Consistency checking
After the inter-scale link is fully specified, a complete conceptual model is 
constructed. Now the modeller may wish to ask the CCMT to check whether there is 
any inconsistency between the resulting conceptual model and the axioms as well as 
rules defined in both the generic ontology and domain ontology, particularly against 
the pre-selected model type (“parallel multidomain integration model” in this example 
as introduced in Section 5.3.1.1). The CCMT internally uses the ontology and SWRL 
rules reasoner to perform the checking, reporting any inconsistency it detects. As an 
illustration, assume the modeller has by mistake specified an internal law for heat 
conduction in the catalyst phase part of Scale O. As discussed earlier this would 
violate the definition of the model type which is selected by modellers at the 
beginning of the conceptual modelling stage (described in Section 5.3.1.2). Checking 
the consistency of the conceptual model, the tool will report errors in this case, 
complaining that the representative pellet does not have a corresponding upper scale 
component that does not possess any internal law. Corrections to the conceptual 
model would have to be made in such a case until no inconsistency is detected by the 
CCMT.
5.3.2 Modelling of a homogeneous-heterogeneous reactor
In the second example, a homogeneous-heterogeneous chemical reactor (Vlachos, 
1997) is used to demonstrate that the handling of a different type of multi-scale 
systems by the CCMT can be achieved simply by using a different domain ontology 
while the tool itself can remain completely unchanged. Besides, this example is 
intended to show a case where a modeller starts constructing the conceptual model 
without pre-selecting a specific model type, but he or she uses the CCMT to classify 
the resulting conceptual model according to the model types defined in the generic
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ontology.
5.3.2.1 The modelling problem
The reactor to be modelled comprises a homogeneous bulk fluid phase and a 
heterogeneous solid catalyst surface; the latter is to be characterized at the continuum 
level and additionally by a molecular-lattice. In the bulk fluid phase, the key 
phenomenon is the diffusion of reactants and products. Chemical reactions are 
modelled at a macroscopic reaction surface which is further supplemented by the 
modelling of micro-kinetics at the level of a molecular lattice. On each site of the 
lattice (micro) adsorption, desorption or reaction may occur. As such the reactor can 
be modelled as a two-scale system. At Scale O, the homogeneous bulk fluid phase 
connects to the macroscopic, continuum reaction surface. At Scale l, a microscopic 
view is given to the reaction surface, in the form of molecular lattice comprising a 
number of sites. The link between these two scales is presented by data aggregation 
and disaggregation. As for the continuum reaction surface at Scale O, a state function 
representing the fraction of occupied surface is required for calculating the particular 
kinetics rate related to the lateral interactions of species at the surface. This state 
function is determined by aggregating the occupation-site function and the local 
coordination of every site of the molecular-lattice at Scale l. On the other hand, for 
each site of the molecular lattice at Scale l, two properties or state functions need to 
be characterized, namely temperature and concentration at the fluid phase boundary 
layer adjacent to the site. These properties of the site are determined by the 
corresponding properties of the continuum reaction surface at Scale O, by means of 
disaggregation relations.
5 3.2.2 The process of constructing the conceptual model
Same as in the previous example, the construction of the conceptual model starts with 
loading a domain ontology. The domain ontology used in the previous example has all 
the concepts required for representing the bulk fluid phase, but extension is required 
for the rest of the current example. This is particularly true for describing the system
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components at Scale l (i.e. molecular lattice sites) and their state functions, 
phenomena, and laws. After the required extensions are made, the modeller can go 
through the same procedure as the previous example except that a model type is not 
chosen at the beginning, with the assumption that in this case the modeller opts to 
carry out the modelling without confining to a specific model type a priori. Figure 
5.12 shows a screen snapshot at the step where the components at Scale l are 
specified. In the window entitled “Scale_l”, the right panel contains a representation 
of the molecular lattice by means of an instance of representative surface lattice site 
(referred to as the central site) and four instances of surface lattice site that are 
connected to the former as its neighbours in the lattice. The window entitled 
“RepresentativeSurfaceLatticeSite_CentralSite” shows that the central site is specified 
in terms of state function, internal phenomenon, and internal law, in a way which is 
same as how every system component was specified in the previous example (see 
Section 5.3.1.2). What is particularly shown in the right panel of this window is a list 
of state function instances declared for the central site, referring to the classes shown 
in the left panel. In the left panel, one can see a number of state function classes 
newly introduced to the domain ontology for this example, including (micro event) 
rates, event probabilities, local coordination, etc.
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Figure 5.12 Specification of Scale 1 and its components.
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Figure 5.13 Classification of a resulting conceptual model.
5.3.2.S Model classification.
After the conceptual model is constructed, the modeller can now invoke the 
classification function of the CCMT. Figure 5.13 shows the output of the tool, 
indicating the resulting model (named internally by the CCMT as 
“ScaleIntegrationModel_Scale_0_Scale_l”) is of the type “parallel embedded 
integration model”. This is a correct result in that this model type is defined in the
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generic ontology as a parallel model (i.e. one with both aggregation and 
disaggregation of data between neighboring scales) which involves laws modelling 
the same part of a system but introduced at multiple scales. This is exactly the case of 
the conceptual model resulting from this example: the two-way link between the 
molecular lattice at Scale l and the continuum reaction surface at Scale O makes it a 
parallel model, while the chemical reaction modelling of the catalyst surface at both 
the continuum and the discrete scales further gives the model an “embedded” nature. 
More specifically, the molecular lattice model provides critical information required 
by the macroscopic surface model, i.e. the fraction of occupied surface required for 
calculating the particular kinetics rate related to the lateral interactions of species at 
the surface. Therefore, the molecular lattice model can be viewed as being embedded 
into the macroscopic surface model. As mentioned generally in Section 5.1, the 
resulting classification may be used by the tools that support the realisation of the 
model following the stage of conceptual modelling. For example, the recognition of it 
being a parallel model will call for both an aggregator component and a disaggregator 
component to be placed between the two models of the individual scales (cf. Chapter 
6).
5.4 Summary
This chapter has reported the details of the design and development of a conceptual 
modelling tool named CCMT which is an important element of the envisaged tool set 
for CAMM. CCMT aims at addressing issues which occur at the stage of conceptual 
modelling and providing a set of functions, which are rarely possessed by the 
conventional modelling tools, to help modellers construct multiscale models. The 
application of the CCMT has been illustrated by two reactor modelling examples.
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As aforementioned, a multiscale model is usually much more difficult to construct 
than a single-scale model due to a range of conceptual, numerical and software 
implementation challenges (cf. Chapter 3). A number of efforts have been made to 
address these challenges. One of the notable outcomes is classification of multiscale 
modelling approaches, schemes or frameworks which define the generic ways how 
submodels of different scales of a system can be introduced and coupled to form an 
integral model (Pantelides, 2001; Ingram et al., 2004; Li et al. 2005; Vlachos, 2005). 
Another category of effort is on the support of integration between specific types of 
modelling techniques and tools each of which addresses one particular scale of a 
multiscale system (Bezzo et al., 2004; Kougoulos et al., 2005; Kulikov et al., 2005; 
Morales-Rodriguez & Gani, 2009).
The software integration aspect of multiscale modelling may be addressed using 
approaches comparable to those developed previously for the tool integration in 
(single-scale) modelling and simulation. In this regard, the component-based 
approach adopted by the process engineering community via the CAPE-OPEN 
initiative (Braunschweig et al., 2000) is particularly relevant. The result of 
CAPE-OPEN has been vital for the improvement of openness in commercial process 
modelling software, and for the development of open simulation platforms such as 
CHEOPS (Schopfer et al., 2004). A more recent application of CAPE-OPEN 
standards is reported by Zitney (2010), where an advanced process engineering 
co-simulator has been developed for designing and analysing energy systems by 
supporting the integration of steady-state process simulation with other 
multiphysics-based equipment simulations (e.g. CED) in order to get high-fidelity 
simulation results. In some other areas such as biological systems modelling (e.g. 
Hetherington et al., 2007; Hunter et al., 2005) and multi-physics modelling (e.g. 
Smirnov, 2004), there have been similar developments in supporting the combined 
use of different models and simulation tools. In the modelling of building systems,
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coupling strategies between building simulation and CFD were explored towards 
better predictions of indoor thermal environment (Wang et al., 2009).
Despite the advances in tool integration for modelling and simulation including 
multiscale modelling, there is still a lack of generic supporting mechanism for 
realising multiscale simulations based on a tool integration approach. In order to 
explore the feasibility of developing generic tools for Computer-Aided Multiscale 
Modelling (CAMM), a methodology has been proposed (cf. Chapter 3) which bases 
CAMM tools on a hierarchical conceptualisation of multiscale systems. This 
methodology applies a three-stage strategy by which computer based support of 
various degrees of “automation” is offered to conceptual modelling, model realisation, 
and model execution. Following this methodology, a conceptual modelling tool has 
been prototyped (cf. Chapter 5), which makes use of the ontology developed by Yang 
and Marquardt (2009) as the theory for generic multiscale systems. Termed a 
conceptual model, the output of the tool is a specification of what scales are involved, 
how each scale should be modelled (in terms of components, phenomena, properties, 
laws and connections among components), and how different scales are connected.
A conceptual model may be used as a systematic documentation of a multiscale 
model. Moreover, the three-stage methodology for CAMM suggests that a conceptual 
model can be taken as the input to the subsequent modelling stages eventually leading 
to the successful execution of the intended multiscale simulation. In the rest of this 
chapter, the design and implementation of the tools for model realisation and 
execution will be presented. Two case studies are also given to demonstrate these 
tools.
6.1 Overarching methodology revisited
To maximize computer-based support as well as the generality of the CAMM tools,
an overarching methodology comprising two important aspects has been proposed
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earlier. The first aspect is that a unified, hierarchical framework of conceptualisation 
is developed and taken as the basis for all CAMM tools, in order to maximise the 
generality of these tools. This hierarchical conceptualisation consists of (i) a 
fundamental level which offers a unified theory for general multiscale systems and (ii) 
a domain-specific level which is on top of the fundamental level to provide domain 
specific conceptualisation. The central idea is to develop CAMM tools solely based 
on the unified theory as far as possible so that the solutions will be most generic. 
When applying these tools on specific domains, domain-specific conceptualisation 
can be taken as explicit input without having to modify the tools themselves. It has 
been proposed to use ontologies to represent the conceptualisation at these two levels. 
In particular, a generic ontology for multiscale systems (cf. Chapter 4) and an adapted 
part of OntoCAPE (Marquardt et al., 2010) as a domain ontology for chemical 
process engineering have been adopted so far for evaluating the methodology. Both 
ontologies are currently coded using the ontology modelling language OWL 
(http://www.w3 .org/TR/owl-ref/).
The second aspect of the methodology suggests a three-stage strategy to maximise 
computer-based support to CAMM. It is considered that developing a multiscale 
model generally starts with conceptual modelling where a description of what scales 
to be included and what kind of linkages should be established between these scales. 
Following this stage, the model realisation and execution stages deal with (i) the 
realisation of the conceptual model (to a form which is ready to execute) and (ii) the 
actual execution of model, respectively. Distinguishing these three stages allows 
separate tools to be developed to adequately address the specific needs at these 
different stages, as illustrated in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 The workflow of simulating multiscale models based on the three stage strategy.
For a particular modelling problem, the conceptual modelling tool takes user input, 
including a domain ontology, and generates a conceptual model as mentioned above. 
The conceptual model, in the form of an OWL file, is subsequently taken as the input 
by the model realisation tool to produce a simulation script which is a collection of 
information required for executing the entire model. The model execution tool in turn 
runs the simulation by invoking and coordinating the models for individual scales 
according to the simulation script.
Details of the overarching methodology and the conceptual modelling tool can be 
found respectively in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5. The present chapter will subsequently 
focus on the tools for model realisation and execution.
6.2 Model realisation
As the second stage of a CAMM process, model realisation is responsible for 
transforming the conceptual model generated by the conceptual modelling tool into a 
form which is ready to be executed. One possible approach to model realisation is 
automatic code generation (Yang et al., 2004). The essence of this approach is that a 
mathematical model is composed by selecting and customizing elements from a 
library of basic building blocks according to the conceptual model. This approach
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would result in a“single” set of equations that can be solved collectively to carry out 
multiscale simulation. However, the applicability of this approach is limited in that, in 
contrast to building a model completely from scratch, a more realistic way of 
multiscale simulation is by the integration of existing modelling tools (e.g. gPROMS, 
Fluent, Aspen Plus, etc.), each simulating one particular scale of a multiscale system. 
To support the tool integration based approach to model realisation, a simulation 
script generator (SSG) is developed.
6.2.1 Design of simulation script generator (SSG)
As shown by Figure 6.2, the SSG is constructed upon the same ontology for general 
multiscale systems as used by the conceptual modelling tool developed earlier (cf. 
Chapter 5) so that the SSG is able to correctly interpret conceptual models. The 
objective of SSG is to take a conceptual model as input, which should have defined 
the scales to be modelled and inter-scale links (e.g. aggregation and disaggregation of 
data), and to produce a simulation script that specifies which modelling tool is used 
for simulating a scale defined in the conceptual model, what software component 
should be executed to realise a pre-defined inter-scale link, and what is the order of 
running these tools and components.
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Figure 6.2 Design of the Simulation Script Generator (SSG)
The SSG provides two main functions:
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Specification o f simulation mode: Two different modes can be distinguished for 
tool-integration based multiscale simulation, namely the coordinator driven mode 
and the master tool driven mode as illustrated in Figure 6.3. Both modes involve 
a simulation coordinator, which is an important component in the model 
execution system (to be detailed in Section 6.3). In the coordinator driven mode, 
the coordinator plays a dominant role in the process of model execution while 
other components, including single-scale tools and inter-scale components such 
as aggregators and disaggregators, are driven by the coordinator. The coordinator 
controls the total length of the simulation duration, the order, timing and duration 
(in terms of simulated physical time) of execution of each single-scale tool, as 
well as the exchange of data between single-scale tools and inter-scale 
components. In the master tool driven mode, one of the single-scale simulation 
tools is selected as the “master tool” which controls the simulation process by 
driving the coordinator in order to obtain data from the tools for other scales, 
when and as necessary. With this mode, the role of the coordinator is to 
coordinate the execution of individual tools other than the master tool. For a 
particular modelling problem, the SSG allows a user to select one of the two 
simulation modes depending on the nature of the intended simulation. For each of 
the two simulation modes, the SSG allows the user to specify respective details. 
As already indicated above, the details for the former mode include the total time 
of the simulation, the order of executing the single-scale tools, as well as the 
length of duration for each step of execution of these tools (which is comparable 
to the time step size for modular dynamic simulation of process flowsheets, see 
e.g. Yang et al., 2002). When the latter mode is selected, time specification 
function is disabled since the simulation process is controlled by the “master 
tool”; there is no need for the coordinator to know of the simulation time. 
However, the SSG will in this case allow the user to choose which particular 
scale is to be solved by the “master tool”.
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Specification o f scale/inter-scale component: This function allows a modeller to 
specify a modelling software tool for solving each of the scales defined in the 
conceptual model and also an inter-scale software component (provided by the 
model execution system, to be described in Section 6.3) for each instance of the 
“InterscaleLaw” adopted in the conceptual model (cf. Chapter 5) which 
characterises a connection between two different scales.
Coordinator
Coordinator
Single-scale
Tools
Single-scale
Tools
Master-tool (Single-scale tool)
Inter-scale Link Components 
(Aggregator, Disaggregator, 
MereologicalConnector)
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Figure 6.3 Two modes for tool integration based multiscale simulation.
It should be noted that an inter-scale component is meant to be generically applicable 
as opposed to being simulation case-specific. It implements an inter-scale law as 
defined in the generic ontology for multiscale modelling (cf. Chapter 4). A simple 
example is the "averaging aggregation law”, which mathematically can be represented 
as:
y (Equation 6.1)
where y  is a property of a higher (i.e. coarser) scale, x, is a property of part i of a lower 
(i.e. finer) scale, wz- is a weighting factor which itself may be also a property of part /
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(e.g. volume, mass, etc.). If this law is adopted in the conceptual model, the user is 
expected to select a corresponding inter-scale (software) component when the 
simulation script is composed. At the stage of model execution (to be detailed in 
Section 6.3), the tool used there will need to know concretely what physical quantities 
the variables in Eq. (6.1) (i.e. y, and w,) refer to in this particular simulation in 
order to carry out the rather generic inter-scale operation. Those involved physical 
quantities will be case-specific. It is proposed to use a configuration file as input to 
the generic inter-scale component to customise its operation; examples are provided 
in Section 6.4.
A general workflow for generating an executable simulation script of a multiscale 
system is schematically shown in Figure 6.4. Note that the current design assumes the 
simulation involves only two different scales. This is perhaps the most commonly 
encountered case in multiscale modelling, although in principle extension can be 
made to handle more scales. Furthermore, it is considered that the coordinator driven 
mode most likely applies to an application involving dynamic simulation of each 
involved scale, whereas in the master tool driven mode the mission of a “slave” scale 
is to perform (quasi) steady-state simulation to provide the master tool with static 
quantities (e.g. certain physical properties).
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Figure 6.4 The workflow for model realisation.
6.2.2 Implementation of SSG
A prototype of SSG is implemented using Java and the popular ontology processing 
package Jena (http://jena.sourceforge.net/ontology/). Through its GUI, the SSG 
presents modellers a scale structure according to the conceptual model. Based on this 
scale structure, the modeller can select appropriate modelling tools and software 
components implementing inter-scale links. S/he can also define the global simulation 
time and simulation step length under the coordinator driven mode.
6.3 Model execution
Within the three-stage strategy for CAMM, model execution as the third stage is 
about solving a multiscale model based on the output of the model realisation step. As 
aforementioned in Section 6.2, there are two approaches to transforming a conceptual 
model into a form which is ready to be executed, namely automatic code generation 
and integration of existing tools. For the first case, the model execution stage could be
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implemented by applying a numerical solver to the mathematical model generated by 
the model realisation stage. Again, the present work focuses on the second case which 
in essence leads to a problem of tool integration. In this case, model execution is 
about executing simulation scripts generated by the model realisation tool described 
in Section 6.2 to run simulations through the coordinated execution of single-scale 
modelling tools and inter-scale components such as aggregators and disaggregators.
6.3.1 Design of the model execution system (MES)
Dealing with cases where a multiscale model is realised by tool integration, a model 
execution system (MES) is developed. The overall software design of MES has 
adopted a component-based approach to integrate software possibly developed by 
different vendors and even run on different computational platforms. This has been 
the approach of CAPE-OPEN (Braunschweig et al., 2000) and CHEOPS (Schopfer et 
al., 2004): A set of standard software interfaces is defined so that tools to be 
integrated either support the interfaces "natively" or are linked to the MES by 
wrappers that implement the interfaces. Similarly, standard interfaces are also defined 
for the "native” components of the MES, namely the coordinator and the inter-scale 
components to achieve the interchangibility between different implementation 
options.
As mentioned in Section 6.2, two different simulation modes may be specified in a 
simulation script to be taken as the input by the MES. Consequently, two different 
options for model execution are supported.
6.3.1.1 Coordinator driven model execution
As illustrated by Figure 6.5, Coordinator Driven Model Execution (CDME) makes 
use of a simulation coordinator to connect individual model realisation components 
(including single-scale tools and inter-scale components) by means of predefined 
interfaces. To execute a specific simulation run, the simulation coordinator starts with
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loading and parsing the specific simulation data for initializing models of different 
scales. After that the simulation script produced by the aforementioned SSG is 
processed and the useful information in it is extracted. Components are then 
initialized using the input case specific data and added into a list by the coordinator. 
The coordinator then calls corresponding components in the list in the predefined 
order, controls the simulation time for each of the single-scale tools, and carries out 
the exchange of data between different components until the total simulation time is 
reached. To exchange the data between different components, the coordinator receives 
the data generated by a component and passes it to the next component in the list.
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Figure 6.5 Design of the Model Execution System (Coordinator driven).
6.3.1.2 Master tool driven model execution
Figure 6.6 illustrates the structure of Master tool Driven Model Execution (MDME). 
Unlike CDME, MDME utilises a simulation coordinator which has a predefined 
interface through which the “master tool” connects to the coordinator. Since the 
“master tool” controls the simulation process, the coordinator only manages the data 
flows among other single-scale tools and the inter-scale components. Apart from the 
above difference, the design of MDME is identical to that of CDME. In a specific 
case, the master tool is started by the modeller to simulate one particular scale of a 
multiscale system. As soon as the master tool requires tha data from other scales, the 
coordinator is called which starts with parsing the simulation script and creating the 
components list. The coordinator then runs the components in the list one by one and
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returns the generated data to the master tool. These simulation steps will be repeated 
until the master tool finishes the simulation. The data exchange mechanism in MDME 
is similar to that in CDME.
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Figure 6.6 Design of the Model Execution System (Master tool driven).
6.3.2 Implementation of MBS
Like the other CAMM tools developed in this work, the MES is implemented using 
Java language. CORBA (http://www.corba.org/), a mature technology for developing 
component-based systems has been adopted to serve as the middleware between the 
simulation coordinator and individual modelling tools. Figure 6.7 shows the interface 
definition for scale components (i.e. those simulating individual scales), inter-scale 
components (including aggregator, disaggregator and mereological connector) as well 
as the simulation coordinator (required by MDME) by CORBA interface definition 
language (IDE) (http://www.omg.org). The CORBA implementation provided by the 
Java 2 platform has been used.
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module M odelExecutionSystem  {
stru c t TransportD ata { 
sequence< string>  nam e; 
sequence<double>  value;
};
interface C oordinator {
void setlnputD ata(in TransportD ata tdata); 
void initialize(); 
void com puted;
TransportD ata getResult();
};
interface ScaleSolver{  
void setlnputD ata(in TransportD ata tdata); 
void setSim ulationTim e(in double time); 
double getSimluationTime(); 
void initialized; 
void com puted;
TransportD ata getResult();
};
interface A ggregator { 
void setlnputD ata(in TransportD ata tdata); 
void setConfigurationFilePath(in s tring  cfpath); 
void initialized; 
void aggregated ;
TransportD ata getResult();
}:
interface D isaggregator { 
void setlnputD ata(in TransportD ata tdata); 
void setConfigurationFilePath(in s tring  cfpath); 
void initialized; 
void d isaggregated ;
TransportD ata getR esultd ;
};
interface M ereologicalC onnector { 
void setlnputD ata(in TransportD ata tdata); 
void setConfigurationFilePath(in s tring  cfpath); 
void initialized; 
void m ereologicalconnectd;
TransportD ata getResultd;};};
Figure 6.7 MES Component Interfaces defined using CORBA IDL.
6.3.3 Discussion
As mentioned in the previous section, this work concerns simulation involving only 
two scales, which is the most common situation in the current practice of multiscale 
modelling. This section discusses the way of extending the designed tools to support 
more complex situations where systems comprising more than two scales are 
modelled.
Let’s fist consider a “standard” multiple-scale integration paradigm, while is shown in 
the lower part of Figure 6.8. In this paradigm, inter-scale links exist only between 
neighbouring scales. In fact, the CCMT and MES developed in this work already 
support this standard paradigm, hence no modification is required. The SSG, on ther 
other hand, can be easily extended to support the simulation by adding a components 
sequencing mechanism to determine the scale execution order.
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Figure 6.8 Two most common cases in simulating systems containing more than two scales.
However, there exist other possible scale integration paradigms other than the 
standard one. Two representative cases are shown in the upper part of Figure 6.8. In 
the first case, Scale O interacts with Scale l and Scale_2, while no data exchange 
exists between Scale l and Scale 2. To handle this case, this scale integration 
paradigm can be converted into the “Standard integration paradigm” by splitting the 
connection between Scale O and Scale 2 into connection between Scale O and 
Scale l and that between Scale l and Scale 2. For example, let’s assume Scale O 
needs the value of temperature computed at Scale 2. To make the conversion, the 
modeller can assign an artificial property to Scale l which is specially used to receive 
the temperature variable from Scale 2 by an (artificial) inter-scale link. An extra 
inter-scale link between Scale O and Scale l is then introduced to collect the value of 
temperature. In the second case, Scale 2 is linked not only to its neighbour, Scale l, 
but also to Scale O. Similar to the first case, the direct link between Scale O and
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Scale_2 can be replaced by an artificial link between Scale O and Seale l and one 
between Seale l and Scale_2, to convert this case into the standard scale integration 
paradigm.
6.4 Case studies
This section provides two case studies to illustrate the application of the CAMM tools 
developed in this work, particularly those of model realisation and model execution 
with the two different simulation modes as introduced in Section 6.2.1.
6.4.1 Modelling of a homogeneous-heterogeneous reactor
In this example, a homogeneous-heterogeneous chemical reactor model is utilized to 
demonstrate how to construct and execute a multiscale simulation using the 
coordinator driven mode.
6.4.1.1. The modelling problem
This problem has originally been presented by Vlachos (1997) and used for 
illustrating the conceptual modelling tool as part of the three-stage strategy for 
CAMM (cf. Chapter 5). It is outlined here again to support the subsequent 
presentation of how this modelling problem is tackled in the model realisation and 
execution stages. The reactor involves a homogenous bulk fluid phase and a 
heterogeneous solid catalyst surface; the latter is to be characterised at the continuum 
level and additionally by a molecular-lattice. For the bulk fluid phase, a continuum 
transport model is adopted to describe the diffusion of reactants towards the surface 
whilst a mass conservation model incorporating the kinetics rates of the surface 
catalytic reaction is applied to characterize the solid surface. Moreover, the solid 
surface is further represented by a molecular lattice comprising a number of sites. On 
each site a set of adsorption, desorption or reaction phenomena may occur. 
Monte-Carlo (MC) method is applied to construct the non-continuum model for these
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three micro-processes. Therefore, this reactor can be modelled as a two scale system. 
Figure 6.9 presents the structure of this model. At Scale O, the homogeneous bulk 
fluid phase connects to the macroscopic, continuum reaction surface. At Scale_l, a 
microscopic view is given to the reaction surface, in the forms of molecular lattice. 
The connection between these two scales is presented by data aggregation and 
disaggregation. As for the continuum surface model in Seale O, a specific vector 
property, q , ,which is required for calculating the particular kinetics rate related to the 
lateral interactions of species at the surface, is determined by the oeeupation-site 
function and the local coordination lei for each site / of the molecular-lattice. Thus, 
Seale O is linked to Seale f by means of aggregation. On the other hand, for each site 
i of the lattice, two properties should be characterized, i.e. temperature at the site Ti 
and the concentration of the reactant A at the fluid phase boundary layer adjacent to 
the surface Qo,,-. These properties of the site are determined by the corresponding 
properties of the entire solid surface, namely T  and C ao respectively, by means of 
disaggregation relations.
t; , c .
Surface (Continuum 
model)
Aggregator Disaggregator
Fluid Phase (Continuum 
model)
Sites of Lattice 
(Noncontinuum model)
Scale 1
Scale 0
Figure 6.9 Structure of the homogeneous-heterogeneous reactor model.
A conceptual model of this reactor representing the aforementioned multiscale 
structure has been developed earlier; details of the building steps can be found in 
Chapter 5.
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6.4.1.2. Model realisation
To use the SSG to transform the conceptual model into a simulation script to be 
executed using the coordinator driven mode, the modeller starts with specifying the 
simulation mode for this task. After that, the modeller loads a pre-generated 
conceptual model. The SSG will analyse the input conceptual model and presents its 
scale structure, as shown in Figure 6.10. In the conceptual model, an instance of a 
particular inter-scale law as defined in the generic ontology for multiscale modelling 
(e.g. the averaging aggregation law) has been created for each inter-scale link 
specified in the conceptual model (e.g. the aggregation link for obtaining the fraction 
of sites of a specific coordination from the microscopic configuration).
Figure 6.10 Scale structure of the conceptual model presented by SSG.
After assigning the inter-scale components, the modeller needs to choose the first 
running scale (cf. Figure 6.11a). This information is necessary since the simulation 
coordinator will need to decide the calling sequence of existing modelling tools. As 
aforementioned, the SSG currently supports only 2-scale systems which means the 
simulation order will be determined once the first called scale is specified. The 
modeller also needs to specify a total simulation time, as shown in Figure 6.11b, 
which is required by the coordinator to determine when a simulation should be 
terminated. Subsequently, the modeller specifies an existing single-scale modelling 
tool for each scale, referred to as a scale component (as opposed to an inter-scale 
component). The time step size of these scale components also needs to be defined by 
the modeller. Figure 6.11c illustrates the step of specifying a scale component for
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“Scale 1”. The “lattice scale solver” appearing in Figure 6.11c is a CORBA 
component previously developed by the research group which implements the 
Monte-Carlo model by C++ and offers the “scale solver” interface shown in Figure 
6.7. In a way similar to assigning scale components, the modeller also selects a 
particular software component for each of the inter-scale laws specified in the 
conceptual model for modelling the inter-scale links involved in the modelling case. 
In this current example, an averaging aggregator implementing Eq. (1) (for 
aggregating site occupation functions to fraction of sites) and two equality 
disaggregators (for passing temperature and concentration) are chosen to handle the 
data flows between Scale_0 and Scale I. An equality disaggregator assigns the value 
of a quantity at the coarser scale directly to the corresponding quantity of the relevant 
parts at the finer scale. To customize these generic inter-scale components, a 
configuration file is created for each of them following the principle explained in 
Section 6.2.1. Figures 6.12a shows the file for the aggregator, which indicates that x 
in eq (1) refers to the site occupation function with coordination, y  to fraction of sites 
(with specific coordination), and w to “identical weight” which is interpreted by the 
aggregator as “1”. The aggregation law, after customisation, reads
1 ”
#j = — x Jj ’ J = CU’2,3,4 (Equation 6.2)
ft  i= l
where qj is the j th component of the vector q shown in Figure 6.9 with j  denoting a 
possible local coordination, n is the number of sites on the lattice. This suggests that y  
and x in Eq. (1) become a vector and a matrix respectively in this example. Linking to 
the original microscopic quantities (<5Z and /cz) presented in Figure 6.9, x/,z, referred to 
as “site occupation function with coordination”, is a derived quantify computed by the 
Scale I model for the aggregator:
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0, Sj = 0 v  lci ^ j
1, otherwise (Equation 6.3)
In the current implementation, a configuration file is manually created by the user. 
However, it is possible to generate it automatically based on the part of the conceptual 
model where the inter-scale connections are described (cf. Chapter 5).
Finally, a simulation script is generated. The first line of the script records the total 
simulation time to be executed. Note that this line would not be required in the case of 
MDME. Each of the other lines has four terms. The first term demotes that this is a 
line about a (scale or inter-scale) software component. The second term of the line 
denotes the type of a software component: “Scale” denotes a single-scale solver; 
“Aggregator”, “Disaggregator” and “MereologicalConnector” are used to indicate 
different types of inter-scale components. The third term is the name of the specific 
scale/inter-scale components chosen by the user. For example, in the third line of 
Figure 6.12b, this term is “averaging aggregator”. The fourth and final term has 
multiple possible usages. It denotes the simulation step size for a scale component if 
the component type is “Scale” (not applicable in the master tool driven mode) or the 
path of a configuration file if it is an inter-scale component.
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\  /
Speciiy Step Running Time cw-t = 
SpecHy Solver Name cw o j
g  Please enter (he running time of (lie whole model
« (Caution: Double Only)
Cancel !
(a) (b )
I Please enter the solver name of this scaleflnterscale component 
(Caution: String Only)
jLatbceScaleSolver
Cancel j
Figure 6.11 Screenshots of the SSG. (a) Selecting the first running scale; (b) specifying the total 
simulation time; (c) specifying scale solver.
Totaltime 1.0
Component Scale LatticeScaleSolver 1 .OE-5
Component Aggregator AveragingAggregator D:/ModelScriptGenerator/Case1/cf1 .txt 
Component Scale FluidScaleSolver 1 .OE-5
Component Disaggregator EqualityDisaggregator D:/ModelScriptGenerator/Case1 Zcf2.txt 
Component Disaggregator EqualityDisaggregator D:/ModeIScriptGenerator/Case1/cf3.txt
Figure 6.12 Input files generated for model execution of Case Study 1. (a) Configuration file for the
6.4.1.3. Model execution
As the simulation is to be conducted in the coordinator-drive mode, the CDME option 
of the MES (cf. Section 6.3.1.1) is applied. Recall that the MES contains a 
coordinator (implemented as a CORBA client) as well as inter-scale components 
(implemented as CORBA server components following the respective interfaces
x SiteOccupationFunctionWithCoordination 
w IdenticalWeight 
y FractionOfSite
(a)
(b)
aggregator; (b) Simulation Script.
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defined in Figure 6.7). As for the scale components, in addition to the “lattice scale 
solver” already mentioned above, a continuum model for Scale O was implemented 
by the research group using C++ language which supports the same software interface, 
“ScaleSolver” (cf. Figure 6.7). Figure 6.13 shows the computational procedure of this 
case, as an instance of the generic simulation structure enforced by CDME. The 
coordinator begins with loading the simulation script. It analyses the script and 
extracts the total simulation time. After that, the coordinator calls the named 
scale/inter-scale solvers according to the order specified in the simulation script. 
Specifically, the coordinator first calls the scale solver for “Lattice Model” since 
“Scale l ” is selected as the first running scale. The coordinator runs the 
“LatticeScaleSolver” until the specified time step size is reached. The generated status 
of sites is then returned to the coordinator which in turn forwards these data to the 
averaging aggregator to compute the value which is to be subsequently used by the 
“Bulk Phase Model”. The coordinator then calls the solver for “Bulk Phase Model” 
and then passes the generated result to the equality disaggregator which is responsible 
for transforming these data into a form which can be recognized by 
“LatticeScaleSolver”. The coordinator repeats calling these solvers and passes the 
data among them until the simulation is completed.
The result of the simulation conducted using the MES is shown by Figure 6.14. In this 
figure, plot “a” presents trajectory of the concentration of reactant A at the fluid phase 
boundary layer adjacent to the surface; plot “b” displays the trend of (0<i<4) which 
denotes the fraction of the occupied sites with a coordination i. In this example, it had 
been possible to use an alternative implementation of the multiscale simulation with a 
single C++ code previously developed by the research group to enable a comparison 
with the simulation realised by the proposed approach, i.e. via the MES. In terms of 
the simulation results, virtually no difference was observed between these two 
approaches, which offer an initial validation of the mechanism of the MES. In terms 
of computational time, the two simulations were also comparable with each other in 
this particular case. Generally speaking, tools integration based simulation runs can be
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more time consuming than those realised by a single modelling tool due to the 
computational overhead associated with the integration. However, integration of 
multiple tools should be viewed as a means of realising a multiscale model which 
would otherwise be impractical to develop; in that case the computational burdens 
would become a secondary concern.
T,C,
(2) A ggregators C oordinator (4) D isagg rega to rs
(1) Lattice Model (Java)
(3) Bulk P h a s e  Model (Java)
Figure 6.13 Simulation structure of the homogeneous-heterogeneous reactor model.
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Figure 6.14 Simulation results of the homogeneous-heterogeneous reactor model, (a) reactant 
concentration; (b) fraction of sites with specific coordination, as aggregated information.
6.4.2 Modelling of a stirred bio-reactor
The second example deals with the modelling of a stirred bio-reactor model by the 
combined multizonal/computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach originally 
presented by Bezzo et al. (2003). In contrast to the first example, the “master tool” 
simulation mode is adopted in this second example.
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6.4.2.1. The modelling problem and the conceptual model
The bio-reactor model comprises six perfectly mixed internal zones which are 
separated according to the flow pattern in the reactor. The dynamic behaviour of these 
zones is represented by a multizonal model. These zones are coupled by the mass 
flows between them. Each of these zones is further modelled by CFD which captures 
the fluid-mechanical phenomena with a large number of cells. As such, the whole 
reactor can be modelled by two scales, the first scale describes the characteristics of 
the perfectly mixed zones as well as their interactions, whilst the detailed fluid 
mechanics is modelled via the CFD cells at the second scale (cf. Figure 6.15).
Scale 0
Zonel Zone2
Mereological ConnectorAggregator Disaggregator
avg
Scale 1
Celll Cell2 Cell3 Cell4Xiout =X.
Figure 6.15 Multiscale structure of the bio-reactor model.
At Scale O, the perfectly mixed zones (represented schematically by Zonel and 
Zone2) connect to their adjacent neighbours. The inlet and outlet mass flow rates of 
zone / are denoted as F-/n and F: °ut and their inlet and outlet concentrations are 
denoted as CZiin and Czlout. At Scale l, a microscopic view is given to each zone by 
means of a number of cells which are inter-connected. f Cj n and fc°ut represent the inlet 
and outlet mass flow rates of a given cell j  respectively. The connection between these
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two scales comprises data aggregation, mereological connection and disaggregation. 
In Scale O, the effective viscosity, r}:i, of zone / is required to compute the 
mass-transfer coefficient which is determined by the viscosity, tjCj, of the individual 
cells that belong to this zone. In addition to 7/cy, the volume of zone (Vzi) and that of 
each of cells belonging to it (Vg) are needed to compute the effective viscosity for 
zone i through aggregation. The mass flow rates between the zones, F:im and Fziout, are 
required for the mass balances at Scale O, and their values directly relate to those of 
the mass flow rates between the cells located at the boundary of the neighbouring 
zones (fc™ and f Cjput). Mereological connection, which is a kind of inter-scale links 
defined in the generic ontology to denote the relationship between the couplings at 
one scale and those at a neighbouring scale, is adopted to characterize the inter-scale 
mapping of mass flows. For each cell at Scale l, coefficients k and n are needed to 
compute viscosity 7/cy. These two quantities are provided by the model of Scale O. 
Therefore, disaggregation relations are established between these scales to pass these 
two quantities from the zones at Scale O to the cells at Seale l . The conceptual model 
of this bio-reactor is constructed to capture the above multiscale structure, following 
the steps reported in Chapter 5. Figure 6.16 shows the screenshot of the graphical 
representation of this conceptual model as displayed in the conceptual modelling tool.
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Figure 6.16 Screenshot of conceptual model of the bio-reactor.
G.4.2.2. Model realisation
Same as the previous example, the first step of generating the simulation scrip is to 
specify the simulation mode. In this example, the multiscale simulation will be driven 
by the multi-zone model in gPROMS, which requires the CFD model in Fluent to be 
executed to provide viscosity and inter-zone flowrates when the multizone model is 
being solved. In other words, when Fluent is to be called is completely determined by 
gPROMS. Therefore, it is a typical case of master tool driven simulation. After the 
simulation mode is determined, the conceptual model of the bio-reactor is loaded and 
its scale structure is presented. The modeller then needs to select a scale to be solved 
by the “master tool”, which in this case is Seale O. The modeller also needs to specify 
software components for implementing each scale/inter-scale component and to set 
configuration file paths for the inter-scale components. For the inter-scale components, 
the averaging aggregator and the equality disaggregator adopted in the former case are 
also selected in this case but with different configuration files. As an example 
comparable to that created for the previous case (cf. Figure 6.12a), the configuration 
file for customising the averaging aggregator is considered (cf. Figure 6.17a). In this
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case, the xt variable in Eq. (6.1) is substituted by the value of the viscosity of each 
CFD cell belonging to a certain zone, w, is substituted by the value of the volume of 
each cell. The output of the aggregator, y, refers to the effective viscosity of the zone 
these cells belong to. As such the aggregation essentially provides volume-averaged 
viscosity. A new inter-scale component exclusively involved in this case is a 
mereological connector which implements the mereological connection mentioned 
earlier in Section 6.4.2.1. Since the execution stage is fully controlled by the “master 
tool”, there is no need to specify the total simulation time or the time step for each 
scale component. The produced simulation script, of the structure explained earlier in 
Section 6.4.1.2, is shown in Figure 6.17b.
x  ViscosityOfCell 
w  Volum eO fCell 
y EffectiveViscosityOfZone
(a)
C om ponent Disaggregator EqualityDisaggregator D :/M odelScriptG enerator/Case2/cf3.txt 
Com ponent Disaggregator EqualityDisaggregator D :/M odelScriptG enerator/Case2/cf4.txt 
C om ponent Scale  Fluent
C om ponent Aggregator AveragingAggregator D:/M odelScriptGenerator/Case2/cf1 .txt
C om ponent M ereologicalConnector EqualityM ereologicalConnector D :/M odelScriptG enerator/Case2/cf2.txt
(b)
Figure 6.17 Input files generated for model execution of Case Study 2. (a) Configuration file for the
aggregator; (b) Simulation Script.
G.4.2.3. Model execution
In this example, the simulation mode has been set as “master tool driven”, so the 
MDME option described in Section 6.3.1.2 is used to execute the simulation. Recall 
that the coordinator for MDME not only plays the role of managing the interactions of 
the scale/inter-scale components, it also acts as a server to response to the requests 
from the “master tool.” The multizonal model for Scale O was implemented by an 
existing modelling tool gPROMS (Process Systems Enterprise, 2001) and the CFD 
model for Scale l were implemented by Fluent. gPROMS is taken as the master tool, 
while the CFD model is connected to the MES by a wrapper that implements the
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“ScaleSolver” interface (cf. Figure 6.7). The simulation structure is illustrated by 
Figure 6.18. The “master tool” gPROMS triggers the simulation and calls for the 
coordinator when it needs data from the CFD model. The coordinator then calls the 
disaggregator to pass the values of n and k received from gPROMS to Fluent via the 
coordinator. Fluent subsequently computes the quantities of each cell and returns their 
values to the coordinator. The coordinator in turn forwards them to the aggregator and 
the mereological connector. The former component computes the effective viscosity 
of each zone while the latter provides mass inlet and outlet flow rates at the boundary 
of these zones. This procedure will continue until gPROMS completes the simulation. 
Figure 6.19 finally shows the trend of the product concentration as part of the results 
produced by gPROMS in co-operation with the coordinator and other components in 
the MES. In this example, it was not practical to compare the simulation result with 
that of an implementation of the multiscale model by a single tool (as was possible in 
the first example). However, the outcome has proved the feasibility of the tool 
integration based approach.
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(4’) A ggregator
(2) Disaggregator
(4) Mereological Connector
(1) Multizonal(gPROMS)
(3) Fluid Dynamics(Fluent)
Coordinator
W rapper
W rapper
Figure 6.18 Simulation structure of the bio-reactor model.
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Figure 6.19 Simulation result of the bio-reactor model.
6.5 Summary
This chapter presented the development of CAMM with two aspects, namely model 
realisation and model execution. The core units in these two modelling stages, SSG 
and MES, have been reported, including their design and implementation details. 
Particularly, two simulation modes which are used to address different types of tool 
coordination are supported. The above tools were tested by two case studies, each 
employing one of the two simulation modes.
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Chapter 7 Discrete Event Modelling
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the core of the overall methodology is a common 
conceptualisation of multiscale systems, provided by the unified hierarchical 
theoretical framework, based on which various computer based solutions for 
multiscale modelling can be developed with maximally retaining their generality. The 
limitation of the established conceptualisation of general multiscale systems, as 
reported in Chapter 4, is that it only supports the modelling of continuous systems. 
Although some very generic concepts are also applicable to discrete event systems 
(DES), there is a lack of concepts explicitly supporting the modelling of DES.
Discrete event system modelling as a branch of computer modelling simulates the 
behavior of DES by a sequence of events based on the chronological order each of 
which changes the states of the system. In practice, DES is widely applied in 
simulating physical systems since it is closer to reality than continuous systems in 
some situations, i.e. batch processing (Gu and Bahri, 2002; Viswanathan et al., 1998; 
Andreu et al., 1994). Many efforts have been dedicated so far to improve DES 
modelling. One of the most notable activities is the formalism of discrete event 
systems, which defines a generic way of how discrete event systems can be specified. 
Zeigler et al. (2000) proposed discrete event system specification (DEVS) which is a 
well-know formalism to describe DES. Petri nets (PN) invented by Carl Adam Petri 
(Brauer and Reisig, 2006) is a widely applied modelling languages for discrete event 
system. In recent years, many researches focus on mapping Petri nets into Ontology 
(Gruber 1993) to enable the sharing of Petri net model description on Semantic Web 
(Gasevic and Devedzic, 2006). Vidal (2006) presents an ontology for high-level Petri 
nets which supports the translation from the elements of Petri net markup language 
(PNML) to ontology concepts. Feng et al. (2008) implement an ontology for 
hierarchical object-oriented Petri net (HOOPN) which is considered as a suitable 
format for enhancing the interoperability of HOOPN models. With the improvement 
of Petri nets specification, a bunch of computer-based simulators have been developed
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to facilitate modellers to construct and analyse discrete event models, such as WoPeD, 
Petri Net Kernal (PNK) and Pipe. However, these tools mainly focus on the analysis 
of constructed Petri nets model and lack the abilities of specifying relations between 
the discrete event systems with physical systems and supporting multiscale discrete 
event modelling. Despite the immediate requirement of computer-based tools for 
multiscale discrete event modelling, the tools developed are still rare.
This chapter reports the development of a prototypical tool based on the overarching 
methodology (cf. Chapter 3) to support multiscale discrete event modelling. In this 
chapter, an ontology supporting discrete event modelling will be given firstly, which 
extends the generic ontology reported in Chapter 4. The details of the design and the 
implementation of a computer-based environment for discrete event modelling are 
then presented. Finally, a case study to validate the developed tool is presented.
7.1 Extension of the generic ontology for multiscale system
Conforming to the concepts defined in the theoretical framework which are derived 
from general multiscale systems, the extended generic ontology supports the 
description of discrete event systems which contains discrete event related concepts 
derived the common elements of general discrete event systems formalisms and 
specification languages, such as the discrete event system specification by Zeigler 
(2000) and Petri nets by Carl Adam Petri (Brauer and Reisig, 2006). The extended 
concepts supporting discrete event modelling, their interrelationship and relationship 
with concepts previously defined in the theoretical framework are schematically 
shown in Figure 7.1. (The extended concepts are illustrated by solid line while the 
original concepts are by dashed line)
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Figure 7.1 The UML class diagram of the extended concepts in the generic ontology.
The extended ontology states that an anything may have a number of states, each 
relating to a set of state functions. The value of a state is determined by those of its 
related state functions. Initial state is a special case of state which denotes the state 
possessed by an anything at the beginning. A state may have reference states which 
are used to connect the discrete event systems at different scales. Two types of states 
are involved to characterize this relation, respectively import reference state and 
export reference state. A simple example is given here to explain the usefulness of 
import/export reference state. If a state “s jr e f  is the import reference state of a state 
"a" defined at the finer scale, it denotes that “s_ref and "a" are identical, through 
which the linkage connecting the different scales of a discrete event system is 
established. In the case of realising this multiscale discrete system, the import 
reference states are replaced by those they refer to. The export reference states play 
the similar role as the import reference states; the only exception is that the export 
reference states take place of the original ones during the mergence of the discrete 
event systems at different scales (an example can be found at Section 7.2.1). The 
concept of event is introduced to illustrate the transition between states (from one to 
others). In a specific discrete event simulation, an event checks whether all its source 
states meet its requirements in order to fire a state transition of a system. State event 
connection is to link related state and event; particularly it possesses the direction
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property which differentiates its connected source (state/event) from its target. Note 
that the source and the target of a state event connection are from different sets of 
concept, e.g. the target of State event connection can only be event if its source is state 
and vice verse. State event connection can only connect state/event at the same scale; 
the inter-scale linkage between discrete event systems as mentioned above is 
characterized by the import/export state reference properties.
The extended generic ontology is formulated using the web ontology language (OWL) 
(http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-refr), which can be processed by software tools to 
support reasoning and other functions to be offered by the computer-aided modelling 
environment supporting DES.
7.2 Design of computer-aided environment supporting 
multiscale discrete event modelling
7.2.1 Requirement analysis
As mentioned in the previous section, a conceptualisation of general discrete event 
systems has been added into the theoretical framework to support discrete event 
modelling. In order to help modellers construct multiscale DES models for the given 
modelling tasks, analyse the created conceptual models and eventually conduct the 
simulation, it is necessary to develop a computer-based tool that implements the three 
successive stage strategy as specified in the overarching methodology for multiscale 
modelling. In the case of simulating a continuous system, three specially designed 
tools have been developed to address the difficulties faced by each modelling stage, 
namely computer-aided conceptual modelling tool (CCMT), simulation script 
generator (SSG) and model execution system (MES). CCMT is developed to facilitate 
modellers of building up the conceptual models of given modelling tasks. It mainly 
deals with the issues that occur at the conceptual modelling stage: what scales should 
be involved, how these scales should be characterized and what kind of linkage
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should be established between these scales. In practice, these issues exist in DES 
modelling as well. The functions provided by the CCMT developed earlier can be 
reused to support modellers in building multiscale discrete event models with the 
extension to incorporate DES conceptualisation. In addition, the ability of specifying 
the discrete event submodel at each scale is necessary to be integrated into the DES 
modelling environment.
The SSG and MES have previously been developed for the model realisation stage 
and the model execution stage which deal with (i) the realisation of the conceptual 
model (to a form which is ready to execute) and (ii) the actual execution of model, 
respectively. Both these tools are based on the approach of realising/executing a 
multiscale model by integration of the existing single-scale simulation tools. The 
essential reason of adopting this approach is that (i) various single-scale modelling 
tools exist for solving continuous models defined at different resolution scales of a 
system and (ii) it is impossible to merge these existing continuous models into one 
single module before it is solved. This is, however, not necessarily true in multiscale 
discrete event modelling. Unlike continuous simulation which is applied to analyse 
systems whose variables change continuously, discrete event simulation is suitable for 
addressing systems whose variables change in discrete times and by discrete steps. 
Discrete event models at different scales of a complex system share similar (if not 
same) notions, such that a whole model can be represented by a single standard 
language and subsequently simulated by a single modelling tool. Based on this fact, 
the approach of integrating different simulation tools is neither necessary nor helpful 
for solving a multiscale discrete event model. Note that hybrid modelling as part of 
the future work is not concerned in this thesis.
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7.2.2 Software design
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Figure 7.2 Design of computer-aided DES modelling environment.
A design of a computer-aided modelling environment for discrete event systems 
following the above section is illustrated in Figure 7.2. As shown in Figure 7.2, the 
main component is a DES modelling tool (DESMT) which is an extension of CCMT 
(pf* Chapter 5) to support discrete event simulation. Sharing the same principle of 
CCMT, the DESMT is developed directly based on the extended generic ontology 
from which domain ontologies, each providing domain specific conceptualisations to 
the DESMT, may be derived1. It is expected that by utilizing the generic ontology to 
drive the DESMT, its generality will be improved since the abstract concepts defined 
in this ontology are derived from the general multiscale systems to which systems of 
various disciplines could conform. Meanwhile, the adoption of domain ontologies, 
which are specializations of the generic ontology, enables modellers to build the 
models directly using domain-specific concepts. The DESMT possesses three main 
functions, namely specification, consistency checking and DES model realisation. The 
first two functions are inherited directly from CCMT (details can be found in Chapter 
5) with extension to support discrete event modelling. For example, the specification 
function not only supports the characterisation of continuous systems, but also
1 Domain-specific conceptualisation is not involved in this work since the general DES concepts defined in the 
extended generic ontology are capable of specifying simple discrete event systems.
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provides modellers a structure way of describing discrete event systems at each scale 
by importing the DES-specific concepts in the generic ontology; the consistency 
checking function, implemented by integrating the ontologies and rules processing 
tools to the DESMT, allows modellers to verify whether the conceptual discrete event 
models they developed violates the DES-related axioms and rules defined in the 
generic ontology and the domain ontology. DES model realisation function is 
particularly designed for discrete event simulation which is able to transform a 
modeller-created conceptual model into a realised model, i.e. a model ready for 
execution. The realised model should possess a generic format which can be executed 
by the existing DES simulation tools. By combining this feature of the realised model 
with the aforementioned hierarchical conceptualisation via the generic ontology and 
domain specific ontologies, it is believed that the generality of DESMT could be 
maximised.
There are two types of results generated by DESMT, namely a conceptual model and 
a realised model. The conceptual model could be used as a structuralised 
documentation of the realised mode. The realised model in turn should be expressed 
in a generic format which could be processed by existing DES simulators to actually 
conduct the simulation.
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7.2.3 Intended workflow
Load domain ontology
Establish sca le  structure
jr
R epresen t physical system  of sca le  k
Specify properties, phenomena, and corresponding 
laws of each component at this scale______
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  laws of each coupling at this scale_______
R epresen t discrete event system  of scale  k
| Specify states of the discrete event system at this scale ] 
Specify events of the discrete event system at this scale |
Specify state-event-connections 
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R epresen t discrete event system  of sc a le k-1
| Specify import reference state at scale k-1 |
| Specify export reference state at scale k-1 I
k:=k+1
J Realize conceptual model
Figure 7.3 A simplified representation of the workflow for DESMT.
Figure 7.3 illustrates a general workflow for specifying and realising a conceptual 
model for a N-scale discrete event system. For a particular discrete event simulation, a 
modeller begins with loading a domain ontology appropriate for the modelling task at 
hand to provide domain specific vocabularies. The model then needs to decide what 
resolution scales of systems and subsystems should be involved and what kind of 
inter-scale links should be established between adjacent scales. The following step of 
modelling is to specify the individual scales introduced into the model, such as 
determining what components should be involved in a scale, what state functions and 
laws should these components obey, what couplings should be adopted to link these 
components, and how these couplings be characterized, including law and 
phenomenon specification. After having specified the physical system at a particular 
scale, the modeller will depict the discrete event model at this scale by specifying 
what state should be introduced at this scale and what events, which indicate the state 
transition, exist between states. The relationships of states and events could be 
presented by establishing state event connections. In order to characterize the
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linkage between discrete event models specified at different scales, the modeller has 
to declare the relations among certain states at these scales by specifying the 
import/export reference relations between the involved states at the finer scale and 
those at the coarser scale. At the last step, the modeller is able to realise the created 
DES conceptual model by invoking the function “DES model realisation”. Since most 
existing DES tools are only capable of simulating single-scale models, this function 
will combine the discrete event model specified in each scale to form a single-scale 
model and map it into a generic format which could be recognized and simulated by 
the existing standard DES modelling tools.
7.3 Implementation
Similar to the previous tools developed according to the overarching methodology, a 
prototypical tool of the design of the DESMT has been implemented using Java. Jena 
(http://jena.sourceforge.net/ontology/) as a widely used Java package for processing 
OWL ontologies has been adopted to analyse and establish conceptual models. The 
reasoning function provided for missing information and consistency checking is 
implemented by using the efficient OWL ontology reasoner Hermit 
(http://hermit-reasoner.com/). The extended generic ontology has been constructed 
using Protégé (http://protege.stanford.edu/) by combining the concepts deducted from 
the general multiscale systems (Yang and Marquardt, 2009; Section 4.1) and those 
extracted from general DES formalisms and specification languages (Section 7.1). In 
practice, SWRL rules (http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/) can be introduced to 
enhance the expressiveness of OWL language to represent more complex knowledge2. 
Petri net (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petri_net) a widely applied DES modelling 
language is chosen to specify the realised model generated by the DESMT. It has 
been noticed that there exist various types of Petri net tools, each of which has 
specific language for representing Petri nets and specialized file type. Therefore, it is
2 DES-specific SWRL rules are not adopted in this work.
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desirable to employ a generic language which is accepted by as many existing Petri 
net simulators as possible. Towards this end, PNML (http://www.pnml.org/) as an 
interchange format of different types of Petri net is adopted in this work to assure the 
generality of realised models.
7.3.1 Mergeing of DES models
To realise conceptual DES models, two different ways are possible. The first 
approach is to translate the conceptual DES models directly to a form which could be 
accepted by the existing hierarchical DES simulators. The limitation of this approach 
is that a standard language does not yet exist for describing hierarchical DES models 
and therefore the model generated by one hierarchical DES simulator can hardly be 
reused by other tools. Another approach is to merge the conceptual DES models at 
different scales to a single scale model for simulation. Since DES models are able to 
be integrated into a whole (cf. Section 7.2.1) and generic languages for standard DES 
models are available (e.g. PNML), this approach is considered more realistic and 
useful. Therefore, the model integration (i.e. merging) based approach is adopted in 
this work. This section explains the mechanism of merging DES system models.
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Figure 7.4 Mergence of DES models in 2-Scale System.
Figure 7.4 shows the combination of DES models of a 2-scale discrete event system. 
At Scale O, three states are defined, namely State 1, State! and StateS. Their 
inter-transitions are characterized by the instances of Event and State event 
connection. In order to further describe the transition between State! and StateS in 
detail, a discrete event model is established at Scale ! where State! ' has the import 
reference state State! and StateS ’ is specified to link to StateS as its export reference 
state.
At the stage of realising the DES conceptual model, these two models need to be 
integrated to form a single-scale model. The merging starts with visiting the states 
defined in the topmost scale. The traversal of state will switch to the lower scale if the 
currently visited state is the import reference state of a state defined in the lower scale.
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Similarly, the traversal returns to the upper scale when the currently visited state has 
an export reference state. The process of merging DES models will ends until the 
traversal reaches the end state of DES model in the topmost scale if the model is a not 
cycled graph or the initial state otherwise.
In the case shown in Figure 7.4, the combination of the models begins from State 1 at 
ScalejO. Since Statel is not the import reference state of any states in ScaJe_l, the 
state and its output event Eventl as well as their connection will be added into the 
merged model. The traversal will then switches to Scale l  because Statel is the 
import reference state of Statel’. The merged model then adds the state event 
connection from Eventl to Statel and Statel’ substitutes Statel. The traversal 
continues by adding components (states, events, and state event connections) defined 
in Scale_1 into the merged model until it reaches StateS ’ which has StateS defined in 
upper scale as its export reference state. The merged model adds (i) the connections 
from Event4 ’ and Event6 ’ to StateS ’ and (ii) StateS defined m Scale O. Since StateS is 
the end state of the DES model at Scale_0, the mergence completes and generates a 
single-scale discrete event model.
7.4 Case study
This section provides a case study to illustrate the application of the DESMT 
developed in this work to construct, realise and simulate a discrete event reaction 
system. Although the DESMT is also capable of supporting the conceptual modelling 
of continuous systems, the focus of this case study is on the conceptual modelling and 
model realisation of DES.
7.4.1 The modelling problem
A reaction system is considered, which is a simplification of the problem described in 
(Gu and Bahri, 2002). The intention of applying this case is not to capture the details
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of state transitions (how a transition occurs) of the system but to specify the sequence 
of the transitions (the relations with other transitions) at different scales, therefore this 
reaction system can be treated as a multiscale discrete event system. As schematically 
displayed by Figure 7.5, the whole system comprises two subsystems, namely the 
reactor subsystem and the filter subsystem. The reactor subsystem contains a reactor 
which is responsible for processing the raw product feed while the filter subsystem 
separates the product generated by the reactor into a solid phase and a liquid phase. 
The filter subsystem outputs the solid phase of the material discharged from the 
reactor as the final product and recycles the liquid phase back to the reactor for further 
reaction. In order to characterize the filter subsystem in detail, it is further 
decomposed into a product filter and a storage tank. The product filter is actually 
responsible for the reaction product separation and the tank stores the liquid phase of 
the product from the filter and transfers it back into the reactor when the reactor is 
empty.
Filter Tank
Raw product feedReactor Subsystem
Solid product
Filte ' Subsystem
Recycle of liquid phase
Reaction System
Figure 7.5 Flowsheet of a reaction system.
Based on this description, the whole system could be characterized at two different 
scales, namely “Scale_0” and “Scale_l”. At “Scale_0”, the behaviour of the reactor
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subsystem and filter subsystem as well as their interactions are described. The process 
information of this scale, including the states and events, is presented in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1 Process information of the DES model of Scale 0
Process information of the DES model of Scale 0
State:
Reactor has raw product 
Reactor has reaction 
Reactor is empty 
Reactor has output (ref)
Filter system is empty 
Filter system is occupied 
Filter system has solid product 
Filter system has recycled liquid
Event:
Reaction transition 
Reactor output transition 
Reactor filled transition 
Filter system filled transition 
Filter system output transition
The DES model of “Scale_0” is characterized by eight states and five events. The 
initial state of the reactor subsystem is “Reactor has raw product” which specifies the 
reactor is filled with the raw feed and is ready to take reaction which is triggered by 
the event “Reaction transition”. The current state will then change to “Reactor has 
reaction” which means the input material is under reaction. After the reaction is 
complete, the event “Reactor output transition” will fire and subsequently change the 
state of reactor subsystem into “Reactor is empty”. Meanwhile the state “Reactor has 
output (ref)” is also activated by this event which reports that the intermediate product 
is generated by the reactor. The initial state of the filter subsystem “Filter system is 
empty” will be changed to “Filter system is occupied” by the “Filter system filled 
transition” to show that the reaction product is discharged into the filter subsystem. 
The filter subsystem will then conduct the separation process and fire the “Filter 
system output transition” to change the state of the filter subsystem into three parallel 
states, namely “Filter system is empty”, “Filter system has solid product” and “Filter 
system has recycled liquid”. Since the current state of the reactor in empty and the 
filter system has the liquid phase of the reaction product which could be reused, the
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event “Reactor filled transition” will be triggered to change the current state of the 
reactor subsystem to its initial state “Reactor has raw product” which denotes another 
reaction is able to be executed.
Unlike the DES model of “Scale O” which depicts the features of the whole reaction 
system, the model of “Scale 1” characterizes the detailed behaviour of the filter 
subsystem.
Table 7.2 Process information of the DES model of Scale 1
Process information of the DES model of Scale 1
State:
Reactor has output 
Filter is empty 
Filter is occupied 
Filter has solid product 
Filter has liquid 
Tank is empty 
Tank is occupied 
Tank has liquid reactant
Event:
Filter filled transition 
Filter output transition 
Tank filled transition 
Tank output transition
Table 7.2 shows that the DES model of “Scale l ” contains totally eight states and 
four events. The initial state of the filter is “Filter is empty”. The firing of the event 
“Filter filled transition” will fill the filter by the product generated by the reactor 
system and subsequently change its state to “Filter is occupied”, provided that the 
reactor system is in the state “Reactor has output”. After the filter is filled, the solid 
phase of the input product will be separated from the liquid phase. At the completion 
of separating the solid product, “Filter output transition” will be fired which transfer 
the state of filter from “Filter is occupied” to “Filter is empty”, “Filter has solid 
product” and “Filter has liquid”. At this moment, both “Filter has liquid” and “Tank is 
empty” (which is the initial state of the storage tank) are in active, the “Tank filled 
transition” will, therefore, be fired which change the state of tank from empty to
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occupied (“Tank is occupied”). The filled storage tank will trigger “Tank output 
transition” which alters the state of tank to “Tank is empty” and “Tank has liquid 
reactant”.
It should be noted that the DES model at “Scale I” includes not only the states to 
characterize the filter subsystem but also a state (“Reactor has output”) of the reactor 
subsystem. This state is required to trigger the “Filter filled transition” event. On the 
other hand, this state is also involved to establish the connections from “Scale O” to 
“Scale I” by referring to “Reactor has output (ref)” defined in “Scale O” as its import 
state. Physically, this pair of states is identical. Similarly, the export reference relation 
between “Tank has liquid reactant” at “Scale l ” and “Filter system has recycled 
liquid” at “Scale O” forms another inter scale link of these DES models from 
“Scale_l” to “Scale O”.
7.4.2 Construction of the conceptual model
This section illustrates how to use the developed prototype of DESMT to establish the 
conceptual model of the aforementioned reaction system.
7.4.2.1 Establishing the scale structure
Similar to CCMT, a modeller needs to import the domain ontology appropriate to this 
task at the initial stage of conceptual modelling. The domain ontology selected in this 
case is developed based on the extended generic ontology, which contains the 
necessary concepts for characterizing the reaction system. When the domain ontology 
is loaded into DESMT, the modeller is able to construct the scale structure of the 
target system by instantiating the scale concepts and linking them with instances of 
interscale links. The reaction system is a 2-scale system therefore two scale instance 
are created and linked by an instance of interscale link (cf. Figure 7.6).
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7.4.2.2 Specifying individual scales
After the overall scale structure is established, the modeller is able to specify the 
characteristics of each scale. The model at “Scale_0” presents the reaction system on 
the whole which contains a reactor and a filter subsystem. The model at “Scale 1” 
concerns the details of the filter system; therefore it is further decomposed into a 
product filter and a liquid tank. The step of specifying a scale by DESMT is identical 
to that by CCMT where the modeller could create the instances of the concepts to 
specify what component is actually involved into a scale (examples can be found in 
Chapter 5). After the component specification, the modeller is able to specify the DES 
models contained in each of these scales. As shown in the “Scale O" window in 
Figure 7.7, the discrete event related concepts defined in the generic ontology and 
domain ontology (listed in the left panel of the window) are presented to the modeller; 
instances of these concepts can be created to describe what is actually included within 
the DES model at “Scale O" (shown in the right panel of the window). The instances 
are presented by different shapes to distinguish the concepts they belong to. The cycle 
shape stands for the instance of state and instances of event concept are represented 
by the bar shape. Moreover, the instance of state event connection, which is 
monodirectional, is denoted by the arrow line where the end with arrow points to the 
target of the connection and another end connects to the source. The procedure of 
building the DES model at “Scale 1" is same with that applied at “Scale O". Figure 
7.8 shows a screenshot of the graphical representation of the DES model defined at 
“Scale_l”.
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Figure 7.8 Specification of the DES model at scale_1.
7A2.3 Linking different scales
After the DES models at both scales are specified, the modeller need to construct the 
link between these scales by specifying the reference relationships of the instances of 
states created in them. “ReactorHasOutput” as discussed in Section 7.4.1 is a state 
involved in "Scale 1" which is needed to establish an inter scale link from “Scale O” 
to “Scale l ”. As shown in Figure 7.9a, the state “ReactorHasOutput_ref’ defined in 
“Scale O” is selected as the import reference state of the state “ReactorHasOutput”. 
By specifying this import reference relationship, the state “ReactorHasOutput ref ^ 
will be mapped into “ReactorHasOutput” at the model realisation stage. Similarly, the 
reversed interscale link (from “Scale_l” to “Scale O”) can be specified by introducing 
the export reference relationship of the states defined in different scales. Figure 7.9b 
displays the specification of the export reference relation of state
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“TankHasLiquidReactant” where state “FilterSystemHasRecycledLiquid” is chosen as 
its substitute at the coarser scale (“Scale_0”).
7.4.3 Model realisation
As one of the important functions provided by the DESMT, DES model realisation is 
responsible for translating a conceptual DES model into a model which could be 
recognized and analysed by various existing discrete event simulators. As discussed in 
Section 7.3, Petri net as one of the most popular specification languages for discrete 
event system is selected as the model realisation form. Moreover, PNML as an 
interchange format of various types of Petri nets is applied to represent the realised 
model translated from the DES conceptual model. In the following, details of how this 
function works to this case study are presented.
In the previous section, the DES models at “Scale_0” and "Scale l" have already 
been established. The linkages of these two models have also been specified by 
involving the import/export reference relationships between the states defined in those 
scales. By utilizing the DES model realisation function, a modeller is able to realise 
the DES conceptual models of the reaction system to a Petri net described by PNML.
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Figure 7.9 Setting the import/export reference state of a state defined at scale_1.
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The process of DES model realisation comprises two tasks, namely DES model 
mergence and OWL-PNML mapping. These two tasks are not conducted sequentially 
but crosswise which means the generation of Petri net model is accompanied with the 
process of combining the DES models at different scales.
For example, the mergence of DES models defined at "Scale O" and "Scale 1" starts 
with travelling from the initial state “ReactorHasProduct” of the reactor system 
defined in "Seale O" which will be translated to a "place” of the realised Petri net 
after it is marked as visited. A similar procedure will be applied to its output state 
event connections which are mapped to the “arcs” of the realised Petri net and to the 
events related by these connections which are mapped to “transitions”. After adding 
the visited states into the realised model, the currently visited state will be set to one 
of its “transition” states which are connected to it by its output events. For instance, 
after mapping the state “ReactorHasProduct”, its output event "ReactionTransition” 
and the state event connection “a l” into the corresponding “place”, “transition” and 
“arc”, the currently visited state will be set to the state “ReactorHasReaction” (cf. 
Figure 7.7). This procedure will be applied to other states defined in the conceptual 
model unless the currently visited state is the import reference state of a state 
specified at the lower scale or it has an export referenced state at the upper scale. In 
this case study, when the state “ReactorHasOutput ref ^ at “Scale O”, which is the 
import reference state of “ReactorHasOutput” defined in “Scale I”, is visited, 
“ReactorHasOutput” will be set as the currently visited state and added to the realised 
model since (i) it isn’t an import reference state of one of the other states (“Scale 1” 
is the finest scale) and (ii) it doesn’t have an export state at “Scale O”. The state event 
connection “a4” (cf. Figure 7.7) will also be inserted into the realised model with the 
modification of replacing its target from “ReactorHasOutput ref’ to 
“ReactorHasOutput”. In the situation where the state “TankHasLiquidReactant” is the 
currently visited state, its export reference state “FilterSystemHasRecycledLiquid” 
will substitute it and be mapped into a “place” of the realised model. The state event 
connection “a26” (cf. Figure 7.8) used to couple “TankOutputTransition” and
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“TankHasLiquidReactant” will be changed to connect the event with the state 
“FilterSystemHasRecycledLiquid” and be added to the merged model. These traversal 
and translation steps will continued until the end state at the topmost scale is visited 
(example is shown in Section 7.3) or the currently visited state returns back to the first 
visited state which in this case study is the initial state “ReactorHasProduct” of the 
reactor system defined in “Seale O”. As schematically shown in Figure 7.10, the 
realised model is a petri net (represented by PNML) of the reaction system established 
based on the DES conceptual model defined in the DESMT. The realised model is 
able to be simulated by various existing simulation tools as long as they support 
PNML. Figure 7.11 illustrates the analysis of the state transition of the realised model 
by using a petri net simulator “WoPed” (http://woped.org/).
<?xml version= "1.0" encoding="U TF-8"?>
<pnml>
< n e tty p e = "http://w w w .inform atik.hu-ber1in.de/top/pntd/ptN etb" id="nolD"> 
< p lace  id="p1">
< nam e>
< tex t> R eacto rH asP roduct< /tex t>
< graph ics>
< offset x="110" y="907>
</graphics>
< /nam e>
< graphics>
<position x="110" y="507>
</graphics>
</place>
tra n s it io n  id="t1">
< nam e>
< text> R eactionTransition< /text>
< graph ics>
< offset x="200" y="1407>
</graphics>
</nam e>
< graphics>
«position  x="200" y="1007>
</graphics>
</transition>
< arc  i d - 'a l "  source= "p1" target="t1">
<inscription>
<text>1 </text>
</inscription>
<graphics/>
</arc>
</net>
</pnml>
Figure 7.10 The realised model (in PNML) of the reaction system generated by the DESMT.
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Figure 7.11 Conducting the tokengame of the realised model by the petri net simulator “WoPed”.
7.5 Summary
The details of a computer-based environment supporting multi-scale discrete event 
modelling, DESMT, are presented in this chapter. An extension of the generic 
ontology mentioned in Chapter 4 is firstly presented to provide the theoretical basis 
for DESMT. The mechanism of realising discrete event modela is subsequently 
provided which integrates DES models of different scales into a whole model. Finally, 
a case study on a reactor-tank system is presented to illustrate the application of the 
DESMT.
W o re D  V e rs io n  2 .5 .0
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8.1 Conclusion
As a generic and promising modelling paradigm, multiscale modelling is yet to gain 
computer-based support in order to help human modellers overcome difficulties in 
conceptual, numerical, and software implementation aspects. This thesis presents an 
overall methodology which explores the way to a computer-based, generic and open 
supporting framework for multiscale modelling. The thesis also presents a set of 
computer-based tools developed according to this methodology and applies several 
application examples to demonstrate these tools.
The background knowledge is firstly introduced. The information extracted from 
reviewing the development of CAPM, which is regarded as the antecedent research 
area of CAMM, is useful for inspiring the implementation of computer-based 
multiscale modelling. Similarly, the techniques used in computer modelling, including 
discrete event modelling and knowledge representation, are also studied. In addition, 
several computing technologies are discussed for the selection of the appropriate ones 
to support the design and development of CAMM.
Based on the existing efforts on multiscale modelling and those on the relevant 
research areas, the challenges confronted by CAMM are summarized. An overall 
methodology which aims to effectively address these challenges is proposed. In order 
to achieve a high degree of generality, the methodology is grounded on a unified, 
hierarchical framework of multiscale systems theories. On the other hand, a three 
successive modelling stages strategy is suggested by the methodology to maximize 
the facilitation the tools can offer to human modellers.
Based on the unified hierarchical theoretical framework, it is feasible to develop 
generic CAMM tools without assuming case-specific details. This is enabled
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fundamentally by building these tools on a common conceptualisation of multiscale 
systems (particularly in a form of a generic ontology) as the basis for implementing 
the “general logic” for multiscale modelling. This approach has the potential to allow 
for the separation of the general logic from case-specific information and knowledge; 
the latter can be treated as the case-specific, changeable input to CAMM tools. This 
has been the case of a domain ontology, defined on top of the generic ontology for 
multiscale systems and used as the input to the generic conceptual modelling tool. The 
generic ontology, which contains the concepts deducted from the general system 
theory, and a domain ontology about chemical process engineering together as an 
implementation of the hierarchical theoretical framework for CAMM are developed.
The details of the design and implementation of a conceptual modelling tool, CCMT, 
is given which attempts to address the issues occurred during the stage of conceptual 
modelling. Through two application examples, the CCMT has demonstrated the 
expected generality in the sense that the modelling of different types of multiscale 
system can be handled by taking different domain ontologies (representing 
domain-specific conceptualisations of multiscale systems) as input, as long as these 
domain ontologies are derived on the basis of the generic ontology (representing a 
generic conceptualisation of multiscale systems) which is also the basis on which the 
CCMT is built.
Proof-of-concept tools for the model realisation and execution steps are presented 
which deal with cases where multiscale simulation is to be carried out by integrating 
existing single-scale simulators. For model realisation, a tool called Simulation Script 
Generator (SSG) is prototyped, which is able to generate two different types of 
simulation scripts according to the simulation mode (master tool-deriven or 
coordinator driven) selected for a given application. A Model Execution System 
(MES), supporting model execution through integrating existing modelling tools, 
takes a script as input and carries out the simulation accordingly. Two options of the 
MES were developed, each using a simulation coordinator suitable for one of the two
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different simulation modes. The application of these tools has been demonstrated by 
two examples on reactor modelling.
A prototypical computer-aided environment to support multiscale discrete event 
modelling is developed based on the overall methodology. Firstly, the generic 
ontology originally designed for general continuous system modelling is extended 
with the concepts generalized from the existing discrete event formalisations and 
specification languages to support the characterization of discrete event system. A 
proof-of-concept tool DESMT is developed to facilitate modellers in constructing 
multiscale discrete event models by augmenting the CCMT implemented for 
continuous system modelling. Compared to the CCMT, two new functions are 
introducted into the DESMT, namely DES model specification and DES model 
realisation. For DES model specification, the DESMT provides modellers a graphical 
user interface to specify the discrete event model for each scale involved into a given 
system, including what states a scale should have, what events exist for state 
transitions and what state event connections should be established between these 
states and events. The DESMT also supplies the concept of import/export reference 
relations to help characterize the interscale linkages between the DES models at 
different scales. The DES model realisation function is developed according to the 
three successive stage strategy to deal with the transforming of DES conceptual 
models to PNML described Petri nets. The model realisation combines the DES 
models at each scale of the system and maps the components in it to the 
corresponding Petri net elements. The application of DESMT is demonstrated by a 
case study on a reaction system.
Despite the progress made in this and other relevant work, it is clear that 
computer-aided multiscale modelling, in comparison with computer support to 
conventional process modelling, is still in its very early stage. The initiative reported 
in this thesis is undoubtedly of an explorative nature; long term efforts with 
multidisciplinary collaborations are expected in order to make substantial progresses
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in this area.
8.2 Future work
Suggested by the overall methodology proposed in Chapter 3, the application of the 
hierarchical theoretical framework can maximize the generality of CAMM. The 
generic ontology for both continuous systems and discrete event systems are 
developed. However, the relations for these two types of systems in the ontology, 
especially for those specifying how discrete event systems interact with continuous 
systems, have not been sufficiently considered in this work which need to be further 
studied to enable the supporting of multiscale hybrid system modelling.
The domain ontology introduced in this work is mainly developed based on part of 
OntoCAPE which focuses on the domain of chemical process engineering. The 
application of the developed tools for other disciplines is currently not available due 
to the lack of domain-specific vocabularies. Therefore, one of the future objectives is 
to develop domain ontologies concerning other areas. Moreover, the corresponding 
case studies are needed to further verify the generality of these developed tools.
Chapter 5 reported CCMT the tools for facilitating multiscale conceptual modelling. 
One of its main functions is to provide generic yet useful guidance for modellers. 
Based on the proposed classification of multiscale modelling paradigm, a set of 
guidance is developed to facilitate modellers. One of the future research directions is 
to explore other ways of helping modellers construct multiscale models.
In Chapter 6, the model execution tool is presented based on the integration of 
existing single-scale modelling tools. As the connector between the models of 
different scales, a set of generic interscale components, which is responsible for 
calculating the data passed between single-scale modelling tools, is developed. In 
order to enhance the MES, the development of other types of interscale component to
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handle more complex interchanging of data is taken as one of the future objectives.
Chapter 7 has suggested that the previously developed methodology for CAMM is not 
only suitable for continuous system modelling but also applicable for discrete event 
systems. However, the developed DESMT is only an initial attempt to support 
multiscale DES modelling. One of the areas to which future effort needs to be 
dedicated is the merging of the DES models at different scales to form a single scale 
model which can be executed by existing DES simulation tools. The limitation of the 
merging approach adopted in this work is that the import/export reference states at the 
coarser scale can only be related to the initial/end states at the finer scale. For the case 
study reported where the initial state of the DES model at “Scale_l” is 
“ReactorHasOutput” and the end state is “TankHasLiquidReactant”, 
“ReactorHasOutput” has the import reference state “ReactorHasOutput_ref’ and 
“TankHasLiquidReactant” has the export reference state 
“FilterSystemHasRecycledLiquid”. By linking states at the coarser scale to the 
initial/end states at the finer scale, the merging of DES models at different scales is 
simplified where traversal of states won’t frequently switch between linked scales. 
This means that the currently visited state cannot be changed to one of the states at the 
finer scale if the previously visited state is defined at this scale. However, this can be 
a significant limitation in describing complex DES systems where sophisticated 
interscale linkages exist between models at different scales. One of the future 
objectives regarding to discrete event modelling is to improve the merging algorithm 
through which DES models at different scales with complex interscale linkage are 
able to be integrated. Another area which needs to be improved in discrete event 
modelling is the knowledge description. In the currently implemented ontology, 
knowledge about DES is still rather basic which limites the ability of DESMT in 
deducing more useful information via the model analysis function. The extension of 
the knowledge base for DES to support more sophisticated reasoning is therefore 
another future target.
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Appendix A: CORBA IDL for MBS Components
Table A.1 Data structure for MBS Components
Data structure Overview Element
TransportData Defines the data 
structure for 
exchanging data 
between the MES 
components.
1. name
A string sequence which is used to store the identifier o f data.
2. value
A double sequence which is used to store the value of data.
Table A.2 CORBA IDL for MBS Components
Interface Overview Method
Coordinator Defines the core methods 
provided by a 
coordinator. Note that 
this interface is only 
useful under mastertool 
driven mode.
1. setlnputData (in TransportData tdata);
Sets the data generated by the matertool to a coordinator.
2. initialiseQ;
Initialises the coordinator.
3. compute();
Computes the data required by the mastertool.
4. getResultQ;
Returns the data required by the coordinator.
ScaleSolver Defines the core methods 
provided by the single 
scale tool component.
1. setlnputData (in TransportData tdata);
Sets the data from the coordinator to the single scale tool 
component.
2*. setSimulationTime(in double time);
Sets the time step for the single scale tool component.
3*. getSimluationTimeQ;
Returns the actually simulation time o f the single scale tool 
component.
4. initialiseQ;
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Initialises the single scale tool component.
5. computeQ;
Conducts the simulation o f the model at a given scale.
6. getResultQ;
Returns the simulation result o f the model at a given scale to the 
coordinator.
*Method 2 and 3 are only useful under coordinator driven mode.
Aggregator Defines the core methods 
provided by the 
aggregator interscale 
component.
1. set!nputData(in TransportData tdata);
Sets the data from the coordinator to the aggregator component.
2. setConjigurationFilePath(in string cfpath);
Sets the path o f configuration file to the aggregator component.
3. initialiseQ;
Initialises the aggregator component.
4. aggregateQ;
Aggregates the data according to the specific configuration file.
5. getResultQ;
Returns the aggregated result to the coordinator.
Disaggregator Defines the core methods 
provided by the 
disaggregator interscale 
component.
1. setlnp u tData (in TransportData tdata);
Sets the data from the coordinator to the disaggregator 
component.
2. setConfigurationFilePath(in string cfpath);
Sets the path o f configuration file to the disaggregator 
component.
3. initialiseQ;
Initialises the disaggregator component.
4. disaggregateQ;
Disaggregates the data according to the specific configuration 
file.
5. getResultQ;
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Returns the disaggregated result to the coordinator.
Mereological
Connector
Defines the core methods 
provided by the 
mereological connector 
interscale component.
1. setInputData(in TransportData tdata);
Sets the data from the coordinator to the mereological connector 
component.
2. setConfigurationFilePath (in string cfpath);
Sets the path o f configuration file to the mereological connector 
component.
3. initialiseQ;
Initialises the mereological connector component.
4. mereologicalconnectQ;
Computes the data according to the specific configuration file.
5. getResultQ;
Returns the computed result to the coordinator.
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Appendix B: Detailed Outline of Implementation
Table B.1 CCMT
Part Core Class Core Method
Main window 
of the CCMT
Mainframe 
Creates and displays
the main windows of
the CCMT.
1. createAndShowGUIQ;
Creates the main window for the CCMT.
2. main(String[J args);
Initiates the CCMT by displaying the created main window).
Split Area 
Separates the main 
window of the 
CCMT into different 
parts each o f which 
has different uses, 
such as listing 
concepts trees and 
displaying created 
instances.
1. SplitAreaQ;
Creates different panes for separating the main window.
2. getSplitPaneQ;
Returns the separated main window of the CCMT.
3. getConceptListPaneQ;
Returns one particular part o f the main window which is used to 
represent the scale concepts and interscale link concepts from the 
generic and domain ontologies.
4. getScaleListPaneQ;
Returns one particular part o f the main window which is used to 
represent the created scales and the components in them.
5. JScrollPane getGraphPaneQ;
Returns one particular part o f the main window which is used to 
display the construct scale structure o f multiscale models.
Main menu 
bar and tool 
bar of the 
CCMT
MainMenuBar 
Creates the menu bar 
and tool bar of the 
CCMT and provides 
the corresponding 
functions).
1. createMenuBarQ;
Creates the menu bar of the CCMT.
2. createToolBarQ;
Creates the tool bar o f the CCMT.
3. actionPerformed(ActionEvent e);
Performs the functions listed in the menu bar and tool bar.
4. reload(ScaleManager upperScaleManager, intx_coor, int
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y_coor);
Reloads the scale structure o f the created multiscale models.
5. createImageIcon(Stringpath, String description);
Creates the image icon for the functions listed in the tool bar.
6. quitQ;
Performs the exit function.
Concept 
trees for 
displaying 
the concepts 
defined in the 
domain 
ontologies 
according to 
their
hierarchical
relations
ConceptTree 
Provides the common 
functions of different 
types o f concept 
trees.
1. valueChanged(TreeSelectionEvent e);
Performs an appropriate action when a concept listed in a tree is 
selected.
2. createPopupMenuQ;
Creates the common popup menu for concept trees.
3. createNodes(DefaultMutableTreeNode top);
Creates a node o f a concept tree.
4. addSubNodes(DefaultMutableTreeNode parent, ConceptManager 
conceptManager);
Adds a node into a concept tree.
5. actionPerformed(ActionEvent e);
Performs the functions listed in the popup menu.
6. inputlnstanceNameQ;
Creates a window for modellers to specify the name o f an instance 
of a concept in the concept trees.
7. getTreeQ;
Returns the created concept trees.
ObjectConceptTree 
Extends the 
ConceptTree class to 
create trees which list 
concepts of 
specifying physical
1. valueChanged(TreeSelectionEvent e);
Locates the selected concept and its manager.
2. createNodes(DefaultMutableTreeNode top);
Creates three concept nodes o f the object concept tree, namely 
anything concept node, environment concept node and coupling 
concept node, to contain their sub-concepts.
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systems and 
continuous systems.
3. addSubNodes(DefaultMutableTreeNode parent, ConceptManager 
conceptManager);
Adds a new node into the appropriate concept node as its sub-node 
in the concept tree.
4. reload(Individual individual, OntClass typeOffndividual);
Reloads the instances o f the anything, environment and coupling 
concepts in the created multiscale models.
5. actionPerformed(ActionEvent e);
Performs the functions, such as anything/coupling instance creation 
and deletion, listed in the popup menu.
PropertyConceptTree 
Extends the 
ConceptTree class to 
create trees which list 
concepts of 
specifying anything, 
couplings and 
interscale links.
1. valueChanged(TreeSelectionEvent e);
Locates the selected concept and its manager.
2. createNodes(DefaultMutableTreeNode top);
Creates eleven concept nodes, namely state function concept node, 
internal phenomenon concept node, internal law concept node, 
coupling phenomenon concept node, coupling mechanism law 
concept node, backdrop concept node, aggregation law concept 
node, disaggregation law concept node, mereological connection 
law concept node, related internal law concept node and related 
interscale law concept node, to contain their sub-concepts.
3. addSubNodes(DefaultMutableTreeNodeparent, ConceptManager 
discreteeventConceptManager);
Adds a new node into the appropriate concept node as its sub-node 
in the concept tree.
4. reload(Individual instance, OntClass typeOflnstance);
Reloads the instances o f the state function, law and phenomenon 
concepts in the created multiscale models.
5. actionPerformed(ActionEvent e);
Performs the functions, such as state function/law instance creation
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and deletion, listed in the popup menu.
ScaleStructureConce 
ptTree 
Extends the 
ConceptTree class to 
create trees which list 
concepts of 
specifying cale 
structures of 
multiscale models.
1. valueChanged(TreeSelectionEvent e);
Locates the selected concept and its manager.
2. createNodes(DefaultMutableTreeNode top);
Creates three concept nodes o f the object concept tree, namely scale 
concept node and interscale link concept node, to contain their 
sub-concepts.
3. addSubNodes(DefaultMutableTreeNode parent, ConceptManager 
conceptManager);
Adds a new node into the appropriate concept node as its sub-node 
in the concept tree.
4. reload(String instanceName, OntClass instanceConcept);
Reloads the instances o f the scale and interscale link instance 
concepts in the created multiscale models.
5. actionPerformed(ActionEvent e);
Performs the functions, such as scale/interscale link instance 
creation and deletion, listed in the popup menu.
Reasoning
function
PreProcessingDialog 
Reasons the 
knowledge from the 
currently created 
models and creates 
the dialog for 
presenting the 
consistency checking 
result o f the models.
1. createDialogQ;
Creates the dialog for presenting the consistency checking result o f 
the currently created models.
2. reasoningQ;
Conducts knowledge reasoning o f the currently created models.
3. appendInstances(OWLClass els, OWLOntology ontology); 
Appends the reasoning result into the created dialog.
4. violateExactCardinalityAxioms (OWLNamedlndividual 
individual, OWLOntologyManager manager, OWLOntology 
metaontology, OWLOntology domainontology);
Checks the exact cardinality violations existed in the currently 
created models.
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5. violateMinCardinalityAxioms (OWLNamedlndividual individual, 
OWLOntologyManager manager, OWLOntology metaontology, 
OWLOntology domainontology);
Checks the minimum cardinality violations which exist in the 
currently created models.
6. violateMaxCardinalityAxioms (OWLNamedlndividual individual, 
OWLOntologyManager manager, OWLOntology metaontology, 
OWLOntology domainontology);
Checks the maximum cardinality violations which exist in the 
developed models.
7. getObjectPropertiesAxioms (OWLClass concept, OWLOntology 
metaontology, OWLOntology domainontology);
Lists the axioms o f a given concept.
PostProcessingDialo
g
Reasons the 
knowledge from the 
currently created 
models and creates 
the dialog for 
presenting the 
instance
classification result 
of the models.
1. createDialogQ;
Creates the dialog for presenting the instance classification result of 
the currently created models.
2. reasoningQ;
Conducts knowledge reasoning o f the currently created models.
3. appendlnstances(OWLClass els, OWLOntology ontology); 
Appends the reasoning result into the created dialog.
Graph pane 
for
displaying 
created 
instances of
GraphPane 
Provides the common 
functions of different 
types of graph panes.
1. createMXGraphQ;
Creates the different types of graph panes.
2. actionPerformed(ActionEvent e);
Performs the functions listed in the popup menu o f graph panes.
InterscaleGraphPane 1. createMXGraphQ;
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concepts by 
graphs
Extends the 
GraphPane class to 
create graph panes 
for displaying scale 
structure of 
multiscale models.
Creates graph panes for displaying scale structure of multiscale 
models.
IntrascaleGraphPane 
Extends the 
GraphPane class to 
create graph panes 
for displaying 
components defined 
in each individual 
scale.
1. createMXGraphQ;
Creates graph panes for displaying components defined in each 
individual scale.
2. createPopupMenuQ;
Creates the popoup menu for the individual scale graph pane.
3. actionPerformed(ActionEvent e);
Performs the functions listed in the popup menu.
IndividualTr 
ee for listing 
the created 
instances
IndividualTree 
Creates trees which 
list created instances, 
including instances of 
state function, those 
o f law and those of 
phenomenon.
1. valueChangedfTreeSelectionEvent e);
Locates the selected instance.
2. addSubNodes(IndividualManager individualManager); 
Adds instances into appropriate nodes.
3. removeSubNodes (IndividualManager individualManager); 
Removes the nodes in the tree when the instance is deleted.
4. createPopupMenuQ;
Creates the popup menu for the individual tree.
5. actionPerformed(ActionEvent e);
Performs the functions listed in the popup menu.
ScaleTree 
Creates trees which 
list the instances of 
anything and 
coupling concepts
1. valueChangedfTreeSelectionEvent e);
Locates the selected instance.
2. addSubNodes (DefaultMutableTreeNode childNode, int scale, 
OntClass concept);
Adds instances into appropriate nodes.
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defined in individual 
scales.
3. removeSubNodes (DefaultMutableTreeNode childNode, int scale, 
OntClass concept);
Removes the nodes in the tree when the instance is deleted.
4. addTopLevelNodes (Object manager);
Adds the top level nodes into the tree, including anything concept 
node and coupling concept node.
5. removeTopLevelNodes (Object manager);
Removes the top level nodes.
Specification ScaleSpecifier 1. updateScaleSpecifier();
of scale Manages the Updates the nodes in a scale concept tree.
structure of specification o f 2. reloadQ;
multiscale scales o f scale Reloads the scale structure o f multiscale models.
models structure.
ScaleStructureConce
ptTree (see above)
InterscaleGraphPane
(see above)
Management ModelManager 1. saveOntology(Stringpath);
of ontologies, Manages the Saves the created conceptual model into a given file path.
including domain-specific 2. loadOntology(Stringpath);
domain-sped ontologies and the Loads domain-specific ontologies and the created conceptual
fic ontologies created multiscale models.
and the models. 3. getModelQ;
created Returns the loaded ontologies.
multiscale
models
Management ConceptManager 1. getSubClass (boolean selfContained);
of the Provides the common Returns the subclasses o f a given concept.
concepts in functions, which are 2. getImmediateSubClass(boolean selfContained);
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the
ontologies,
including
instance
creation,
deletion and
reloading
used to manage the 
concepts defined in 
ontologies, o f 
different types of 
concept managers.
Returns the direct subclasses o f a given concept.
3. getSuperClass(boolean selfContained);
Returns the superclasses o f a given concept.
4. getlmmediateSuperClass(boolean selfContained);
Returns the direct superclasses of a given concept.
5. getDirectRelatedClassQ;
Returns the anonymous equivalent class which comprises a set of 
axioms o f a given concept.
6. createlnstance(String instancename);
Creates instances of a given concept.
7. delete!nstance(String instancename);
Deletes instances o f a given concept.
ObjectConceptMana
ger
Extends the 
ConceptManager 
class to provide 
functions to manage 
the concepts for 
specifying physical 
systems and 
continuous systems.
1. createInstance(String instancename);
Creates the instances of concepts for specifying physical systems 
and continuous systems, including anything concepts and coupling 
concepts.
2. reload(String instancename);
Reloads the instances of anything concepts and coupling concepts 
defined in the input ontologies.
3. deletelnstance (String instancename);
Deletes the instances of anything concepts and coupling concepts.
PropertyConceptMan
ager
Extends the 
ConceptManager 
class to provide 
functions to manage 
the property
1. createlnstance (String instancename);
Creates the instances o f property concepts, including state function 
concepts, law concepts and phenomenon concepts.
2. reload(String instancename);
Reloads the instances o f state function concepts, law concepts and 
phenomenon concepts defined in the input ontologies.
3. deletelnstance (String instancename);
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concepts. Deletes the instances of state function concepts, law concepts and 
phenomenon concepts.
ScaleStructureConce 
ptManager 
Extends the 
ConceptManager 
class to provide 
functions to manage 
the concepts for 
specifying scale 
structure of 
multiscale models.
1. createInstance(String instancename);
Creates the instances o f scale concepts and interscale link concepts.
2. reload(String instancename);
Reloads the instances o f scale concepts and interscale link concepts 
defined in the input ontologies.
3. deletelnstance(String instancename);
Deletes the instances of scale concepts and interscale link concepts.
ConceptFinder 
Finds the most 
abstract concept or 
concepts of a given 
set o f concepts.
1. findFirstConcept (ArrayList<OntClass> conceptList); 
Finds the most abstract concept or concepts o f a given set o f 
concepts.
Management 
of the
instances of
concepts
defined in the
ontologies,
including
their
creation,
deletion and
reloading.
IndividualManager 
Contains the common 
functions, which are 
used to manage the 
instances o f concepts 
defined in ontologies, 
o f different types of 
individual managers.
1. createlnstanceQ;
Creates instances according to the concept managers they related to.
2. deletelnstance0;
Deletes instances according to the concept managers they related to.
ThingManager 
Extends the 
IndividualManager 
class to provide
1. createlnstanceQ;
Ceates the instances of anything concepts.
2. deletelnstanceQ;
Dletes the instances o f anything concepts.
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functions to manage 
the instances of 
anything concepts.
3. drawQ;
Draws a rectangle which represents the instance o f anything.
4. reloadQ;
Reloads the created instances o f anything concepts from the input 
ontologies.
5. createAbstractComponentDialog ();
Creates the super component dialog for a given anything instance).
6. createPropertyDialogQ;
Creates the dialog to specify instances o f anything concepts.
7. setUpperScaleThingBox (ScaleManager scaleManager);
Sets the check box o f anything instances defined in the upper scale.
8. itemStateChanged(ItemEvent e);
Performs the functions defined in the check box o f anything 
instances defined in the upper scale.
CouplingManager 
Extends the 
IndividualManager 
class to provide 
functions to manage 
the instances of 
coupling concepts.
1. createlnstanceQ;
Creates the instances of coupling concepts.
2. deletelnstanceQ ;
Deletes the instances o f coupling concepts.
3. drawQ;
Draws a line which represents the instance o f coupling.
4. reload(Object sourceCell, Object targetCell);
Reloads the created instances of coupling concepts from the input 
ontologies.
5. createPropertyDialogQ ;
Creates the dialog to specify instances o f coupling concepts.
InterScaleLinkManag
er
Extends the 
IndividualManager
1. createlnstanceQ;
Creates the instances of interscale link concepts.
2. deletelnstanceQ;
Deletes the instances of interscale link concepts.
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class to provide 
functions to manage 
the instances of 
interscale link 
concepts.
3. drawQ;
Draws a line which represents the instance o f interscale link.
4. reload(Object sourceCell, Object tar getCell);
Reloads the created instances o f interscale link concepts from the 
input ontologies.
5. createPropertyDialogQ;
Creates the dialog to specify instances o f interscale link concepts.
6. create?opupMenuQ;
Creates the popup menu to specify instances o f interscale link 
concepts.
7. action? erf ormed(Act ionEvent e);
Shows the created dialog for specifying instances o f interscale link 
concepts.
ScaleManager 
Extends the 
IndividualManager 
class to provide 
functions to manage 
instances o f scale 
concepts.
1. createlnstanceQ;
Creates the instances o f scale concepts.
2. deletelnstanceQ;
Deletes the instances o f scale concepts.
3. drawQ;
Draws a rectangle which represents the instance o f scale.
4. reloadQ;
Reloads the created instances of scale concepts from the input 
ontologies.
5. create?opupMenuQ;
Creates the popup menu to specify the instance o f scale concepts.
6. action?erformed(ActionEvent e);
Performs the functions defined in the popup menu.
7. setRootConceptQ;
Sets the component concepts list, including LComponent and 
AComponent, for modellers to select the root concept o f a given
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scale.
8. updateRootConceptMenuQ;
Updates the component concepts list provided to modellers.
9. setScalelntegrationModel (OntClass scaleintegrationmodelclass); 
Sets the scale integration model for pairs o f connected scales.
PropertylndividualM 
anager 
Extends the 
IndividualManager 
class to provide the 
common functions of 
different types of 
property individual 
managers, which are 
used to manage the 
property individuals, 
including the 
instances o f state 
function, those of 
phenomenon and 
those o f law.
1. createlnstanceQ;
Creates instances o f property concepts.
2. deletelnstanceQ;
Deletes instances o f property concepts.
3. createPropertyDialogQ;
Creates the dialog to specify instances o f property concepts.
Aggregati onLawIndiv 
idualManager 
Extends the 
PropertylndividualM 
anager class to 
provide functions to 
manage instances of 
aggregation law
1. createlnstanceQ;
Creates instances o f aggregation law concepts.
2. deletelnstanceQ;
Deletes instances o f aggregation law concepts.
3. reloadQ;
Reloads the created instances o f aggregation law concepts from the 
input ontologies.
4. createPropertyDialogQ;
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concepts. Creates the dialog to specify instances o f aggregation law concepts.
5. setUpperScaleThingBoxQ;
Presents the instances o f components defined in the upper scale.
6. itemStateChanged(ItemEvent e);
Performs the functions defined in the created property dialog.
7. addHasLowerScaleThingO;
Adds the instances o f components created in the lower scale.
8. removeHasLowerScaleThingO;
Deletes the instances o f components deleted from the lower scale.
9. setLowerScaleThingCheckBox (ThingManager 
upperScaleThingManager);
Sets the component instances box from the lower scale.
10. setStateFunctionBoxOJUpperScaleQ;
Sets the state function instance box from upper scale.
11. setStateFunctionBoxOJLowerScale Q;
Sets the state function instance box from lower scale.
CouplingMechanism
LawIndividualManag
er
Extends the 
PropertylndividualM 
anager class to 
provide functions to 
manage instances of 
coupling mechanism 
law concepts.
1. createlnstanceQ;
Creates instances of coupling mechanism law concepts.
2. deletelnstanceQ;
Deletes instances o f coupling mechanism law concepts.
3. reloadQ;
Reloads the created instances o f coupling mechanism law concepts 
from the input ontologies.
4. createPropertyDialogQ;
Creates the dialog to specify instances o f coupling mechanism law 
concepts.
5. setStateFunctionBoxQ;
Sets the state function instance box for the instances o f coupling 
mechanism law concepts.
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6. itemStateChanged(ItemEvent e);
Performs the functions defined in the created property dialog.
CouplingPhenomeno 1. createlnstanceQ;
nlndividualManager Creates instances o f coupling phenomenon concepts.
Extends the 2. deletelnstanceQ;
PropertylndividualM Deletes instances o f coupling phenomenon concepts.
anager class to 3. reloadQ;
provide functions to Reloads the created instances o f coupling phenomenon concepts
manage instances of from the input ontologies.
coupling 4. createPropertyDialogQ;
phenomenon Creates the dialog to specify instances o f coupling phenomenon
concepts. concepts.
5. findRelatedLawConceptQ ;
Returns laws which could be used to specify the given coupling 
phenomenon.
Dis aggregati onLawI 1. createlnstanceQ;
ndividualManager Creates instances o f disaggregation law concepts.
Extends the 2. deletelnstanceQ;
PropertylndividualM Deletes instances o f disaggregation law concepts.
anager class to 3. reloadQ;
provide functions to Reloads the created instances of disaggregation law concepts from
manage instances of the input ontologies.
disaggregation law 4. createPropertyDialogQ;
concepts. Creates the dialog to specify instances o f disaggregation law 
concepts.
5. setUpperScaleThingBoxQ;
Sets the component instance defined in the upper scale.
6. itemStateChanged(ItemEvent e);
Performs the functions defined in the created property dialog.
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7. addHasLowerScaleThingO;
Adds the instances of components created in the lower scale.
8. removeHasLowerScaleThing Q;
Deletes the instances o f components deleted from the lower scale.
9. setLowerScaleThingCheckBox (ThingManager 
upperScale ThingManager) ;
Sets the check box o f component instances defined in the lower 
scale.
10. setStateFunctionBoxO/UpperScale Q;
Sets the state function instance box from upper scale.
11. setStateFunctionBoxOfLowerScale ();
Sets the state function instance box from lower scale.
InternalLawIndividua 
IManager 
Extends the 
PropertylndividualM 
anager class to 
provide functions to 
manage instances of 
internal law concepts.
1. createlnstanceQ;
Creates instances o f internal law concepts.
2. deletelnstanceQ;
Deletes instances o f internal law concepts.
3. reloadQ;
Reloads the created instances o f internal law concepts from the input 
ontologies.
4. createPropertyDialogQ;
Creates the dialog to specify instances o f internal law concepts.
5. setStateFunctionBoxQ;
Sets the instance box o f state functions which are involved in 
specifying a given internal law.
6. itemStateChanged(ItemEvent e);
Performs the functions defined in the created property dialog.
Internal? henomenonl 
ndividualManager 
Extends the
1. createlnstanceQ;
Creates instances of internal phenomenon concepts.
2. deletelnstanceQ;
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Prop erty Indi vidualM 
anager class to 
provide functions to 
manage instances of 
internal phenomenon 
concepts.
Deletes instances of internal phenomenon concepts.
3. reloadQ;
Reloads the created instances o f internal phenomenon concepts from 
the input ontologies.
4. createPropertyDialogQ;
Creates the dialog to specify instances o f internal phenomenon 
concepts.
5 . findRelatedLawConceptQ;
Returns laws which could be used to specify the given internal 
phenomenon.
MereologicalConnect
ionLawIndividualMa
nager
Extends the
PropertylndividualM
anager class to
provide functions to
manage instances of
mereological
connection law
concepts.
1. createlnstanceQ;
Creates instances o f mereological connection law concepts.
2. deletelnstanceQ;
Deletes instances of mereological connection law concepts.
3. reloadQ;
Reloads the created instances o f mereological connection law 
concepts from the input ontologies.
4. createPropertyDialogQ;
Creates the dialog to specify instances o f mereological connection 
law concepts.
5. setUpperScaleThingBoxQ;
Presents the instances o f components defined in the upper scale.
6. itemStateChanged (ItemEvent e);
Performs the functions defined in the created property dialog.
7. addHasLowerScaleThingQ;
Adds the instances o f components created in the lower scale.
8. removeHasLowerScaleThing Q;
Deletes the instances o f components deleted from the lower scale.
9. setLowerScaleThingCheckBox (ThingManager
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upperScaleThingManager);
Sets the check box o f component instances defined in the lower 
scale.
10. setStateFunctionBoxOfUpperScaleQ;
Sets the state function instance box from upper scale.
11. setStateFunctionBoxOfLowerScaleQ;
Sets the state function instance box from lower scale.
StateFuncti onlndivid 1. createlnstanceQ;
ualManager Creates instances of state function concepts.
Extends the 2. deletelnstanceQ;
PropertylndividualM Deletes instances o f state function concepts.
anager class to 3. reloadQ;
provide functions to Reloads the created instances o f state function concepts from the
manage instances of input ontologies.
state function 4. createPropertyDialogQ;
concepts. Creates the dialog to specify instances of state function concepts.
TopologicalConnecti 1. createlnstanceQ;
onLawIndividualMan Creates instances of topological connection law concepts.
ager 2. deletelnstanceQ;
Extends the Deletes instances o f topological connection law concepts.
PropertylndividualM 3. reloadQ;
anager class to Reloads the created instances of topological connection law
provide functions to concepts from the input ontologies.
manage instances of 4. createPropertyDialogQ;
topological Creates the dialog to specify instances o f topological connection law
connection law concepts.
concepts. 5. itemStateChanged (ItemEvent e);
Performs the functions defined in the created property dialog.
6. setStateFunctionBoxQ;
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Sets check box o f the state function instances involved to specify a 
given topological connection law instance.
Table B.2 SSG
Part Core Class Core Method
Main
window of 
the SSG
Mainframe 
Creates and shows the 
main window o f the 
SSG.
createAndShowGUIQ;
Creates the main window for the SSG.
2. main(String[J args);
Initiates the SSG by displaying the created main window.
Main menu 
bar and 
tool bar of 
the SSG
MainMenuBar 
Creates the menu bar o f 
the SSG.
1. createMenuBarQ;
Creates the menu bar o f the SSG.
2. createToolBarQ;
Creates the tool bar o f the SSG.
3. actionPerformed (ActionEvent e);
Performs the functions listed in the menu bar and tool bar.
4. writefile(File file);
Writes the executable model script into a given file.
5. CODnestedwritingfile (BufferedWriter out, StructureBuilder 
structurebuilder);
Writes the executable model script under coordinator-driven mode to 
a given file.
6. MTDnestedwritingfile (BufferedWriter out, StructureBuilder 
structurebuilder);
Writes the executable model script under mastertool-driven mode to 
a given file.
Graph 
pane for 
displaying 
the scale
GraphPane 
Provides the common 
functions which are 
used by different types
1. createMXGraphQ;
Creates graph panes.
2. actionPerformed (ActionEvent e);
Performs the functions defined for graph panes.
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structure of o f graph panes to
conceptual present the scale
models by structure of the input
graphs conceptual model.
C ODGraphPane 1. createMXGraphQ;
Extends the GraphPane Creates graph panes for model realisation under coordinator-driven
class to create graph mode.
panes for model 2. createPopupMenuQ;
realisation under Creates the popup menu for the created graph panes.
coordinator-driven 3. actionPerformed (ActionEvent e);
mode. Performs the functions defined in the popup menu.
4. inputRunningTimeQ;
Allows modellers to specify the running time o f a particular single 
scale tool.
5. inputSolverNameQ;
Allows modellers to specify the name o f a particular single scale tool 
registered with CORE A ORB.
6. inputConfigurationFilePath Q;
Allows modellers to specify the path o f the configuration file o f a 
given interscale component.
MTDGraphPane 1. createMXGraphQ;
Extends the GraphPane Creates graph panes for model realisation under mastertool-driven
class to create graph mode.
panes for model 2. createP opupMenuQ;
realisation under Creates the popup menu for the created graph panes.
mastertool-driven 3. actionPerformed (ActionEvent e);
mode. Performs the functions defined in the popup menu.
4. inputSolverNameQ;
Allows modellers to specify the name o f a particular single scale tool
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registered with CORBA ORB.
5. InputConfigurationFilePath Q;
Allows modellers to specify the path o f the configuration file o f a 
given interscale component.
StructureBuilder 
Displays the scale 
structure o f the input 
conceptual model.
1. drawScaleStructureQ;
Displays the scale structure o f the input conceptual model.
Manageme 
nt of the 
created 
conceptual 
model.
ModelManager
Loads conceptual models into SSG.
1. loadOntology(Stringpath);
Loads conceptual models from a given file 
path into SSG.
InterscaleComponentWrapper 
Creates interscale component for each 
instance of interscale law concepts defined in 
the input conceptual model.
1. createCellQ;
Creates interscale components.
ScaleWrapper
Creates scale component for each instance of 
scale concepts defined in the input conceptual 
model.
createCellQ;
Creates scale components.
Table B.3 DESMT
Part Core Class Core Method
Main window 
of the DESMT
The following classes are discussed in Table B .l:
MainFrame
Split Area
Main menu bar 
and tool bar of 
the DESMT
MainMenuBar (See Table B .l).
Concept trees DiscreteEventConcep 1. valueChanged (TreeSelectionEvent e);
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for displaying tTree
the concepts Extends the
defined in the ConceptTree class to
domain create trees which list
ontologies concepts for
according to specifying discrete
their event systems.
hierarchical
relations
Locates the selected concept.
2. createNodes (DefaultMutableTreeNode top);
Creates three concept nodes, namely state concept node, event 
concept node and state event connection concept node, to contain 
their sub-concepts.
3. addSubNodes (DefaultMutableTreeNode parent, 
ConceptManager discreteeventConceptManager) ;
Adds a new node into the appropriate concept nodes in a tree as its 
sub-node.
4. reload(Individual individual, OntClass typeOflndividual); 
Reloads the created instances o f discrete event concepts.
The following classes are discussed in Table B .l:
ConceptTree
ObjectConceptTree
PropertyConceptTree
ScaleStructureConceptTree
Reasoning
function
The following classes are discussed in Table B .l:
PreProcessingDialog
PostProcessingDial og
Graph pane for 
displaying 
created 
instances of 
concepts by 
graphs
DiscreteEventGraph
Pane
Extends the 
GraphPane class to 
create graph panes 
for displaying 
elements which are 
used to specify 
discrete event 
models.
1. createMXGraphQ;
Creates graph panes for displaying elements which are used to 
specify discrete event models.
2. createP opupMenuQ;
Creates the popoup menu for the DES graph pane.
3. actionPerformed (ActionEvent e);
Performs the functions listed in the popup menu.
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The following classes are discussed in Table B .l:
GraphPane
InterscaleGraphPane
IntrascaleGraphPane
IndividualTree 
for listing the 
created 
instances
The following classes are discussed in Table B .l:
IndividualTree
ScaleTree
Specification of 
scale structure 
of multiscale 
models
The following classes are discussed in Table B .l:
ScaleSpecifier
ScaleStructureConceptTree
Inter scale GraphPane
Specification of 
discrete event 
models for 
individual 
scales
DiscreteEventSpecifi
er
Manages the 
specification of 
discrete event models 
for individual scales.
1. updateDiscreteEventSpecifier Q;
Updates the nodes in a discrete concept tree.
2. reloadQ;
Reloads the discrete event model o f individual scales.
The following classes are discussed in Table B .l:
DiscreteEventConceptTree
DiscreteEventGraphPane
Management of 
ontologies, 
including 
domain-specific 
ontologies and 
the created 
multiscale 
models
ModelManager 
(See Table B .l).
1. realisationlinitialiseQ;
Collects the DES related instances defined in the conceptual 
model which is about to realised.
2. realiseModel(Stringpath);
Realises DES models.
3. pnmlWriter(Individual currentstate, BufferedWriter out); 
Transfers the DES models from OWL format to PNML format. 
Other core methods of the class can be found in Table B. 1
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ModelManager.
Management of DiscreteEventConcep
the concepts in tManager
the ontologies, Extends the
including ConceptManager
instance class to provide
creation, functions to manage
deletion and the DES related
reloading concepts.
1. createlnstance(String instancename);
Creates the instances o f DES related concepts, including state 
concepts, event concepts and state event connection concepts.
2. reload(String instancename);
Reloads the instances o f state concepts, event concepts and state 
event connection concepts defined in the input ontologies.
3. deletelnstance (String instancename);
Deletes the instances o f state concepts, event concepts and state 
event connection concepts.
The following classes are discussed in Table B .l:
ConceptManager
ObjectConceptManager
PropertyConceptManager
ScaleStructureConceptManager
ConceptFinder
Management of StateManager
the instances of Extends the
concepts IndividualManager
defined in the class to provide
ontologies, functions to manage
including their instances o f state
creation, concepts.
deletion and
reloading.
1. createlnstanceQ;
Creates the instances o f state concepts.
2. deletelnstanceQ;
Deletes the instances o f state concepts.
3. drawQ;
Draws a cycle which represents the instance o f state.
4. reloadQ;
Reloads the created instances o f state concept from the input 
ontologies.
5. createlmportedReferenceStateDialogQ;
Creates the imported reference state dialog.
6. createExportedReferenceStateDialogQ ;
Creates the exported reference state dialog.
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7. setUpperScaleStateBox (ScaleManager scaleManager);
Sets the check box o f the state instances defined in the upper scale.
8. itemStateChanged (ItemEvent e);
Performs the functions defined in the imported reference state 
dialog and the exported reference state dialog.
9. setlnitialState(boolean flag);
Sets the class o f a given state instance to the initial state concept.
EventManager 1. createlnstanceQ;
Extends the Creates the instances o f event concepts.
IndividualManager 2. deletelnstanceQ;
class to provide Deletes the instances of event concepts.
functions to manage 3. drawQ;
instances of event Draws a rectangle which represents the instance o f event.
concepts. 4. reloadQ;
Reloads the created instances o f event concepts from the input 
ontologies.
StateEventConnectio 1. createlnstanceQ;
nManager Creates the instances o f state event connection concepts.
Extends the 2. deletelnstanceQ;
IndividualManager Deletes the instances o f state event connection concepts.
class to provide 3. drawQ ;
functions to manage Draws a line which represents the instance o f state event
instances of state connection.
event connection 4. reloadQ;
concepts. Reloads the created instances of state event connection concepts 
from the input ontologies.
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The following classes are discussed in Table B .l:
IndividualManager
ThingManager
CouplingManager
InterScaleLinkManager
ScaleManager
PropertylndividualManager
AggregationLawIndividualManager
CouplingMechanismLawIndividualManager
CouplingPhenomenonlndividualManager
DisaggregationLawIndividualManager
InternalLaw IndividualManager
InternalPhenomenonlndividualManager
MereologicalConnectionLawIndividualManager
StateFunctionlndividualManager
TopologicalConnectionLawIndividualManager
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